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Preface

Over more than two centuries the development of economic theory has created a wide
array of different concepts, theories, and insights. My recent books, Capital and
Knowledge (Zhang, 1999) and A Theory ofInternational Trade (Zhang, 2000) show
how separate economic theories such as the Marxian economics, the Keynesian
economics, the general equilibrium theory, the neoclassical growth theory, and the
neoclassical trade theory can be examined within a single theoretical framework. This
book is to further expand the framework proposed in the previous studies.

This book is a part of my economic theory with endogenous population, capital,
knowledge, preferences, sexual division of labor and consumption, institutions,
economic structures and exchange values over time and space (Zhang, 1996a). As an
extension of the Capital and Knowledge, which is focused on the dynamics of
national economies, this book is to construct a theory of urban economies. We are
concerned with dynamic relations between division of labor, division of consumption
and determination of prices structure over space. We examine dynamic
interdependence between capital accumulation, knowledge creation and utilization,
economic growth, price structures and urban pattern formation under free competition.
The theory is constructed on the basis ofa few concepts within a compact framework.
The comparative advantage of our theory is that in providing rich insights into
complex of spatial economies it uses only a few concepts and simplified functional
forms and accepts a few assumptions about behavior of consumers, producers, and
institutional structures.

This book constructs a theoretical framework that would permit valid generalizations
from one special modeling structure to another, and would deepen our understanding
of economic evolution. It is a part of my broad approach to revealing complex of
economic evolution (Zhang, 1991d, I996a, 1999, 2000). 1 wish that the reader
would appreciate this book within the grand framework that 1 have made great
efforts to construct.

Wei-Bin Zhang
Beppu-Shi , September 2001
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1 Introduction

When we look at a collection of city maps, we tend to be amazed by the enormous
variety of shapes that social and economic mechanisms create under constraints of the
nature. When we follow history of great cities, we feel strongly about dynamics of
urban life. A single city shows different economic geographical patterns when it
grows in different historical conditions. Cities grow, stagnate, and decline, depending
on internal evolutionary mechanisms and their relations with the rest of the world.
Economists have long been interested in searching for the causes and effects of urban
growth. However, consistency and connectivity are weak among these approaches. It
is reasonable to ask whether it is possible to build a general framework within which
the varied urban issues and economic principles addressed in the traditional
approaches can be examined in a consistent manner. The purpose of this book is to
make an initial step towards constructing such a 'general' urban economic theory.

This book is concerned with economic dynamics, land use and spatial economic
structures. Since land is immobile and cannot be augmented at a given location, it
limits intensity of human activities and affects cost of human interactions. Irrespective
of their importance in shaping economic activities in geographical space, aspects of
dynamic spatial economies have received only scant attention in modem theoretical
economics. One reason for this appears to be that it is difficult to take account of
economic space within the well-established analytical frameworks. It has become clear
that addition of explicit consideration of spatial factors such as neighborhood effects
and transportation costs may cause some essential changes in basic results of general
economic theory in which spatial effects are explicitly omitted. As pointed out by
Ponsard (1983), space had either been ignored or treated superficially in the Anglo
Saxon tradition of economic theory. The major original spatial economists, such as
von ThUnen (1826), Weber (1909), Christaller (1933), and Losch (1938), were all
outside the Anglo-Saxon tradition. It is only in recent years that space has found its
way into mainstreams ofeconomics.

1.1 Von Thiinen's Theory

Johann Heinrich von ThUnen is the father of location theory and a discoverer of the
marginal productivity theory of distribution. He was born on June 24, 1783, on his
father's estate in the Grand Duchy of Oldenburg. He lived in Germany from 1783
until 1850. As pointed out by Blaug (1985), the history of location theory begins with
the publication of von ThUnen's Der Isolierte Staat (The Isolated State) in 1826. He

W-B Zhang, An Economic  Theory  of  Cities
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002



2 Introduction

was living in an agricultural economy. A main character of agricultural activities is
that land is used extensively. von Thnnen was concerned with the problem of
agricultural activities which center on the competition of land use. He provided the
classical analysis of allocation of land among competing agricultural activities. He
started to construct the isolated state economy as follows (Von Thunen, 1826):

Consider a very large town in the center of a fertile plain which does not contain any
navigable rivers or canals. The soil of the plain is assumed to be of uniform fertility which
allows cultivation everywhere. At a great distance the plain ends in an uncultivated
wilderness, by which this state is absolutely cut offfrom the rest ofthe world .
This plain is assumed to contain no other cities but the central town and in this all
manufacturing products must be produced; the city depends entirely on the surrounding
country for its supply ofagricultural products.
All mines and mineral deposits are assumed to be located right next to the central town .
It was assumed that there was only one form of transportation, the horse and wagon,
operated by the farmer at his own expense. There were no multiple freight rates depending
on the commodities sipped .

The question now is: How under these circumstances will agriculture be developed
and how will the distance from the city affect agricultural methods when these are
chosen in the optimal manner? He showed that the town would be surrounded by
agricultural rings: each ring cultivates a specific crop associated with the highest bid
rent over the ring. The bid rent is the revenue minus the cost of labor and the cost of
transportation. Differences in land use and agricultural production were the result of
the types and quantities of agricultural products needed in the city, the technology
employed in the production and transportation of such commodities, and the endeavor
ofeach fanner to maximize his land rent by producing commodities. Various kinds of
agricultural products are grown in concentric circles around the city, the exact location
at which each product is raised being determined by the cost of transporting it to the
city. For instance, in the area near to the city vegetables and fresh milk are produced
and land cultivation is intensive because of the high price of land. Farther from the
city, wheat is produced by the enclosure system. In the outermost circles the land is
used for grazing.

Using the simple model, von Thunen examined many important issues in spatial
analysis such as the effect of location on prices and land rent, the effect of urban
demand fluctuations on the corresponding agricultural area, and interactions between
the city and its hinterland. The model explains a number of important issues related to
agricultural production locations in a simple manner. It explains the existence of
agricultural specification even in the absence of climatic and fertility differences and
the decrease of rent with distance from markets. It explains the relationship among
distance of farms from the market, prices received by farmers for their products and
land rent. The price which a fanner obtained for a given unit of commodity was equal
to its price at the market minus the cost of shipping it to the market. The cost of
transportation increased with distance from the market. The land rent was dependent
on location relative to the market. The land rent nearest the city was the highest. The
land rent decreased as location was further away from the city. It is a fertile model in
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the sense that it can be extended and modified in multiple ways. A key concept in land
use theory is the concept of land rent. Ricardo and von ThUnen wrote about
agricultural land rent. Ricardo emphasized fertility differences while von ThUnen was
concerned with location differences . Modem urban economics was strongly
influenced by von ThUnen's work. As most of classical works, von ThUnen's book is
characterized by being insightful into many important issues.

1.2 Classical Location Theory

Classical location theory is often concerned with following two problems (Norman,
1979). The first one is that given the locations of all other economic agents, how
should a particular agent such as a firm or industry be located to minimize the cost of
serving a known, fixed demand? This problem is solved by the so-called least cost
approaches to location theory. The second question is that given that firms are in
direct competition with each other, how will they locate and what market areas will
they control, given knowledge ofdemand conditions. This problem is analyzed by the
central place theories and the interdependence theories .

The least cost approach was first developed by Weber (1909). He tried to find out
what are the general factors of location for industry and what's role these factors play
in affecting industrial location. He developed his location theory mainly basing on the
following assumptions: (I) the firm's technology exhibits constant returns to scale; (2)
production factors are available in unlimited supply at fixed prices independent of
location; (3) these factors are either available everywhere in the market or located in a
few fixed sources; (4) demand is known and fixed in terms of space and amount; and
(5) transport costs for each commodity are directly proportional to weight and
distance transported. The optimum location of a firm is defined as a search for the
minimization of production and transportation costs. Under these assumptions, he
showed how a firm would choose the location in order to minimize the cost of serving
a particular consumption site. In the case of two inputs located at two different points
and one product market located at the third point, Weber showed that the optimal
location lies within a triangle formed by linking the product market point with two
input points and two input points with each other. He also mentioned that the optimum
location is found by taking into consideration the relative strength of two material pull
forces and the product market pull force. Weber set up the paradigm for location of
facilities (such as plants, warehouses, military bases, schools, waste material dumps,
fire engine depots, hospitals, administrative buildings, and department stores) based
on the minimization of transportation costs. It should be noted that Weber also tried to
analyze locational issues when there are economies of agglomeration. He considered
many subjects in location theory.

Weber's lasting influence on the subsequent developments of location theory did not
begin immediately after he created his theory. It was only after 1960 that location
theory emerged as a discipline. It is Isard (1956) who began to extend Weber's least
cost theory. He incorporated the substitution principle into location theory. Moses
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(1958) introduced neoclassical production function into location theory. Assuming
that a finn chooses its plant location within the Weber-Moses triangle and the plant
location is constrained to remain at a specified distance from the output market, he
showed that the location decision of a finn is independent of the output level if the
firm's production function is linearly homogeneous. Moreover, Moses noted that
profit maximization requires a proper adjustment of output, input combination,
location and price. He considered the optimum location to be finally dependent on
base prices on inputs, transportation rates on inputs and on the final product, the
geographical position of materials and markets, the product function, and demand
function. Sakashita (1987) further examined the Moses problem by considering the
location decision ofa firm in a straight line, which connects two markets in space. He
showed that the location decision of a cost-minimizing finn is independent of the
output level if the production function is linearly homogenous. He also examined the
impact of demand on the location decision of a profit-maximizing monopolistic finn.
He proved that the optimum location of a finn is independent of the demand function
if and only if the production function is linearly homogeneous. There are many
attempts to extend Sakashita's analysis (e.g., Shieh and Mai, 1997). For instance,
Shieh and Mai explicitly incorporated monopoly market structure into the Weber
Moses triangle model. They examined the effects of demand on the production and
location decisions of a finn. By employing a two-stage approach, it is shown that the
optimum location is not independent of the demand function if the production
expansion path is linear through the origin and the distance of plant location from the
product market is given. In the model the linearly homogenous production function is
not sufficient to ensure that the optimum location is independent of the demand
function if the distance from plant location is a choice variable. It is found that when
demand is price-dependent, the optimum location for a finn should be located at the
point of maximum profit rather than minimum cost (Beckmann, 1987). But most of
theoretical studies on the location theory of a finn are to minimize the cost of
producing and selling a given level of output. Little attention has been given to cases
in which the objective of a finn is to maximize the profit. There are exceptions . For
instance, In Shieh (1989), the finn 's optimum location is determined in the context of
the maximum profit rather than the minimum cost.

Christaller (1933) created a theory about market areas. He explained the laws that
determine the number, size, function and spacing of settlements. His theory is about
the location of tertiary activities, which stands alongside the work of von ThUnen on
the location, and the location theory of secondary activities by Weber. It is Losch
who first provided reasons why economic activities tend to agglomerate over an
otherwise featureless plain. The central place theory by Losch (1938, 1940) is based
on the following assumptions: (1) a firm maximizes its profit in choosing location; (2)
there are no abnormal profits in economic activities, which are open to everyone.
Different from Weberian theory which is concerned with a heterogeneous market area
with consumption fixed and concentrated at distinct points, Losch was concerned with
an unbounded, homogeneous plain over which consumers are evenly distributed.
Rather than a fixed demand, Losch assumed a downward-sloping demand curve for
whatever is being produced. He built the theory by assuming a homogeneous plain
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containing regularly distributed self-sufficient farms. First, consider one fanner who
wishes to produce beer and sell them to the consumers with an identical demand
curve. The profit maximization provides the brewer a circular market area either with
surplus profits or an extensive market area, which will attract other producers. Other
producers compete away the demand until every producer gets the normal profit. It is
through this kind ofcompetition that the spatial shape of the individual market areas is
determined. LOsch showed that a system of hexagonal markets would emerge. A
modem proofofthe spatial pattern formation was given by Bollobas and Stem (1972).
In this system the size of each hexagon is determined by the relationship between
production, demand and transport conditions. Since an economy consists of multiple
industries and each industry forms its own system of hexagonal markets, different
industries will give rise to different sizes of hexagons. LOsch showed how a hierarchy
ofproduction centers will emerge ifnets ofhexagons of different sizes are superposed
in an ordered manner. By this way, LOsch was able to provide an explanation for
urban formation and hierarchical systems ofcities.

We should consider these two approaches as two extreme cases. Weber ignored the
demand factor in his locational analysis; LOsch omitted spatial variation in cost
conditions. Isard (1956, 1960) made attempts to integrate the two approaches some
years ago.

1.3 The Alonso Model and its Extensions

Von ThUnen developed a theory of the location of agricultural products in concentric
rings around a central market. Isard (1956) noticed that the ideas of von ThUnen
could be reinterpreted in the context of urban land-use. Since then, there are some
works, which mark a conceptual transition between the earlier work of land
economists and modem urban economists (Beckmann, 1957, Mohring, 1961, Wingo,
1961, Muth, 1963). The availability of a well-developed microeconomic theory
provided the theoretical foundations for the growth of modem urban economics.
Beckmann (1957) studied the determination of equilibrium residential land rents and
quantities in a monocentric city, where all employment and services are concentrated
in the CBD (central business district) surrounded by a residential area. But it may be
argued that the development of modem urban economics has been strongly
influenced by the work ofAlonso (1964). In his bid-rent theory, Alonso pioneered the
adaptation of von ThUnen's work on an urban context. The central market was
replaced by a central business district, and agricultural products by alternative urban
lands. According to Papageorgiou and Pines (1999), Alonso's greatest contribution
was his proposal for the matching between spatial analysis and microeconomic theory
that was necessary for the development of modem urban economics. Similar to the
Solow-Swan model for neoclassical growth model, the Alonso model provides a
simple mathematical structure based on which many articles have been published.
The model has inspirited further development of urban economics mainly because of
its logical consistency, simplicity, possible extensions and rich implications for
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important phenomena. Since the publication of Alonso's seminal work, urban
economic has become an established field through the works ofurban economists.

The Alonso model is concerned with urban land use and market land prices. In its
simple form, the model of monocentric city assumes that all economic activities are
concentrated in central business districts, which are surrounded by residential
suburbs. It involves a density of consumers, identical with respect to income and
tastes. Preferences are defined over the consumption of a composite good, which is
found at the CBD and land. Land is considered as a commodity. Each consumer must
occupy land at one and only one location. Since the disposable income of consumers
varies with distance from the center due to differences in transportation costs, so does
consumption. In equilibrium consumption and prices are such that everyone has the
same utility level. The model explains pattern formation of the residential land use
around the CBD. The price of land, the density of land use, and the equilibrium
locations of the urban population are endogenously determined by the model. The
key role of analysis in this approach is the concept of 'bid rent', which represents the
maximum rent each participant in the market can pay at each location. As a result of
the different possible uses ofa location, there is a whole set of bid rents for any given
location. The equilibrium rent is the maximum of the bid rents, which is
geographically represented as the upper envelope ofbid rent curves.

We now formally illustrate the Alonso model. For simplicity, we accept a simplified
version of the Alonso model provided by Fujita (1989). There are many factors
affecting households' decision-making on residential location. Households should
consider accessibility of residential locations to shopping centers, working place,
friends and transport systems. Land price and space availability constraint possibility
of locational choice. One may also have to include local amenities such as traffic
noise and greenness in analyzing residential location. Faced with time and budget
constraints, households have to weigh all these factors in making the decision. The
model in this section takes account of two locational factors, accessibility and space.

We assume that the economy has a single household type. There are N identical
households in the city. All job opportunities are located in the CBD. There is a dense,
radial transport system free of congestion. Workers commute between residents and
work places. Any other possible travel is neglected. The land is a featureless plain. All
land parcels are identical and ready for residential use. This implies that the only
spatial characteristic of each location in the city that matters to households is the
distance from the CBD. We denote by L(01) the land distribution in the city. It is

further assumed that the land not occupied by households is used for agriculture,

yielding a constant rent Ra . We assume that the city is closed in the sense that all the

urban residents live in the city and there is no migration between the city and the
outside world. We assume the absentee landownership. That is, absentee landlords
own land.
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A household is supposed to choose a residence that maximizes its utility subject to a
budget constraint. The utility function U(x,/) is assumed to be dependent on X

(the amount ofcomposite consumer good) and / (the lot size of the house). With the

assumptions that U(x,/) is continuous and increasing at all x > 0 and / > 0
and all indifference curves are strictly convex and smooth, we can describe the
behavior of U (x, /) as in Fig. 1.3.1.

X

---------U\ =U(x,/)

/
Fig. 1.3.1. Consumption and Indifference Curves

In the original Alonso model, the distance to the CBD is a variable that affects utility.
The composite consumer good is selected as the numeraire. Let us consider that a
household locates its house at distance OJ (~O) from the CBD. The budget

constraint for this household is given by

X + R(OJ)/ = Y - T(m) (1.3 .1)

where Y is the household's (exogenously) fixed income, R(OJ) the rent per unity

of land at location OJ, and T(m) the transport cost at OJ . The household decides

x, / and OJ to maximize its utility. The residential choice of the household is to

maximize U(x,/) subject to (1.3.1), / > 0 and x> O.Itcanbeprovedthat(i)

if U(X,/) is continuous and increasing for / > 0 and X > 0; all indifferences

are strictly convex and smooth and do not cut axes, and (ii) T(OJ) is continuous and

increasing at all OJ ~ 0, where 0 ~ T(O) < Y and T(00) = 00, then the

household's residential choice problem has a solution.
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We use the bid rent approach to show the equilibriwn of the Alonso model. The bid
rent 'P(m,u) is the maximwn rent per unit ofland that the household can pay for
living at ai , i.e.

'P(l,u) =max{I - x IU(x,l) = u} .
I,x l

(1.3.2)

where I (m) =Y - T (m) . It is shown that 'P (I, u) is continuously increasing

in I and continuously decreasing in u (until 'P (I, u) becomes zero). When we

solve the above maximization problem, we obtain the optimal lot size r (I, u) ,

which is called the bid-max lot size. It is shown that t (I ,u) is continuously

decreasing in I and continuously increasing in u (until r (l, u) becomes

infinite). We depict the relation between 'P (I, u) and r (l, u) as in Fig. 1.3.2.

We see that the bid rent is given by the slope of the budget line at distance m that is
tangent to the indifference curve U .

x

I(m,u)

l(I,u)

Fig.1.3.2. Bid Rent and Bid-max Lot Size

u

'P(I,u)

l

Given the market rent curve R(m), we have that u is the equilibriwn utility of

the household and OJ' is an optimal location if and only if

R(o/) = 'P(OJ' ,u'), R(m) ~ 'P(m,u'), for all or. (1.3.3)
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The above equation provides the condition that an individual household chooses a
location in the city. Every household treats the market rent curve as given and finds
the most desirable location. We now consider behavior of all the households and
landowners and determine the overall balance ofdemand and supply for land.

The competitive equilibrium land use refers to the situation in which equality between
demand and supply for land is achieved everywhere. Since the households are
identical, they must achieve the same maximum utility level independent of location in

•equilibrium. We denote by u the common maximum utility achieved in
equilibrium. Since all land must be occupied either by housing or by agricultural use,
we see that at each location the market land rent coincides with the maximum of the
equilibrium bid rent and the agricultural rent, i.e.

R(m) = max{'P(Y - T(m),u·), Ra }, at each m. (1.3.4)

In other words, each location is occupied by the activity with the highest bid rent in

equilibrium. Since \P(Y - T(m),u·) is decreasing in ar, the above equation

becomes

R(m) = {\P(Y - T(m),u·) for ca s mb ,

Ra for ca > mb

where to, is the urban fringe distance. Since land is fully occupied, we have

n(m)t(Y - T(m),u·) = L(m), ca ~ mb ,

n(m) = 0, to > mb

(1.3.5)

(1.3.6)

where n(m) is the household distribution at equilibrium. Since N households are

located in the city, we have

'J. L(m) • doi = N.
01 (Y - T(m),u )

(1.3.7)

The equilibrium values of R((L), n( (L), I({L), u· and oi, are determined by

(1.3.5)-(1.3.7). It can be shown that the system has a unique equilibrium (Fujita, 1989,
Arnott, 1996a).

This model provides a prototype of urban systems. It is partial in the sense that it
takes the number of jobs at the CBD as given. There are many extensions of the
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model. Beckmann published a path-breaking paper in 1969. His paper incorporated
many of the key assumptions in contemporary urban economics such as centralized
CBD employment, a dense radial road system, and malleable housing. The paper
introduced a distribution of income among households and explored how income
and housing consumption vary with distance from the CBD. It is shown that if all
households have an identical preference structure, then the wealthier households
live further out and consume more space in equilibrium. Beckmann made another
pioneering work in 1976. He considered a linear bounded landscape without a
predetermined center (Beckmann, 1976). There is a single type of agents who
derive utility from their interaction. Crowding which is a function of residential
density has a negative impact on utility. At the initial state agents are distributed
uniformly over the land and thus crowding is equal over space. On the other hand, it
is assumed that those in central locations will enjoy higher degree ofaccessibility. It
is shown that competition for land will eliminate this advantage through
agglomeration. A bell-shaped population profile in equilibrium results from the
trade-off between the propensity to interact and the aversion to crowding.
Beckmann's model excludes the polycentric city as a possible outcome. As an
extension of Solow and Vickrey (1971) and Beckmann (1976), Ogawa and Fujita
(1980) introduced multiple types of interactions. Their model includes possible
existence of multiple urban centers. Since then, there are many works on
polycentric cities (Asami et a., 1990, Papageorgiou and Pines, 1999).

Some urban models have been developed within a general equilibrium framework.
The general equilibrium models are concerned with the determination of the size and
productive capacity ofa monocentric city's employment, the socially efficient amount
of land that must be allocated to road transportation around the center, the optimal
degree of traffic congestion, and the quantity of housing that the market will produce
(Mills, 1972, Dixit, 1973, Hardwick and Hardwick, 1974). The issues related to
justification of equilibria in spatial economies are also raised (e.g., Stahl, 1985). The
existence theorems are challenged when various spatial factors cause non-convex. For
instance, Berlin and Tee Rae (1987) constructed examples in which all of the classical
conditions, such as continuity and convexity of preferences hold but the utility of
consumers explicitly depend on location. They demonstrated no existence of
equilibrium in such models. Since each consumer is indivisible and unable to consume
space at more than one location at a time, this generates a non-convexity in his
consumption set. In urban economics the location-dependent utility may arise in many
ordinary circumstances. For instance, it may arise either form the disutility of travel
time to the CBD (Alonso, 1964), from traffic congestion (Solow, 1972), or industrial
pollution (Diamond and Tolley, 1981), local public goods (Mills, 1987), and spatially
distributed amenities (Kanemoto, 1980), or even from racial prejudice (Rose
Ackerman, 1975). The concentration of many people may be associated with different
types of externalities such as traffic congestion, pollution, noises, racial
discrimination, and neighboring amenities .
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1.4 Imperfect Competition

It is well observed that firms selling similar products may either agglomerate or
disperse in space. There are many reasons for these. For instance, the location of
natural resources used as inputs, interaction externalities such as comparing shopping,
and accessibility to customers may affect the location of firms in some way or
another. There are different approaches to model interfirm competition over space.
Hotelling (1929) gave the seminal work on spatial oligopoly. He studied the pattern
of location of two sellers of a homogeneous product. Buyers are assumed to be
evenly distributed on a linear market. Each buyer is assumed to consume one unit of
output and bear all transport costs . By this assumption, complex of demand sides is
ignored. For each pair of locations chosen by the firms, Hotelling calculated the
equilibrium prices they would set and then introduced these equilibrium prices back
into the finns' profit functions. He studied a subgame perfect equilibrium in a two
stage location-price game. He showed that the two salesmen will be located at the
same place as a result of the competition and the equilibrium is stable. This
conclusion also implies that competition between firms would lead them to provide
essentially the same product. Stores would locate back-to-back and political parties
would propose similar manifestos. This effect is now often referred to as "the
principle of minimum differentiation". Smithies (1941) showed that if we introduce a
non-zero elasticity of demand and non-zero transport costs the two competitors will
separate. Eaton and Lipsey (1975) showed that ifthere are more than two sellers, they
tend to disperse rather than agglomerate. Greenhut (1956) gave another way to
improve the Hotelling model, integrating the Hotelling approach and the cost least
approach within a single framework. Since there are many possibilities of
transportation costs, demand functions and other spatial factors, it has become clear
that the Hotelling model is only one of many possible location strategies even for two
salesmen. It was pointed out by D'Aspremont, Gabszewicz and Thisse (1979) that
under Hotelling's original specifications, location tendencies cannot be derived
because the outcome of the price game is not well defined. They showed that the
minimum differentiation would never hold in location-price models Ii la Hotelling
since when firms locate coincidentally, profits are driven to zero by intense price
competition. This proof of the non-existence of pure strategy price equilibrium in the
Hotelling model has led many researchers to construct alternative models of price
formation.

Hoover (1937a, 1937b) approached spatial competition in a different way. He
allowed firms to discriminate in price across consumers. In this model, even when
firms have access to the same production and transport technologies, they will never
agglomerate. Agglomeration will entail zero profits. There are many models further
developed along this line. Mills (1967) constructed an imperfect competition model
in an urbanized economy where equilibria exist because individual firms face
sufficiently inelastic demands. Due to spatial advantages, firms would restrict their
size and operate in regions with increasing returns . This generates an industrial town
with a single, monopolistic firm. The city center is in effect the location chosen by
that firm and residential location is determined as in the standard Alonso-type
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models. There are models emphasizing different monopolistic pncmg policies.
Greenhut and Ohta (1972, 1975) analyzed monopoly output under alternative forms
of spatial pricing. Ohta (1976) further examined issues related to efficiency of
production under conditions of imperfect competition. Beckmann (1976) examined
the spatial monopolist's optimal price, quantity, and market boundary, and compared
consumer surplus, profits and social benefits under the spatial pricing policies.
Benson (1980, 1984) examined Loschian competition and spatial competition with
Chamberlinian tangencies. Eaton showed the nonuniqueness of equilibrium in the
Loschian model. There are also studies that assume that firms behave as Coumot
oligopolists and discriminate over space (Greenhut and Greenhut, 1975, Norman,
1981, Philips, 1983).

1.5 Spatial Agglomeration

We use terms such as production center, commercial center, service center, village,
town, city, metropolitan area, and megapolitan area to describe concentration of
human settlements and economic activities. Economic geography, urban and regional
economics are concerned with the characteristics of these concentrations and their
distribution over time and space. People interact with each other in various ways.
They exchange tangibles and intangibles in the form-of goods, services and ideas.
People and their actions are concentrated because concentrations would bring about
utility. Firms often prefer to locate in large cities because of proximity to other firms.
According to Weber (1909:126), "An agglomerative factor ... is an 'advantage' or
cheapening of production or marketing which results from the fact that production is
carried on to some considerable extent at one place". He found out that
agglomerative economies might arise, for instance, from simple enlargement of plant
or from close local association ofseveral plants.

There are agglomeration diseconomies such as congestion costs in urban formation,
Congestion of firms and people would require high construction costs of building,
oblige workers to commute long distance in crowded trains and raise land rent. Urban
economists have identified some causes of urban agglomeration. These causes
include diversity of the resource base, economies of scale in the provision of public
sectors, and agglomerative economies ofscale in private production. But earlier work
on agglomeration tended to be descriptive (Cheshire and Evans, 1991). Most
theoretical models of agglomeration are based on external scale economies and
assume that the production function of a finn shifts out as city or industry size
increases. External scale economies in cities are attributed to positive externalities
that arise when firms locate near other firms. For instance, Henderson (1986) gave
the following four factors that seem to capture the nature of these external effects: (1)
economies of intraindustry specification where great industry size permits further
specification among firms; (2) labor market economies where industry size reduces
search costs and more effectively utilize human capital; (3) scale effects of
communications where industry size economizes communications and speeds up
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adoption of new innovations, and (4) scale of providing public intermediate inputs
such as infrastructures.

As in contemporary trade theory and growth theory, the Dixit-Stiglitz approach of
monopolistic competition has exhibited important influences on contemporary
development of spatial economics. The new trade theory applies models of imperfect
competition drawn from the theory of industrial organization. It has made a major
stimulus to the urban study. Abel-Rahman (1988) explained urban agglomeration on
the basis of the Dixit-Stiglitz approach to determine equilibrium city size . The model
uses the concept of product differentiation as an important factor in the formation of
large cities. The supply side is characterized by monopolistic competition and
decreasing average cost at the firm level. For the demand side, product variety is
presented as a key factor in consumer agglomeration. Consumers buy differentiated
products available in the local market. Consumer agglomeration in a particular area
enlarges the equilibrium number of firms selling differentiated products, which raises
utility in the Dixit-Stiglitz manner and at the same time augments the city's radius and
raises rents at any given location. The urban equilibrium is achieved by the
interactive forces of product diversity gains, consumer agglomeration, and changes in
transport costs and rents. Krugman (1991) also applied ideas from the new trade
theory to study spatial forms and cites. He tried to identify the conditions about when
and why industry concentrates or disperse. He built a simple model of production and
local increasing returns with transport costs. The model has multiple equilibria: one
equilibrium exists with complete dispersion of activities and two others with spatial
concentration in one region or the other. The model predicts that if one region has a
slight advantage in production, then this slight advantage may generate extremely
high density in one area and low density in others . Applying the frameworks used by
Ethier (1982) in trade theory and Romer (1987) in growth theory (see also, Wang and
Blomstrom, 1992, Fung and Ishikawa, 1992, Schmitz, 1989, Andersson and Zhang,
1990), Rivera-Batiz (1988) proposed a model that endogenizes agglomeration
economies from both the production and consumption sides . It is assumed that an
increase in city sizes enlarges the variety of consumer services locally available,
shifting upwards household utility, and is associated with an agglomeration of
industrial producers that raise the derived demand for local business, allowing
increased specialization among them. The increased number of producer or business
services available in the city improves the productivity of the industrial base of that
city and results in endogenous external economies ofscales.

1.6 Spatial Structures with Population and Knowledge

Ideas about increasing returns and economic structure and growth existed for a long
time. Adam Smith emphasized increasing returns to scale to explain both
specialization and economic growth . Marshall investigated the implications of
increasing returns for economic development and externalities. The incompatibility of
increasing returns and perfect competition has been recognized. It has become clear
that it is difficult to analyze behavior of economic systems with non-constant returns
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to scale within traditional conceptual economic frameworks. There are also
decreasing returns to scale in economic evolution. Malthus' theory of population
provides one of possible factors for decreasing returns. Population is a key variable
for the literature of non-constant returns to scale economies. Urbanization is often
identified as a process that brings rural population into cities where industrial growth
and expansion of the service sector are realized through economies of scale in
production and increased division of labor. A U-shaped relationship between
economic development and population concentration is often observed (Alperovich,
1992). In the initial stage ofeconomic development population begins to concentrate
in a small nwnber ofurban cores. Gradually, population disperses into suburbans as a
result of increased land costs and deteriorating central environments. Subsequently,
metropolitanization ofthe population becomes a predominant regional structure.

Marshall (1989) discussed the role of cities in spurring accwnulation of hwnan
capital. Lucas (1988) emphasized the role of cities in analyzing interdependence
between hwnan capital, knowledge, and growth. Ideas diffuse quickly in cities.
Unrelated agents come into contact and share ideas. Lucas analyzed the role of cities
in facilitating the accwnulation of knowledge spillovers in economic growth
processes. High-tech industry is one of the fastest-growing sectors in developed
economies. In high-tech regions, technological firms can enjoy the agglomeration
benefits of a supportive local economy. Entrepreneurs, technicians and scientists
accwnulate hwnan capital rapidly through being near the smarts. High-tech regions
are often seen as leaders in national technological progresses and productivity
improvements. In cities, creativity is not a linearly progressing phenomenon. Positive
and negative effects of new ideas on different groups of people make it difficult to
properly understand the mechanism of knowledge growth in cities. For instance, as
more people are able to imitate an idea, more people can build on it. This would
stimulate economic growth. On the other hand, as more people can imitate, there may
be less incentive to innovate in the first place. Rauch (1991) examined hwnan capital
accwnulation across cities, treating hwnan capital spillovers to be local. In Rauch's
approach, hwnan capital externalities can be treated like any other urban amenity. He
tried to use rent gradients to explain how living near educated people can enhance
productivity. Since hwnan capital in a city enhances everyone's productivity, wages in
the city with high levels of hwnan capital should be higher than those in other cities.
Rauch introduced land rent as a balancing force for spatial equilibriwn with identical
population. He proved that in highly productive cities, rents should be high.
Landowners are expected to charge more for the benefit from living near smart
people.

1.7 City Systems

Urban and regional economists have proposed various reasons for spatial
concentration ofeconomic activities. These range from economies ofscale internal to
firms, proximity to markets and sources of raw materials, imperfect competition,
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social interaction, spatial business externalities, interindustrial linkages as well as
conswners' taste heterogeneity. The history of city shows certain regularities in size
distributions of cities and towns within national economies. Urban economists have
tried to provide economic explanations for the existence of size distributions ofcities.
LOsch (1940) argued that there exists an optimal city size because urban utility is
affected by the two opposite scale effects. The positive effect is due to the
agglomeration of economic activities. The negative effect is due to crowding. Dixit
(1973) and Henderson (1974) formally introduced the trade-off between these two
scale effects and the consequent n - shape of the utility level as a function of city
size. In both models, urban production exhibits increasing returns to scale. The Dixit
model asswnes that residential areas exhibit scale diseconomies due to internalized
traffic congestion, while the Henderson model takes account of the land scarcity and
its effect on the urban production and housing. It is shown that there is an optimal
population size if scale economies dominate for sufficiently small population size and
scale diseconomies for sufficiently large.

Urban economics often treats individual cities in isolation. It was pointed out (e.g.,
Wheaton, 1979) that the conventional monocentric model of urban employment
location is largely irrelevant to modem cities . In last few decades a large and
increasing share of urban employment is concentrated in suburban centers. In other
words, the standard Alonso's spatial structure should be extended to city systems with
multiple centers. There are many models to analyze non-monocentric cities . Mills
(1972) and Hartwick and Hartwick (1974) identified the conditions under which a
city's production and residential sectors are either (I) segregated, with all production
in the CBD and all residents in the suburbans, or (2) integrated, with firms
interspersed with residents. Integration takes places when the cost of moving labor
increases relative to the cost of moving output (to a central export node). Ogawa and
Fujita (1980) suggested a model of nonmonocentric city in which integration occurs
when the cost of moving labor increases relative to the cost of moving intermediate
goods between firms. They showed that under certain conditions the city might have
a nwnber of employment subcenters. Helsley and Sullivan (1991) modeled non
monocentric cities, viewing a multinucleated city as a system of employment
locations within a metropolitan area They examined several non-spatial models of
the allocation of a growing population to two production locations, where public
capital must be installed prior to development ofa production site. There are external
scale economies in production and diseconomies in transportation. They tried to show
how the development of multiple centers is affected by the fixed costs of public
capital, differences in production technologies, and interactions between locations.

Alperovich (1982) analyzed the impact of agglomeration economies and
diseconomies in production on the size distribution of cities in an urban hierarchy.
Strong urbanization economies which are defined as intersectoral productivity effects
may lead to the development ofdiversified large areas, whereas emerging localization
economies which capture intrasectoral scale effects may foster specialized
metropolitan areas if these economies occur in combination with possibilities for
interarea trade. Moreover, the equilibriwn size of metropolitan areas depends not only
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on the importance of localization and urbanization economies ofscale within the areas
themselves, but also on the costs related to the transfer of products and services
between them. In a two-area model of single production factor (labor), Dierx (1990)
studied how a change in intermetropolitan transfer costs may affect the dependency
between two metropolitan areas and affect the relative size of both areas. The model
incorporates both localization and urbanization economies of scale which are internal
to one of the areas as well as scale economies due to the possibility of transfer of
products between the two areas. It is shown that an improvement of interarea transport
facilities may encourage trade and as a consequence decrease the disparity in area
size. .

1.8 Nonlinear Spatial Economic Dynamics

Spatial economies are in ceaseless creation and evolution. Spatial patterns ofstructural
economies exhibit certain structural stability - they will last for some time. The
relationship between economic forces and the spatial distribution of economic
variables is centrally important for spatial economists. Formation and evolution of
complicated dynamic structures is one of the most exciting areas ofspatial economics.
Urban dynamics are much more difficult to solve than they appear. Urban problems
involve a large number of interacting components. It is not enough to understand how
competitive and co-operative forces can shape spatial structures; we have to describe
evolutionary processes. Economic mechanisms that lead to the rise and fall of cities
are described by nonlinear dynamics which are characterized by the appearance of
singularities and bifurcations. Structural changes occur when a balance between co
operative and competitive parameters passes through some critical points. As a
consequence, an initially stable system becomes unstable and in a sequence of
bifurcations a more complex time-dependent spatial structure appears. The
fundamental bifurcations are steady state and Hopf bifurcations. In the former case,
stationary modes branch off a basic state when the bifurcation parameter passes a
critical point. In the latter case, cycles branch off a basic state. The type of
bifurcations depends on the eigenvalues of the linearized equations. A zero eigenvalue
implies a stationary solution whereas a pair of imaginary eigenvalues leads to cycles.
Variation ofa parameter may change the eigenvalue structure and thus lead to various
bifurcations. In recent years, it has become evident that a large number of different
structures and patterns can be formed far from equilibrium.

Urban growth and its dynamic processes have drawn a lot attention. The problem of
explaining spatial economic evolution has attracted much interest and efforts for
several distinct reasons. From the economic point of view, spatial economics is
challenging because one has to develop a sophisticated theory to treat spaceless
economics as a special case. Pattern formation in nonequilibrium systems constitutes
a major branch ofresearch in many scientific fields. The crucial question is why order
may appear and which structures are selected among large manifolds of possibilities.
Spatial pattern formation in economics should be an important component of this
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branch, not only because its mathematical structures are similar to other systems, for
instance, in natural sciences, but also because it constitutes theoretically and
practically important issues. From the mathematical point of view, spatial economic
systems form nonlinear pattern-forming dynamics. The main characteristic feature of
these systems is the existence of forces that drive them far from equilibrium. Such
systems exhibit complicated behavior. In recent years, urban patterns formed by
instabilities in evolutionary processes have received considerable attention (Anderson
et aI., 1988, Pull, 1989, Anas, 1992, Nijkamp et aI., 1998, Rosser, 1991, Zhang,
1990b, 1991b, 1994d, Lorenz, 1993).

The traditional economic analysis could not handle with complicated issues related to
urban evolution. It requires a rather sophisticated analysis to reveal workings of
dynamic economic geography. It has been recently proposed that many systems with
complex nonlinear dynamics when started in complex and random configurations,
evolved towards a self-similar critical state. This situation is characterized by being
very close to losing equilibrium, in the sense that small perturbations can lead to
rearrangements of arbitrarily large sizes. Concepts such as catastrophe, bifurcation,
chaos and fractals in nonlinear theory allow us to look at the complexity of economic
reality in a new perspective and to consider irregularities as intrinsic entities. Many
important theoretical questions remain unanswered. For instance, it is still an open
question whether the economic dynamic complexity is a product ofthe randomness in
the dynamic process or the result ofdeterministic instabilities.

1.9 The Purpose and Structure of the Book

The purpose of this book is to give a systematic exposition of urban economic theory.
The emphasis is on theory. Each chapter is closely related to the other chapters, but is
also self-contained. We are concerned with dynamic relations between spatial division
of labor, division of consumption and the determination of prices structure in the
spatial economy. We show dynamic interdependence between capital accumulation,
knowledge creation and utilization, economic growth, price structures and spatial
economic patterns. We will build our theory in a compact theoretical framework with
a few concepts. The comparative advantage of our theory is that it uses only a few
concepts and some simplified functional forms and accepts a few assumptions about
behavior of consumers, producers and institutional structures, but it achieves rich
conclusions and it is conceptually easy to extend and generalize the theory because of
its consistency and simplicity.

We reviewed the literature in location theory and urban economics, even though this
review is not comprehensive in the light of complex of the literature concerning with
the subjects. This book is to develop spatial economic theory on the basis of the
traditional theories . Although we will not strictly follow any special theory in our
approach, we try to integrate the main forces of location and urban pattern formation
in different theories within a compact framework. It should be remarked that this
book does not claim to build a more 'general theory ' than the traditional theories
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simply because this is technically an almost impossible task - each theory has been
mathematically refined so much that a generalization of these refined and extremely
complicated structures will lose some local structural characteristics. But this does
not mean that our integrating work is not significant. On the contrary, we hold that the
book is important since it shows a direction in which varied theories can be
connected to each other in a consistent way.

Chapter 2 proposes a two-sector growth model with endogenous residential location
in an isolated state. The model is a synthesis ofthe standard one-sector growth model,
the Alonso location model with housing production and public land ownership. The
model describes the dynamic interdependence between economic growth,
transportation cost, housing demand and supply, residential location, wages and
incomes over space. We show that the system has a unique stable equilibrium. We
also examine the impact of changes in some parameters on the long-run growth and
the economic geography.

Chapter 3 extends the model in Chapter 2, treating knowledge as an endogenous
variable. We consider that knowledge creation and utilization is the driving force of
modem economic development. This chapter proposes a compact framework to
explain urban dynamics with endogenous urban pattern and capital and knowledge
accumulation. We consider an economic system consisting of three sectors - industry,
service, and university - in an isolated round island. The industrial sector produces
commodities, which can be either consumed or invested. The service sector produces
services. Services provided by, for example, restaurants, hotels, banking systems,
travel agencies, transportation and communication systems, hospitals, and universities,
are simultaneously consumed as they are produced The university makes a
contribution to knowledge growth. The university is a public sector in the sense that it
is financially supported by the government's tax income. Accepting the Cobb-Douglas
forms of production and utility functions, we can explicitly express the dynamics in
term of two-dimensional differential equations for the total capital stocks and
knowledge, with labor distribution, capital distribution, urban pattern, and knowledge
at any point of time. It is shown that the system may have either unique or multiple
equilibria and each equilibrium may be either stable or unstable, depending upon the
combination ofknowledge utilization efficiency and creativity ofdifferent activities. It
is also shown how urban growth and urban pattern are affected by changes in
knowledge accumulation and in scales of research and development activities in the
long term.

Chapter 4 introduces family economics into spatial economic structural analysis.
Urbanization is associated with dynamic interactions between family formation and
structure, such as marriage and divorce, family size, child care, home production and
non-home production and the time distribution of each family member, wealth
distribution, consumption components and the mutual relationships between the
family members. Over the years there have been a number of attempts to modify
neoclassical consumer theory to deal with the economic issues related to family
structure, working hours and the valuation of traveling time (Becker, 1965).
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Nevertheless, only a few formal models are built to analyze spatial impact of sexual
division of labor and consumption. The main purpose of this chapter is to propose a
simple model on the basis of neoclassical growth theory, urban location theory, and
family economics to examine the complexity of dynamic interaction between
economic growth, residential location and the time distribution between work and
leisure (time at home) ofthe male and female population.

In chapter 5 a two-group dynamic model with endogenous capital accumulation and
residential location in an isolated linear system is proposed. The population is
classified into two groups with different savings rates and human capital. We examine
the dynamic interdependence among human capital, savings behavior, location choice
and residential pattern. Our model is a synthesis, from a structural point of view, ofthe
one-sector neoclassical growth model, the Kaldor-Pasinetti two-class model, the
multi-group urban models, the Alonso location model, and the Muth housing model.
We provide the conditions for existence of equilibria and stability of the dynamic
system. Effects of changes in savings rates and human capital on long-run growth,
income and wealth distribution between the two groups and residential structure are
examined.

Chapter 6 introduces endogenous knowledge into the model with heterogeneous
population proposed in Chapter 5. This chapter discusses whether economic
development will result in the divergence or convergence of income and wealth
distribution among various groups of people over space. The model is a synthesis of
the Alonso model with multiple-income groups and the one-sector growth model with
endogenous knowledge. It examines the dynamic interdependence between
knowledge utilization, creativity, transportation conditions, savings behavior, location
choice and residential patterns in a two-group economy with justice in the labor
market. It is shown that the system may have a unique equilibrium or multiple
equilibria and each equilibrium may exhibit stability or instability, depending upon
the knowledge utilization and creation characteristics of the two groups. We will
examine impact of changes in the population and the knowledge creation efficiency
ofthe two groups upon long-run growth, wealth distribution and residential structure.

Chapter 7 proposes a spatial economic model to analyze a dynamic interaction
between growth, preference change and spatial pattern formation in a perfectly
competitive economic system. The model shows how some main ideas in growth
theory and urban economics can be synthesized within a compact framework. In this
model capital accumulation and preference change are the two forces for dynamics of
economic geography. The conditions for existence of equilibria and stability are
provided. We show that the economic geography may be either stable or unstable,
depending on whether the households' propensity to save is weakened or
strengthened when living conditions are improved. To show interdependence
between capital, preference, and economic geography, we analyze the impact of
changes in human capital on the system.
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Chapter 8 proposes an equilibrium economic model of a one-city and one-farm
spatial system. The model presumes the spatial division of labor as follows: farmers
work and live in the agricultural area and workers are employed at the CaD and
housed in the residential area. The problem is to determine spatial equilibrium of
demand and supply and price structure with given territory, labor force, technology,
preference and locational amenities. Effects of changes in urban amenity on division
of labor and spatial prices are also provided.

Chapter 9 proposes an equilibrium model to explain differences in living costs
between cities within a perfectly competitive framework. The economic system
consists of two production centers. Each production centre specifies in supplying one
commodity that is demanded by all the households. Services are city-specified in the
sense that services are consumed only by the households who work in the city. We
assume that all the households have an identical preference, professional changes and
movement between the two cities are costless and the two cities have different levels
of amenity and technology. It is proved that the perfectly competitive economic
geography system has equilibria at which the land rent, service prices and wage rates
are different between the two cities. We also examine the impact of changes in
amenity upon the economic geography.

Chapter lOis to propose a two-country growth model to investigate causes for the
existence and persistence of trade patterns with different preferences, population and
territory sizes between the two countries under conditions of perfect competition.
Private consumption, residential location and savings are endogenously determined.
The model may be considered as a synthesis of the standard neoclassical one-sector
growth model, the neoclassical dynamic trade model with one commodity and the
Alonso location model with public land ownership. It is shown that the dynamic
system has a unique stable equilibrium. We examine effects of changes in marginal
utilities of holding wealth and working efficiency difference on the equilibrium
structure of international economies.

Chapter 11 provides an example of urban economic dynamics to show how one can
explain urban complexity, while still working within the framework of traditional
urban economic theory but by applying nonlinear dynamic methods. We are only
concerned here with the dynamics of endogenous population growth and capital
accumulation. For simplicity, the focus is first on an isolated island economy. Then,
essential forces ofvarlous factors in forming urban pattern are addressed. Finally, the
isolated economy is extended to an economic system consisting of interacting
multiple islands. Issues related to urban oscillations and chaos are addressed.

Chapter 12 concludes this book, pointing out further possible extensions of this book
and providing a broader vision of economic evolution than one actualized in this
book.



2 Urban Growth with Housing and
Spatial Structure

As mentioned in the introduction, numerous contributions to urban economics have
followed the equilibrium theory of urban land market pioneered by Alonso (1964) .
This approach has been extended in many directions. However, it is argued that one of
limitations of urban land-use models is that most of the models concentrate on the
residential location and urban structure and neglect production aspects of urban
dynamics. On the other hand, urban growth theory is another important theoretical
approach to explain spatial phenomena. There are many studies of urban growth and
dynamics (e.g., Richardson, 1973, Smith, 1975, Rabenau, 1979, Henderson , 1985,
Fujita, et aI, 2000). The development of this approach has been influenced by
neoclassical growth theory and theory of international trade. From the point ofview of
economic geography, one of limitations of the urban growth models is that they omit
urban land use. We see that the urban economics studies economic geography with
wages and capital accumulation fixed and the urban growth theory concentrates on
growth factors such as capital accumulation, omitting spatial structures of urban
systems. The purpose of this chapter is to develop the dynamic urban growth model to
describe the growth of an isolated economic system with economic geography . We
explicitly deal with three important and connected aspects ofurban economics: growth
of production and housing sectors, capital accumulation, and distribution of
population over time and space within a compact framework.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 defines the basic
model. Section 2.2 shows how we can solve the dynamics with economic geography.
Section 2.3 guarantees the existence of equilibrium and examines stability of the
dynamic system. Sections 2.4 and 2.5 examine, respectively, the effects of changes in
the population and the propensity to hold wealth on the long-run growth and economic
geography. Section 2.6 concludes the chapter. The Appendix proves the conclusions
in Section 2.2. This chapter is based on Zhang (I996d).

2.1 Urban Growth with Housing Production

We consider an isolated system. The population is homogenous. The households
achieve the same utility level regardless of where they locate. All the markets are
perfectly competitive. The system is geographically linear and consists of two parts -

W-B Zhang, An Economic  Theory  of  Cities
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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the CBD and the residential area. The isolated state consists of a finite strip of land
extending from a fixed central business district (CBD) with constant unit width. We
asswne that all economic activities are concentrated in the CBD. The households
occupy the residential area. We asswne that the CBD is located at the left-side end of
the linear territory, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1.1. As we can get similar conclusions if we
locate the CBD at the center of the linear system, the special location will not
essentially affect our discussion.

Residential area:

==n~.;] ~ transportation, lot size
0+ .... 1:1
... 1:1 0+ consumption and savings.... ~ ...
f') fIj =o+fIj_ residential location

!+ eBD ... ... L ...... ..... ...

Fig.2.1.1. Economic Geography of the Isolated State

The system consists of two, industrial and housing, sectors. The industrial production
is similar to that in the one-sector neoclassical growth model (Solow, 1956, Swan,
1956). We asswne that the industrial product can be either invested or conswned. The
housing production is similar to that in the Muth model (e.g., Muth, 1973). Housing is
supplied with combination of capital and land. We asswne that the total labor force is
fully employed by the industrial sector. We select industrial good to serve as
nwneraire. As we asswne that the transportation cost of workers to the city is
dependent on the travel distance, land rent for housing should be spatially different.
We asswne that capital is freely mobile among the industrial and housing sectors
under perfectly competitive environment.

We now describe the economic model of the isolated state. To describe the industrial
sector, we introduce

N - the fixed population;

K; (t) - the capital stocks employed by the industrial sector at time t;
w(t) and r(t)-the wage rate and the rate of interest, respectively; and
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F(t) and C(t) -the output of the industrial sector and the total consumption of

the commodity, respectively.

We assume that industrial production is carried out by combination of capital and
labor force in the form of

F(t) =KtNP, a + f3 =1, a, f3 > 0 (2.1.1)

where a and f3 are parameters. The marginal conditions for profit maximization

are given by

.:« .:«:
K .' N,

The optimal solution is illustrated as in Fig. 2.1.2.

N

(2.1.2)

No

Isoquant:
.••••.. F(KpN)=FoM·

Isocosts:

KjO

Fig.2.1.2. The Optimal Solution of Producers

We now describe housing production and behavior ofhouseholds . First, we introduce:

I-the fixed (territory) length ofthe isolated state;
OJ- the distance from the CBD to a point in the residential area;

R(m,t) and Rh(m,t) - land rent and housing rent per household at location

m;
k(m,t) and S(m,t) - capital stocks owned by and the savings out of the

income made by the household at location m, respectively;
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c(m,t) and y(m,t) -the consumption and the net income of the household at

location or,respectively;

n(m,t) and Lh(aJ,t) -the residential density and the lot size of the household

at location m ;

Kh (t) - the capital stocks employed by the housing sector; and

K(t) -the total capital stock of the economy.

Housing has a set of intrinsic properties which make it significantly from any other
goods. Operation ofhousing market is varied in different regions and countries . There
is a large literature on the complexity of housing dynamics (e.g., Muth, 1969,
Hockman and Pines, 1980a, 1980b, Brueckner, 1981, Anas, 1982, Arnott, 1987),
which explain various aspects ofhousing demand and supply. In this chapter, we limit
ourselves to a simple case ofhousing technology and demand introduced by Muth . To
explain space-dependent gradients for residential density and capital-land ratios, Muth
introduces a commodity "housing" rather than land in describing dwelling conditions.
Housing is produced with land and non-land inputs. Households have a derived
demand for land, dependent on both preferences for housing and technical
characteristics of housing production function. We follow this approach in explaining
decision making of dwelling sites of households . The housing industry supplies

housing services by combining land and capital. Let us denote ch(m,t) housing

service received by the household at location ar, We specify the housing service
production function as follows

(2.1.3)

where kh (m,t) is the input level of capital per household at location or. The

marginal conditions are given by

According to the definitions of Lh and n, we have

1
n(m,t) = , 0::;; to ::;; L .

Lh(m,t)

Therelationshipbetween kh(m,t) and Kh(t) is given by

(2.1.4)

(2.1.5)
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L

Kh(t) = In(m,t)kh(m,t)dm. (2.1.6)
o

To define net income, we now specify land ownership. For simplicity, we assume the
public ownership, which means that the revenue from land is equally shared among
the population. The total land revenue is given by

L

R(t) = JR(m,t) dar.
o

The income from land per household is given by

r(t) = R(t) .
N

(2.1.7)

The net income y(m,t) per household at location m consists of three parts: the

wage income, the income from land ownership and the interest payment for the
household's capital stocks. The net income is thus given by

y(m,t) = rk(m,t) + w(t) + r(t). (2.1.8)

Many previous models of residential location theory are developed with regards to
rent theory since Alonso's seminal work (Alonso, 1964). In this approach residential
location is modeled on the basis of the utility function. Location choice is closely
related to the existence and quality of such physical environmental attributes as open
space and noise pollution as well as social environmental quality. Basically following
this approach, we assume that utility level U of the household at location co is
dependent on the temporary consumption level c(m,t) , housing conditions

ch(m,t) , the leisure time T, (m,t) , the amenity E(m,t) , and the household's

wealth k(m,t) + S(m,t) - 0kk(m,t) , where Ok (~O) is the fixed

depreciation rate ofcapital, in the following way

(2.1.9)

The assumption that utility is a function of wealth and consumption in the above form
is used, for instance, in Zhang (1999, 2000). We will see that the above utility function
provides a simple way to endogenously determine savings of the households.

We incorporate environmental quality into the consumer location decision. Distance
from the CBD reflects two elements: the inconvenience of the distance and the value
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of the amenity of the surrounding area. The urban dynamics is influenced by many
changing characteristics of environmental quality such as air quality, levels of noise
pollution, open space, and other physical and social neighborhood qualities at each
location. Environmental quality can be reflected in part by its effect on the location
choice of the individual. Many kinds of externalities may actually exist at any
location. Some may be historically given, such as historical buildings and climate;
others such as noise and cleanness, may be endogenously determined by the location
of residents. Therefore, amenity E at any location may be determined by many
factors. In this chapter, we assume that households generally prefer a low-density
residential area to a high one. As there tend to have more green, less noise, more
cleanness and more safety in a low-density area, this assumption is acceptable. For

simplicity ofanalysis, we specify E(w,t) and T; (w,/) as follows

(2.1.10)

The function E(w,t) implies that the amenity level at location W is determined

by the residential density at the location. The function Th ( w,t) means that the

leisure time is equal to the total available time To minus the traveling time vw
from the CBD to the dwelling site. Here, we neglect possible impact ofcongestion and
other factors on the traveling time. Although it is easy to add traveling cost to the
income budget, for simplicity of analysis, we neglect traveling cost. We assume that
the amenity and traveling time are the main factors that affect the residential location.
We illustrate the amenity and the leisure time respectively as in Figs. 2.1.3 and 2.1.4.
It should be remarked that similar functional form of the residential externalities are
widely used in the literature of urban economics (e.g., Kanemoto, 1980, 1996).

E

As I..lI increases
As u increases

n
Fig.2.1.3. Amenity and Density Fig.2.1.4. Leisure and Distance

c.o
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As the population is homogeneous, we will have

The budget constraint is given by

C(CtJ,t) + Rh(CtJ,t)Ch(OJ,t) + S(CtJ,t) = y(CtJ,t).

Maximizing U subject to the budget constraint yields

(2.1.11)

Rh(CtJ)Ch(CtJ) = 'lPY(CtJ) + 'lPok(CtJ), c(CtJ) = qpy(CtJ) + qPok(CtJ),

S(ctJ) = Apy(CtJ) - (q + 'l)Pok(CtJ) (2.1.12)

where

The above equations mean that the housing consumption and consumption of the good
are positively proportional to the net income and the wealth, and the savings is
positively proportional to the net income but negatively proportional to the wealth.

According to the definition of S(CtJ ,t) , the capital accumulation for the household at

location ca is given by

dk(CtJ) = S(ctJ) - 8
kk(CtJ),

0 s ca ~ L.
dt

Substituting S(ctJ, t) in (2.1.12) into the above equation yields

_dk_(",-CtJ...;...) = sy(ctJ) - 8k(CtJ), 0 ~ ca s L
dt

(2.1.13)

where s == AP and 8 == 8k + (q + 'l)Po' We see that the above capital

accumulation equation is formally identical to the standard one-sector neoclassical
growth model, even though the meanings of the savings rate s and the 'depreciation

rate' 8 are different from these in the traditional model.
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As the state is isolated, the total population is distributed over the whole urban area.
The population constraint is given by

L

In(aJ,t)daJ = N.
o

Similarly, the consumption constraint is given by

L

In(aJ,t)c(aJ,t)daJ = C(t).
o

We also have

Set) + C(t) = F(t)

where S(t) is the total savings (= the total investment) of the economy, i.e,

L

Set) =JS(cu,t)n(aJ,t)daJ .
o

The assumption that capital is always fully employed is given by:

L

Jk(aJ,t)n(aJ,t)daJ = K(t).
o

(2.1.14)

(2.1.15)

(2.1.16)

(2.1.17)

(2.1.18)

(2.1.19)

We have thus built the dynamic growth model with endogenous spatial distribution of
wealth, consumption and population, capital accumulation and residential location.

The system has 13 space-time-dependent variables, k, c, ch ' kh , Lh '

S , n, E, 1;" U , Rh , R , and y, and 10 time-dependent variables, F,

K; , Kh , K , ,C, W, r , S, R, and r . The system contains 23 independent

equations. We now show that the problem has solutions.
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2.2 The Dynamics in the Terms of K(t)

Before examining the dynamic properties of the system, we show that the dynamics
can be described by the motion ofa single variable K (t) .

Multiplying (2.1.13) by n(CtJ,t) and then integrating the resulted equation from 0
to L with respect to CtJ yields:

dK -
- = sY(t) - oK
dt

where

L

yet) == fY(CtJ,t)n(CtJ,t)dCtJ .
o

We now show that Y(t) can be expressed as a function of K (1) .

(2.2.1)

(2.2.2)

Multiplying all the equations in (2.1.12) by n(CtJ,t) and then integrating the

resulted equations from 0 to L with respect to CtJ, we obtain

rK - -
iz:»: = 77PY + 77PoK, C = qpY + qPoK,
ah

S = ApY - (q + 77)PoK (2.2.3)

where we use ChRh = rk; / ah in (2.1.4). Substituting S and C in (2.2.3) into

(2.1.16) yields

(q + A)pY - 77PoK = F .

From r = aF / K; and rKh / a; = 77PY + 77PoK , we have

(2.2.4)

Substituting Y = (77PoK + F)/ p(q + A) obtained from (2.2.4) into the above

equation yields
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(2.2.5)

where we use

We now show that for any given K > 0 , O(K;) = 0 has a unique solution for

o< K; < K . As 0(0) > 0 , O(K) < 0 and dO / dK; < 0, we see that

O( K;) = 0 has a unique solution as a function of K . Let us represent this unique

relationship by: K;(t) = A(K(t». From (2.2.5), we have

dA = AA > o.
dK (fiK / ahA + A)aK

(2.2.6)

That is, an increase in the total capital stock will always increase the capital stocks

employed in the industrial production. From K; = A(K) and Kh = K - K;,

we see that the capital stocks, K; and Kh , employed by the industrial and housing

sectors are uniquely determined as functions of the total capital stocks K at any

point of time. From Kh = K - K; and (2.2.6), we have the impact of changes in

K on K h as follows

(2.2.7)

where we use K > A and aK / ahA - A = TJPoK / pNPAa(q + 2) > 0
(from 3.5). That is, an increase in the total capital stock will always increase the

capital stocks employed by the housing sector. From F = Aa NP, we see that F

is a unique function of K. Substituting Y = {TJPoK + F(A)}/ p(q + 2) into

(2.2.1), we have
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dK = s'F {A(K)} - 8·K (2.2.8)
dl

where

s' == s > 0, 8· = 8 - 17PoS· > O.
(~ + J..)p

At any point of time, the dynamic equation, (2.2.8), determines the value of the total
capital stocks K. We can show that all the other variables are uniquely determined
as a function of K and (j) (0:5 (j) :5 L) at any point of time. The following

proposition is proved in the Appendix.

Proposition 2.2.1.
For any given (positive) level of the total capital stocks K(I) at any point of time,

all the other variables in the system are uniquely determined as functions of K (1)

and (j) (0:5 (j) :5 L). The dynamics of K (I) is given by (2.2.8).

We can thus explicitly determine the motion of the system over time and space. It
should be remarked that the result that the dynamics can be explicitly given in the
simple form as (2.2.8) is important. This makes it possible to explicitly determine
stability of the system.

2.3 Equilibrium and Stability

This section examines whether the system has a unique long-run equilibrium and
whether the equilibrium, if exists, is stable. From (2.2.8), equilibrium is determined as
a solution of the following equation:

s"F{A(K)} = 8·K.

From (2.2.5), we have

Substituting (2.3.2) into (2.3.1) yields

(2.3.1)

(2.3.2)
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(2.3.3)

where we use F = Aa NP. Substituting (2.3.3) into (2.3.2), we directly determine

K as a function of the parameters in the system. That is, the dynamic system has a
unique equilibrium. From

d(s·F -8·K) = d(s·F) -8· = _ f38·K < 0
dK dK 13K + ahAA

(2.3.4)

where we use s·F = 8·K and (2.2.6), we see that the unique equilibrium is stable.

We now determine equilibrium values of the other variables. The capital employed by

the industrial sector is given by: K; = A. From (2.1.1), (2.1.2) and (2.1.18), we

directly get F , w, r and Kh • From (2.2.1), we have f = 8K / s .
Substituting this into (2.2.3), we have

From the Appendix, we have

(2.3.5)

From (2.1.13), we have

&
y=- .

s

_ R
r =-.

N
(2.3.6)

(2.3.7)

Substituting (2.1.8) into this equation yields

k = sW
8 - sr

where

(2.3 .8)
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W == w + r = P - Ph + aPhK / K; F
ahN

in which we use (2.1.2). From y = &. / s and (2.1.12), we obtain

33

(2.3.9)

(2.3.10)

From (2.1.4), we have kh =ahchRh/ r . Substituting chRh in (2.3.10) into this

equation yields

(2.3.11)

Substituting (2.2.9) into U«(i) and then using U(O) = U(m) , we have

Substituting ch = L~hkth into k; = ahchRh/ r

Rh = rn a"k:1o
/ a, . Substituting this equation and (2.3.11) into

in the above equation, we have

we have

(2.3.12)

where we use (2.1.10) and B == a /(ahT/ + p) > O. From the above equation, we

can analyze how the amenity parameter, the available time, the housing technology
parameter, the traveling speed parameter and the propensity to use leisure time affect

the residential density distribution. It can be seen that Rh (m) and n(m) are

decreasing fimctions of the distance ai . We illustrate n(m) in Fig. 2.3.1.

Substituting (2.3.12) into (2.1.14), we have

nO _ uNO + B)
( ) -11- (1- uL/TotBjT;

(2.3.13)
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where we use (2.3.8). We thus obtained n(w). Here, we require vL < To. That is,

the household 's available time is more than that needed from traveling from the CBD
to the boundary of the economic system.

n, R

nCO)

R(O)

R(m)

n(m)

00

Fig.2.3.1. The Residential Density and Rent as Functions of the Distance

We get Lh , Rh , R and ch ' respectively, by (2.1.5), R; = rn":k:" / a, ' (2.1.4)

and (2.1.3) . We have thus explicitly solved all the variables in the dynamic system
with endogenous economic geography. Summarizing the above discussion, we have
the following proposition.

Proposition 2.3.1.
The dynamic system has a unique stable equilibrium.

On the basis of (2.2.8), we can illustrate the unique equilibrium and its stability as in
Fig. 2.3.2. It can be seen that the macrodynamic aspects of the model are quite similar
to the Solow-Swan model. In the remainder of this study, we examine effects of
changes in some parameters on the economic growth and geography .
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F

K*

Fig. 2.3.2. Urban Growth and the Steady State

K

2.4 The Impact of the Population on Economic
Geography

This section examines the impact ofchanges in the population on the long-run growth
and the economic geography. First, taking derivatives of (2.3.3), (2.3.1) and

Kh = K - K; , we have

(2.4.1)

As the population is increased, the total capital stocks of the society and the capital
stocks employed by the two sectors are increased. From (2.1.1) and (2.1.2), we
directly have

(2.4.2)

The output of the industrial sector is increased and the wage rate and the rate of
interest are not affected. It should be remarked that the neutrality of the wage and
interest rates with regard to the population is due to the linearly proportional

relationships between the capital stocks (K, K; and Kh ) and the population. We

may describe the impact ofchange in N as in Fig. 2.4.1.
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F after the population

increased\::.

s*FO

the new
••. equilibrium

...•..•

K

Fig. 2.4.1. The Impact ofPopulation Growth

From (2.3.5), (2.3.6), (2.3.8), (2.3.9) and (2.3.10), we directly have

de > 0 dS > 0 dR > 0
dN 'dN 'dN '
dk _ de _ dS _ dk; _ dy _ elF _ 0
dN- dN- dN- dN - dN- dN- . (2.4.2)

We see that the capital k owned by per household, the consumption level per

household e, the savings by per household S, the capital k; utilized for per

household, the net income per household, the revenue from land ownership per
household are "neutral" to the population at any location. From (2.3.11) and (2.3.12),
we have

1 dn(m) = _1 > 0 0 L, ~m~ .
n(m) dN N

From (2.1.5), Rh = malo k:1o
/ a; ' (2.1.4) and (2.1.3), we directly have:

(2.4.3)
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dLh((j) 0 dRh((j) 0 dCh((j) 0 dR((j) 0
dN <, dN >, dN <, dN <. (2.4.4)

We see that the housing market is affected by changes in the population.

2.5 The Propensity to Hold Wealth and the
Equilibrium Structure

This section examines the impact of changes in the household's propensity A to
hold wealth on the urban equilibrium.

First, taking derivative of(2.3.3), (2.3.1) and Kh = K - K; with respect to A, we

have

where we use

which is obtained from (2.3.1). As the propensity to hold wealth is increased, the total
capital and the capital employed by the industrial sector are increased; in the case of

aK / K; > 1, the capital utilized by the housing sector is increased; but in the case

of aK / K; < 1, the sign of dKh / dA is uncertain. To examine the sign of

.aK / K; - 1, from (2.3.2) we get

where
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a TJPoNJ
-(~-+-A)-p-N~P > o.

Hence, the sign of aK / K; - 1 is the same as that of

_TJ_ _ L + TJPoKf = A* [a
hTJ

2 + (l - Ok )aTJA
~+A a; (~+A)apNP

+ (a - P)(~ + 0kA)TJ - (~ + A)(~ + Ok A) a
p

] (2.5.3)
ah

where we use (2.3.3) to obtain K; / N and

The sign of dKh / dA is determined by the technology of industrial and housing

production and the households ' preference structure. As the housing demand and
supply are dependent on the housing technology, preference structure and land value,
this conclusion is intuitively acceptable. To explain how the new equilibrium value of

Kh is achieved, we have to explain how all the equations in the system are affected

by a shift in the preference parameter A. We omit the explanation. As an illustration,

we examine the case of a = P = a, = Ph = 0.5. In this case, the sign of

dKh / dA is the same as that of

If A = ~ = TJ then dKh / dA < 0; if Ok is small and TJ > ~ , then

dKh / dA > o. From (2.1.1) and (2.1.2), we directly have

(2.5.4)

The output of the industrial sector and the wage rate are increased and the rate of
interest is reduced .
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Taking derivatives of(2.3.5) with respect to A yields

(2.5.5)

The total saving is increased and the total consumption of the commodity may be
either increased or reduced. If the level of capital stocks employed by the housing

sector is reduced, i.e., dKh/ dA < 0, then the total revenue from land is certainly

reduced. When dKh/ dA > 0, the total revenue may be increased or decreased,

depending on how much the rate of interest is reduced and the capital stocks of the
housing sector is increased. From (2.3.8) and (2.3.9), we have

where

dk s dW k dr (q + ,,)k= + +-_.....:.::-----:..;:-_-
dA l5 - sr dA l5 - sr dA (l5kA + q + " - k)A

dW W dF aPhF d(K / K;)
--=---+
dA F dA ahN dA

(2.5.6)

(2.5.7)

in which dW / dA > 0 and d (K / K;) / dA may be either positive or negative.

It is not easy to explicitly judge the sign of dr / dA . Taking derivatives of (2.3.10)

with respect to A, we have

de = q dk e dS = l5 dk
dA A dA - A' dA k dA '
1 dk; 1 dk 1 1 dr
--=----+--.
k; dA k dA A r dA

We can also analyze the impact of changes in A on the other variables. As the
expressions are too complicated, we omit the analysis.
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2.6 On Extensions of the Basic Model

This chapter proposed a two-sector growth model of the isolated economy with
endogenous residential location. The model is a synthesis of neoclassical growth
theory and neoclassical urban economics. The system has a unique stable equilibrium.
We also examined the impact of changes in the population and the propensity to save
on the growth and the economic geography.

Numerous directions exist for extending the approach of this chaper. We may
introduce more realistic representations of housing market dynamics and
transportation systems with congestion (e.g., Arnott, 1979, Brueckner and Rabenau,
1981, Miyao, 1981). It is important to examine residential location with
heterogeneous tastes (Wang, 1993).

Appendix

A.2.1 Proving Proposition 2.1

We already uniquely determined K j , Kh and F as functions of K. The rate of

the interest rate r and the wage rate w are uniquely determined by (2.1.2). From

(2.1.4) and (2.1.5), we have n(OJ)kh(OJ) = ahR(OJ)/ flhr . Substituting this into

(2.1.6), we have R = flhrKh / a, where r and K, are functions of K . We

directly have: r = R / N . From (2.1.8), we see that y(OJ) is a known function of

K and k(OJ) (as r , w and r are functions of K). We determine k(OJ)

as a function of K . We can get C(OJ) , Sew) and ch(OJ)Rh(OJ) directly from

(2.1.12). S and kh(OJ) are given by (2.1.16) and kh = ahchRh/ r from

(2.1.4), respectively.

We now have five space-time dependent variables, Lh, n , ch' Rh, and R, to

determine. From (2.1.12), we see that C, chRh and k + S - t5k k are known

functions of K . Substituting (2.1.12) into U (OJ) in (2.1.9), it is direct to see that

we may have U (OJ) in the form of

U(OJ,K) = !(OJ,K)
RZ(OJ,K)
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where f(w, K) is a function of W and K. On the other hand, substituting

ch = L~~ kt~ into r = ahRhch/ kh, we have Rh = rn":k:" / ah where r

and kh are given functions of W and K. Substituting Rh into U(w,K) and

then using U(w) =U(O) , we have

{ }
I/a~"

n(w,K)= f(w,K) n(O,K).
f(O,K)

Hence, if we can determine n(O,K) as a function of K, then n(w) is given.

Substituting nto», K) in the above equation into the population constrain equation

(2.1.14), we can explicitly get n(O,K) as a function of K. From Lh = lin,

ch = L~~ kt~, r = ahRhch/ k, and R = PhRhCh / Lh, we directly get Lh,

Cn» Rh and R as functions of W and K.



3 Spatial Pattern Formation with Capital
and Knowledge

The previous chapter developed models based on the main ideas in the Alonso model
and the one-sector neoclassical growth theory. We assumed that knowledge is
exogenously given. However, when we study spatial economic evolution, it is too
strict to assume knowledge as a given parameter in the dynamic process. Knowledge
creation and utilization is the driving force of modem economic development. A
main issue in economics is concerned with dynamic interactions between economic
growth, knowledge creation and utilization. The literature on economic development
has recently been centered on identifying different aspects of dynamic interactions
between growth and knowledge accumulation. One of the first seminal attempts to
render technical progress endogenous in growth models was initiated by Arrow
(1962) emphasizing one aspect of knowledge accumulation - learning by doing.
Uzawa (1965) introduced a sector specifying in creating knowledge into growth
theory (see also, Zhang, 1990, 1999, Aghion and Howitt, 1992, 1998). The
knowledge sector utilizes labor and the existing stock of knowledge to produce new
knowledge, which enhances productivity of the production sector. Another approach
was taken by, for instance, Kennedy (1964), Weisacker (1966), Drandakis and Phelps
(1966), and Samuelson (1965), who took account of the assumption of "inducement
through the factor prices". Schultz (1981) emphasized the incentive effects of policy
on investment in human capital. There are many other studies on endogenous
technical progresses (e.g., Robson, 1980, Sato and Tsutsui, 1984, Nelson and Winter,
1982, Dosi, Pavitt and Soete, 1990, Johansson and Karlsson, 1990, Grossman and
Helpman, 1991). In Romer (1986), knowledge is taken as an input in the production
function and competitive equilibrium is rendered consistent with increasing aggregate
returns owing to externalities. It is assumed that knowledge displays increasing
marginal productivity but new knowledge is produced by investment in research,
which exhibits diminishing returns. Various other issues related to innovation,
diffusion of technology and behavior of economic agents under various institutions
have been discussed in the literature. There are also many other models emphasizing
different aspects, such as education, trade, R&D policies, entrepreneurship, division
of labor, learning through trading, brain drain, economic geography, of dynamic
interactions among economic structure, development and knowledge (e.g., Dollar,
1986, Krugman, 1991, Stokey, 1991, Zhang, 1991a, 1991c, 1997b, Barro and Sal-i
Martin, 1995). It may be argued that there is a theoretical limitation in those works.
Capital and knowledge have not been integrated into a compact theoretical
framework with economic structures and free markets. For instance, in the works by

W-B Zhang, An Economic  Theory  of  Cities
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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Grossman and Helpman (1991) physical capital is almost totally neglected. This
chapter proposes a compact framework to explain urban dynamics with endogenous
urban pattern and capital and knowledge accumulation. The chapter is based on
Zhang (1993a, 1993b).

3.1 The Urban Dynamics

We consider an economic system consisting of three sectors - industry, service, and
university - in an isolated round island. There is neither migration nor trade with the
outside world. The industrial sector produces commodities, which can be either
consumed or invested. The service sector produces services. Services provided by,
for example, restaurants, hotels, banking systems, travel agencies, transportation and
communication systems, hospitals, and universities, are simultaneously consumed as
they are produced. Services cannot be saved. The university makes a contribution to
knowledge growth. The university is a public sector in the sense that it is financially
supported by the government's tax income. Issues about public goods or bads, or
neighborhood externalities are neglected. The system is geographically similar to that
described by Alonso (1964). It is assumed that all land parcels are identical. Different
from the previous chapter where we assumed the public ownership, this chapter
assumes absentee ownership of the urban land.

The geography of the system consists of the city and the residential area. The city is
monocentric; that is, it has a single pre-specified center of fixed size called the CBD
(central business district). For simplicity of analysis, it is assumed that the city is a
point. It is assumed that all economic activities and scientific research are carried out
at the CBD. The residential area surrounds the CBD and occupied by households
(that is, scientists and workers) working in the CBD. The distance from the CBD to a
point in the residential area and the fixed radius of the island are denoted by OJ and

L , respectively. The system is illustrated as in Fig. 3.1.1.

Prices are measured in terms of the industrial good. It is assumed that the labor force
is constant and that wage rates are identical among different professions because of
perfect competition in the labor market. As it is assumed that the cost of transporting
scientists and workers to the CBD is dependent on travel distance, land rent is
spatially varied. We assume that capital is freely mobile among the three sectors by a
perfectly competitive mechanism. This implies that the interest rate is identical in all
parts of the system.

Subscripts i and s are used to denote the industrial sector and the service sector,
respectively. We introduce

N - the fixed total labor force;
K (t) - the total capital stock at time t;

Z (t) -level ofknowledge stock;
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Fig.3.t.l. Economic Geography of the Monocentric State

Nj(t) and K/t) - labor force and capital stock employed by sector j,

j = i, S , respectively;

Fj (t) - the output level of sector j ;

NrCt) and Kr(t)- the number of scientists and capital stock employed by the

university;
pCt) - price level ofservices;

wCt) and r(t) -wage rate and rate of interest, respectively.

Production of the industrial sector
It is assumed that industrial production is carried out by combining knowledge,
capital and labor force as follows

(3.1.1)

where a., Pi and mi are parameters.

Production of the service sector
We propose the production function of the service sector as follows

where as' Ps and ms are parameters.
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As the product of the service sector is simultaneously consumed as it is produced, we
have

(3.1.3)

where Cs is the consumption of services of the population.

Markets of capital and labor
Because perfect competition dominates the labor and capital markets , the wage rete is
equal to the marginal product of labor and, the interest rete of capital is equal to the
marginal product ofcapital

(3.1.4)

in which T· == 1 - T and T is the tax rete on the output fixed by the government.

Savings and capital formation
The net income ofthe population yet) is given by

Y(t) = F; + pF: . (3.1.5)

Denote by s (0 < s < 1) savings rate of the population out of the current gross

national product. Capital accumulation is formulated by

(3.1.6)

in which Ok is the given depreciation rete ofcapital.

Consumption choice
We assume that the level of utility U that households obtain from consuming
industrial goods, services, and housing is expressed in the following form

U(m,t) = c;cf L'f" 1> r, ,;, 1] > 0 (3.1.7)

where cs(m,t) , c;(m,t) and Lh(m,t) are consumption levels of service,

industrial good and housing of a household at location ca and at time t . For

simplicity, we require: y + ,; = 1]. This hypothesis will simplify the analysis.
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As the consumption budget is given by (l - s)Y / N , the consumer problem is

defined by

max U, s.t.:
(1 - s)Y

c;(w) + pCs(w) + R(w)Lh(w) = - r(w)
N

(3.1.8)

where r (w ) is the total traveling cost between dwelling site W and the CBD and

R(w) is land rent at location or . We specify r(w) by

(3.1.9)

We choose Vo =1. It is important to take account of possible influences of K

and Z upon the transportation cost. For instance, as knowledge is improved, it is
possible for r(w) to decline or to increase. A reasonable way to relax this

assumption on the transportation system is to introduce an endogenous transportation
sector which takes part in economic competition.

The unique optimal solution is given by

(3.1.1 0)

in which

l-s
SI=--'

N

We require y(w,t) > O . This is guaranteed if sY / N > LV, which simply

implies that the total budget on consumption is more than the cost for any worker to
travel from the CBD to the boundary of the island. In the remainder of this chapter it
is assumed that this requirement is satisfied.

We denote by n(cu,t) the residential density at dwelling site cu . According to the

definitions, we have

1n(co, t) = , O:s; ca :s; L.
Lh(w,t)

(3.1.11)
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The population is given by

L

21r In(aJ,t)co dto = N.
o

The consumption constraints are given by

L

21r JCj(aJ,t)n(aJ,t)aJ dto = Cj(t) ,
o
L

21r JCs (aJ,t)n(aJ, t)aJ doi = Cs (!)
o

where C, is the consumption of industrial goods by the population.

Knowledge accumulation
We propose the following possible dynamics ofknowledge

(3.1.12)

(3.1.13)

(3.1.14)

where Oz is a fixed depreciation rate ofknowledge, r., Ts' Tr, a. , and fJr are

non-negative parameters, and e., e, ' and m, are parameters. We interpret

TjE; / Z&/ and TsF: /Z&, as the contribution to knowledge accumulation

through the production sectors' learning by doing. In order to explain (3.1.14), we
consider a case in which knowledge is a function of the total industrial output during
a certain historical period

in which a" a2 and a3 are positive parameters. The above equation implies that

the knowledge accumulation through learning by doing exhibits decreasing
(increasing) returns to scale in the case of G 2 < (» 1. We interpret G 1 and G3

as the measurements of the efficiency of learning by doing by the industrial sector.
Taking the derivatives of the above equation yields

dZ T.F
-=-'-'
dt Z&/
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in which 'T; == a1a2 and &;==1-a2 • In (3.1.14), the term t .Z":K;'Nt' is

called the contribution to knowledge growth by the university. This term is
interpreted as that the knowledge production of the university is positively related to
the capital stocks K, employed by the university and the qualified labor input N r
ofthe university.

The budget of the university
Assuming that the financial resource of the university is from government's taxes
upon the production sector, we have

(3.1.15)

We now have to design a way to determine N, and K r • We assume that the

government decides the number of scientists and the capital stock of the university in
the following way

(3.1.16)

in which gn and gk are the policy variables fixed by the government.

Full employment of the labor force and capital
The assumption that the labor force and capital are fully employed is expressed by

(3.1.17)

We have thus fmished building the model.

3.2 Equilibrium and Stability

As shown in the appendix, we can explicitly solve the variables, K;, K s' K r '

N;, n.. n., F;, F:, c; c., c;, <. Lh , R, p, r, W, U, 'T, and Y, as

functions of K and Z at any location and at any point of time. The solutions are
provided in the appendix. The urban structure, labor and capital distribution, and the
monetary variables for any given values of the total capital K (t) and knowledge

Z(t) at any point of time. Accordingly, the problem is to solve the dynamics of K
and Z.

As the dynamic system is two-dimensional, we have to rewrite it in the term of two
endogenous variables to analyze its behavior. It is now shown that the dynamics can
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be expressed by two differential equations consisting of the dynamics of K and

Z . In Appendix A.3.1 we show that F;, F, and Y can be expressed as fimctions

of K and Z in the followingform

F;(K,Z) = m.K"Z" F:(K,Z) = m.K": Z": ,

Y(K,Z) = (y + ~)mIKa,zm,

sy + ~

in which

(3.2.1)

where Sk' Sn' Sk ,and snare parameters defined in (3.A.I.7) in Appendix A.3.1.

Substituting(3.2.1) into (3.1.6) and (3.1.14) yields

dK = (y + ~)F; _ <5 K
dt sy + ~ k'

dZ _ T;F; TsF: zm'Ka, _ s: Z----+--+Tn udt ZC, ZC, r 0 z
(3.2.2)

in which no == g:' (gnNY' .The parameters, xi' j = 1, 2, 3, defined by

am.x == m +_r_'_1
3 r J1; (3.2.3)

are important in determining existence of equilibria and stability of the dynamic
system. The following proposition is proved in Appendix 3.A.1.2. From the

definitions of the parameters, it can be seen that Xi' j = 1, 2, 3 , may be either

positive or negative. We can show that any of 9 combinations of xi ~ 0 or

Xk < 0 is economically meaningful. We say that the contribution to knowledge

accumulation by sector j exhibits increasing (decreasing) returns to scale in the

system if Xi > 0 (Xi < 0).
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Proposition 3.2.1.

We omit the case of XI = x2 = x3 = O.

If X j :s; 0 for all j, the system has a unique stable equilibrium;

If Xj ~ 0 for all j, the system has a unique unstable equilibrium;

In any of the remaining six combinations of X j :s; 0 or X j ~ 0 for all j, the

system has either no equilibrium or two equilibria. When the system has two
equilibria, the one with low values of K and Z is stable and the other one is
unstable.

From the above interpretations of Xj , we may interpret the proposition as follows . If

the two production sectors and university exhibit increasing (decreasing) returns in
knowledge accumulation, the economy is unstable (stable). In the remainder of this
chapter, we examine effects of changes in some parameters upon the system under
presumed stability.

3.3 The Knowledge Accumulation Parameters

We take account of three sources for knowledge accumulation in (3.1.14). The

parameter values, t, , 'is' and 'ir » describe the efficiency of economic and

scientific activities in knowledge creation. These parameters may be affected by

institutions and by the work efficiency of scientists. As r, , 'is ' and t: r have

similar effects upon the system, it is sufficient for us to examine only one of them, for

example, 'ir .

Taking derivatives of(3.A.1 .1O) and (3.A.2.1) with respect to r, yields

(3.3.1)

in which <1>' = dC'P / dZ (> 0 under presumed stability). An improvement in the

efficiency of scientists' research will increase knowledge and capital stocks in the
long term, It should be remarked that if the system is unstable, that is, <1>' < 0, then

dZ / dt, < 0 and dK / dt, < O. The impact of changes in r, upon the

system is sensitive to the stability conditions.

From (3.1.l)-(3.1.4) we have
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dF; > 0 dF: > 0 dY > 0 dw > 0 .
dr, ' dr, ' dr, ' de,

An improvement in the efficiency ofscientists' activities will result in increases in the
output of the two economic sectors, the net income, and the wage rate. From

r = a;T·F; / K; , we have: dr / d Tr = O. That is, shifts in Tr have no effect

upon the interest rate. As

(3.3.2)

in the case of psm;/ Pi > ms the price of services will be increased as the

efficiency is improved.

We now examine effects of changes in t; upon spatial variables. Taking

derivatives of(3.A.1.2) with respect to r, yields

[
Y(L ) + uL

u
] dR(L) = StR(L)[1 + 2uL

u
] dY > O.

2 + U dr, (2 + u)y(L) dt;
(3.3.3)

We see that the land rent at the boundary is increased as the efficiency of research of

scientists is improved. From (8.A.I), we have R(m) = R(L)[y(m)/ y(L)f .
From this equation we have

y(L) dR(m) [ uLu StY + mU
- 2LU

] dY
StR(m) dr, = uLu + (2 + u )y(L) + y(m) dT

r
•

(3.3.4)

If the total conswnption budget is more than twice of the cost for traveling from the

CBD to the boundary, i.e., StY> 2Lu
, then dR(m) / dt; > O. If the island is

not large, it is acceptable to require StY> 2Lu in the remainder of this chapter. As

the research efficiency ofscientists is improved, the land rent will be increased at any
location in the long term.
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We now examine the effects of changes in Tr upon spatial distribution of

consumption components. Taking derivatives (3.1.10) and (3.1.11), together with
(3.3.2) and (3.3.4), we have

yeW) dcj(w) = s dY > 0
cj(w) dr, 1 dr, '

Z dcs(w) [mjs\ mJls ] dZ
cs(w) dr, = PjY(w) - T + ms dr;'

y(L) dLh(w) [LV - W
V

vL
v

] dY
s\Lh(w) dr, = yew) - vLv + (2 + v)y(L) dr;'

1 dn(w) 1 dLh(w)
_.:........:... = - (3.3.5)

new) dt, Lh(w) dr,

The effects upon consumption of services, housing and residential density are
location-dependent. They may be either positive or negative, depending upon
interactions of different factors. As there are so many variables and each variable is

related to the others, to analyze the impact of changes in t , upon any variable we

have to examine how all the variables and the fimctional relations among the
variables are affected in the system.

3.4 The Impact of Government Intervention in
Research

We now examine how the government can affect economic development by changing
conditions of the research sector. From (3.A.1.10) and (3.A.2.1), we obtain effects of

changes in gn as follows

<1>' dZ = _ <1>\ _ <1>2 + (Pr _ ar )<1>3 '
dgn 1 - gn 1 - gn gn 1 - gn

1 dK mj dZ 1
--- = ---- - ---
K ae, PjZ dt, 1 - S;

(3.4.1)

When Pr is small and a, is large, an increase in the number ofscientists tends to

reduce the knowledge stock in the long term, When the percentage of scientists in the
total labor force is already high, an expansion of university's scale tends to reduce
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knowledge in the long term, Even when flr is large and gn is small, if

flr / gn > a, /(1 - gn) > 0 , an increase in gn does not necessarily increase

the level of knowledge stock. If the creative force, for example, of the industrial

sector is strong, that is, <1» is large, an increase in the nwnber of scientists may not

increase the knowledge stock in the long term.

As <1» , <1>2' and <1>3 respectively represent the creative forces of the industrial

sector, the service sector and the university in equilibriwn, we may interpret the case

of dZ / dgn > 0 as follows: when flr / gn > a, /(1 - gn) > 0, if the

creative forces of the industrial and service sectors are weak (i.e., <1>. and <1>2

being small) and the creative force of the university is strong (i.e., <1>3 being large),

then an increase in the nwnber of scientists will increase the knowledge stock in the

long term. As dZ / dgn is given by complicated interactional conditions, we can

judge the sign of dZ / dg; only under some simplified cases. As scientific research

needs resources, we may conclude that effects of the nwnber of scientists upon
knowledge stock are not only related to the creativity of the scientists, but also are
related to the creativity of the workers in the production sector. When the creativity
of the workers is low and the nwnber of the scientists is small, knowledge is
increased if the nwnber ofscientists is increased.

We obtain the effects of changes in gn upon output of the production sectors and

income as follows

1 dF m. dZ 1
---'=-,-------
F; dgn fl;Z dgn 1 - s,
Z ar. (asm; JdZ Z
E: dgn = A + ms dgn - 1 - gn '

1 dY 1 dF;
---=---
Y dgn F; dgn

(3.4.2)

An increase of the nwnber of scientists does not necessarily imply expanding
production output. It is only when the expanded university scale greatly increases
knowledge and the ratio of scientists to the total population is low that output of the
industrial and service sectors and the total income may be increased in the long term,
We see that the effects ofgovernment's research policy on the economic activities are
dependent on the actual circwnstances ofthe system.

The effects upon the wage rate, rate of interest, and price ofservices are given by
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1 dw 1 dt' 1 dE;
--- = --- +---
W dgn r· dg; E; dg;

1 dr 1 dt' 2 dE;--- =-.-- - ---
r dg; r dgn E; dgn

Z dp = (m;/3s _msJ dZ
p dgn Pi dg;

where

dt' &s + q)pr·2

-dg-n = - (1- gJ(y + q)Sn < O.

(3.4.3)

We see that the wage rate is increased only when the industrial production is
increased more than the tax rate. If industrial output is reduced, the wage rate is
reduce by expanding the scale of the university. If output of the industrial production
is expanded, the interest rate is reduced. But if the output of the industrial production
is reduced, the interest rate may be either increased or decreased. In the case of

dZ / dgn > 0, the sign of dp / dg; is the same as that of miPs /Pi - ms.

The effects upon the land rent are given by

[
Y(L) + uL

u
] dR(L) = St R(L)[1 + 2uL

u
] dY ,

2 + U dg; (2 + u)y(L) dg;

y(L) dR(OJ) [ uLu StY + OJU - 2LU] dY
StR(OJ) dg; = uLu + (2 + u)y(L) + Y(OJ) dgn •

(3.4.4)

As the scale of the university is expanded, the land rent may be either positive or

negative. The sign of dR(OJ) / dgn is the same as that of dY / dgn . We may also

say that, ifoutput of the industrial sector is reduced (increased), the land rent tends to
decline (increase) at any location. The effects upon the consumption components at
any location are given by
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We see that the effects upon the consumption components may be positive or
negative, depending upon the whole structure ofthe system.

3.5 The Working Conditions of Scientists

In this section we examine effects of changes in the ratio g k of the capital stock

utilized by the university to the total capital stock of the economy. Taking the

derivatives of(3.A. I.IO) and (3.A.2.I) with respect to gk yields

(1- gk)cI>' dZ = _ as <1» _ a s<l>2 + (1- as - gkJa
r
<l>3'

dg, Pi Pi s,
1 dK m; dZ as
K dg k = P;Z dg k - (1 - gk)P;

(3.5.1)

If 1 < as + g k , an increase in g k will reduce knowledge and capital in the long

term. When 1 > as + g k » the sign of dZ / dg n is dependent upon creative

forces of the industrial sector, the service sector, and the university. Similarly to the

previous section, we can examine the effects of changes in gk upon the other

variables.

3.6 On Knowledge Creation and Spatial Economic
Evolution

This chapter proposed a model to analyze the interdependence among knowledge and
capital accumulation and urban pattern formation. The model is essentially the
combination of the Alonso model and neoclassical growth theory with endogenous
knowledge. The model is constructed within a compact framework with perfect
competition among all economic agents. In this dynamic system, capital and
knowledge accumulation play an essential role in determining the long-run urban
growth and urban pattern formation. Accepting specified Cobb-Douglas forms of
production and utility functions, we can explicitly express the dynamics in term of
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two-dimensional differential equations for the total capital stocks and knowledge,
with labor distribution, capital distribution, urban pattern, and knowledge at any point
of time. It was shown that the system may have either unique or multiple equilibria
and equilibria may be either stable or unstable, depending upon the combination of
knowledge utilization efficiency and creativity of different activities. It was also
shown how urban growth and urban pattern are affected by changes in knowledge
accumulation and in scales ofresearch and development activities in the long term,

Appendix

A.3.t Expressing the Variables in Terms of K and Z

As we assume that the population is homogeneous, the utility level among households
should be identical, i.e., U(m,t) = U(L,t), 0 ~ m ~ L . Utilizing this

condition, (3.1.7) and (3.1.9), we have

y(m) y2(L)
=

R(m) y(m)R(L)

in which y(L) = s\Y - LV and s. == (l - s) / N . Substituting

into (3.1.12) yields

(3.A.I.l)

(3.A.1.2)

We see that (3.A.1.2) determines a unique relation between R(L) and Y .

From (3.1.9), (3.1.13) and (3.2.1), we have

(3.A.1.3)

in which
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G'[Y(t)] == 2tr LIR(j)d(j) = trRA [(StLYY _ 4stYL
2

+
u

+ L
2

+
2U

] .

T1 0 y2(L) 2 + u 1 + u
(3.A.1.4)

From E'. = Cs ' F; = C, + sY, Y = F; + PE'. and (3.A.l.3), we get

Substituting this equation into (3.A.I.I) yields

C = (1 - s)qY C = (1 - s)yY
j y + q , s (y + q)p . (3.A.l.5)

K, (1 - s)asYY
K; = (y + q')a;F; .

Substituting

F =C+ S Y =[(1 -s )q + s]Y
" y + q

into the above equation yields

K, (1- s)asy
K; = {sy + q)a; .

(3.A.1.6)

From (3.1.4), we get K, / K; = {aJ3; / aJ3.}Ns / N;. By this equation and

(3.A.1.4) , we get

N, (1 - s)fJsY
N; = {sy + q)fJ; .

From (3.1.17), (3.A.1.6) and (3.A.1.7), we have

(3.A.1.7)
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in which

S, = (sr + ~XI - gk)a;
a;(sr + ~) + (1- s)asr '

(sr + ~XI - gk )asr
Sk = ~....:.....-~:-'--~-'----"-=---

a;(sr + ~) + (1 - s)asr '
S = (sr + ~XI - gJfJ;

n fJ;(sr + ~) + (1 - s)fJsr'
(1 - sXl - gJrfJs

Substituting (3.A.1.8) into F;, F:, and Y, we have (3.2.1).

Utilizing

fJ;Ns F; (1 - s)r F;
p=---= ,

fJsN; F: sY + ~ Fs
wN = ,OgnfJjNF; = ,OgnfJ;F;

r N S '
I n

rK = ,OgkajNF; = ,Ogka;F;
r K, s,

we determine the tax rate , by

That is

(3.A.1.8)

(3.A.1.9)

(3.A.1.10)
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A.3.2 The Proof of Proposition 3.2.1

A balanced growth path of the isolated state is determined as a solution of the
following equations

Y+;F=oK
): I k'

sy + '='

rF r F z: x: s:-'-' +-L.....!..+rn r ' = u Z .Z&, Z": r 0 z

Fromthe first equation in (3.A.2.1), we solve

Substituting (3.A.2.2) intothe secondequation in (3.A.2.1)yields

in which

<I>I(Z) = rimIDa,Zx., <I>2(Z) = rsm2D
asZx

2 ,

<I>3 (Z) = rrnO Da,Z XJ

(3.A.2.1)

(3.A.2.2)

(3.A.2.3)

(3.A.2.4)

We excludethe case of XI = x2 = x3 = 0. If Xi ~ 0, j = 1, 2, 3, we have

d<I>(Z)
<I>(O) < 0, <I>(oo) > 0, <I>'(Z) = > 0, Z > 0 .

dZ

The above properties of <1>(Z) guarantee that <1>(Z) = 0 has a unique positive

solution. Similarly, if Xi ;S; 0, j = 1, 2, 3 , we have

<I>(O) > 0, <I>((0) < 0, <I>' (Z) = d<I>(Z) < 0, Z > O.
dZ

We concludethat <1>(Z) = 0 has a uniquepositivesolution ifall Xi are positive

(negative) for j = 1, 2, 3, <1>(Z) = 0 has a uniquepositivesolution. For any of
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the remaining six (= 24
- 2) combinations of xj > 0 or xj < 0 (j = 1, 2, 3),

the system has either two equilibria or none. We prove only one, Xl > 0, x2 < 0 ,

and x3 < 0, of these possible cases. The other cases can be similarly checked. It is

easy to check that in the specified case, we have <1>(0) > 0 and <1>(oo > O.

This implies that <I>(Z) =0 has either no solution or multiple solutions. As

(3.A.2.5)

<1>' may be either positive or negative, depending on the parameter values. If
<I>(Z) = 0 has more than two solutions, there are at least two values of Z such

that <1>' = 0 . Since d(Z<I»/ dZ > 0 strictly holds for Z > 0, it is impossible

for <1>' = 0 to have more than one solution. A necessary and sufficient condition

for the existence of two equilibria is that there exists a value of Z" such that

<1>(Z") < 0 and <1>'(Z") = O.

The Jacobian at equilibrium is given by

(3.A.2.6)

where

The two eigenvalues, ¢l and ¢2'are given by

¢2 + (fJ;t5k - D
2
)¢ - fJ;t5kD

2
- m;t5?tK = O.

Analyzing the signs of ¢t and ¢2'we have thus proved Proposition 3.2.1.

(3.A.2.7)



4 Urban Structure with Growth and
Sexual Division of Labor

Three economic theories or modeling frameworks have played a significant role in
the modern development of theoretical economics. They are the neoclassical growth
theory (Burmeister and DobeIl, 1970), the urban location theory (e.g., Alonso, 1964,
Palma and Papageorgiou, 1988, Scotcmer and Thisse, 1992), and the family
economics (Becker, 1976, 1981). Although the neoclassical growth theory has been
applied and extended to explain issues about urban and regional growth and
development (e.g., Henderson, 1985, Miyao, 1981), there are only a few theoretical
efforts which introduce spatial aspects such as residential structures of cities and
regions into the neoclassical growth theory. The previous chapters tried to synthesize
the main ideas in the urban economics and neoclassical growth theory within a
compact framework.

The main concern of family economics is the interactions between family formation
and structure, such as marriage and divorce, family size, child care, home production
and non-home production and the time distribution of each family member, wealth
distribution, consumption components and the mutual relationships between the
family members. Over the years there have been a number of attempts to modify the
neoclassical consumer theory to deal with the economic issues related to family
structure, working hours and the valuation of traveling time (Becker, 1965, 1985,
Smith, 1977, Weiss and Willis, 1985, Persson and Jonung, 1997, 1998). There is an
increasing amount of economic literature about, for instance, the sexual division of
labor, marriage and divorce, and decision making about family size. It has been
argued that increasing returns from human capital accumulation represent a powerful
force creating a division of labor in the allocation of time between the male and
female population. There are also studies of the relationship between home
production and non-home production and the time distribution. Possible sexual
discrimination in labor markets has also attracted much attention from economists. It
should be noted that except a few studies (e.g., Beckmann, 1973), the sexual division
oflabor is not explicitly dealt with in urban economics.

The main purpose of this chapter is to propose a simple model on the basis of the
neoclassical growth theory, the urban location theory, and the family economics to
examine the complexity ofdynamic interaction between economic growth, residential
location and the time distribution between work and leisure (time at home) of the

W-B Zhang, An Economic  Theory  of  Cities
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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male and female population. As this chapter tries to synthesize the main ideas in the
three approaches, the model is built as simply as possible at this initial stage.

4.1 Growth with Sexual Division of Labor and
Location

As described in Fig.2.1.1, the system is geographically linear and consists of two
parts - the CBD and the residential area. The isolated state consists of a finite strip of
land extending from a fixed central business district (CBD) with constant unit width
(Solow and Vickrey, 1971, Sub, 1988, Wang, 1993). It is assumed that all economic
activities are concentrated in the CBD. The households achieve the same utility level
regardless of where they .locate. The residential area is occupied by households. It is
assumed that the CBD is located at the left-hand side of the linear territory. As we can
gain similar conclusions if the CBD is located at the center of the linear system, the
special location does not essentially affect the discussion below.

Economic production consists ofa single industrial sector. The industrial product can
be either invested or consumed. Full employment of capital and the labor force are
assumed. The industrial commodity is selected to serve as the numeraire. It is
assumed that there is no sexual discrimination in the labor market. Here, by justice in
the labor market we mean that any worker is paid according to the marginal value of
'qualified labor' . Markets are characterized by perfect competition. The total working

times (to be defined) of the male and female populations are denoted by N1(t) and

N2(t), respectively. The total qualified labor force N°(t) is defined by

(4.1.1)

In (4.1.1), the parameter z simply means the difference in efficiency between the
male and female populations. If z > 1, z =1, z < 1, the male population's

productivity per unit of time is higher than, equal to, or lower than that of the female
population in respect to the industrial production. For simplicity, it is assumed that
people of the same sex have the same level of productivity, although the productivity
of one sex may be different from that of the other sex. Here, it is assumed that z is
constant.

The production function of the economy is specified as follows

F = K" N°P, a + P = 1, a, p > 0 (4.1.2)

where F(t) is the total output, K(t) denotes the capital stocks employed by the

industrial sector, and a and P are parameters.
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The industrial sector maximizes its profit, F - rK - w.N, - w2N 2 where r is

the rate of interest and WI and w2 are the wage rates per unit of working time of

the male and female populations respectively. The marginal conditions for the
industrial sector are given by

aF fJzF flF
r = K' WI = N· , w2 = N· . (4.1.3)

To describe the behavior of the residents, the following parameters and variables are
introduced

L-the fixed (territorial) length ofthe isolated state;
m- the distance from the caD to a point in the residential area;

R(m,t) -the land rent at location m ;

k (co, t) and S (co, t) - the capital stocks owned by and the savings made by the

family at location a» , respectively;
c(m,t) and y(m,t) - the consumption and the net income of the family at

location co , respectively; and

n(m,t) and Lh ( m, f) - the residential density and the lot size of the family at

location ai, respectively.

According to the definitions of Lh and n , we have

1
n(m,t) = , 0 ~ co ~ L .

Lh(m,f)
(4.1.4)

It is assumed that the total working time of each family may be different, depending

on their residential location and the family's wealth. Let ~ (ax, t) and 1; (m,t)
denote, respectively, the working time of a husband and wife at location ai .

According to the definitions of R (to, t) and 1)(m, t), the total working time

N j (f) ofsex j is given by

L

Nj(f) = J1) (m,f)n(m,f) dto .
o

(4.1.5)

That is, the total working time of each sex at any point of time is the sum of working
time of the sex's population over space. Here, we omit any other possible impact of
working time on productivity. For instance, if over-working reduces productivity per
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unity ofworking time, it is much more complicated to model the qualified labor force
and the working time.

To define net income, it is necessary to specify land ownership. For simplicity, public
ownership is assumed. This implies that the revenue from land is equally shared
among the population. The total land revenue is given by

L

R(t) = fR(liJ,t)daJ.
o

Each family's income from land ownership is given by

r(t) = R(t) .
N

(4.1.6)

The net income y(aJ, t) of the family at location ca consists of three parts: its

wage incomes, ~ (aJ)w, + T2(liJ)w2' the income r from land ownership, and

the interest payment rk(liJ) for its capital stocks. The net income is thus given by

(4.1.7)

It is assumed that there is an aggregated utility function for each family. As each
member of a family has his/her own utility function, the way in which the family
game (for instance, the distribution of consumption goods among the family
members) is actually played is very complicated. From microeconomic points of
view, the family's behavior should be analyzed on the basis of all members' rational
decisions. The "collective" utility function should be analyzed within a framework
which explicitly takes account of the interactions between family's members (e.g.,
Becker, 1976, Heckman and Macurdy, 1980, Chiappori, 1988, 1992). Here, for
simplicity of analysis, issues concerning possible conflicts and inequalities between
family members are neglected.

It is assumed that the utility level U of a typical family at location ca is

dependent on its temporary consumption level c(liJ ,t) , lot size Lh(liJ,t), the

husband's leisure time Thl(liJ,t) , wife's leisure time Th2(liJ,t) , locational

amenities A(liJ,t) , and the family's wealth k(liJ,t) + S(liJ,t) - okk(liJ,t) ,

where Ok (Ok ~ 0) is the fixed depreciation rate of capital. For simplicity, we

specify U(liJ,t) as follows
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U(W,t) = Ar;.~Ir;.~2C~LHk + S - 8kky, 0",,0"2';' 1], A > O.
(4.1.8)

It is necessary to specify a functional form for the locational amenities A(w,t). In
this study, it is assumed that households generally prefer a low-density residential
area to a high density one. As it tends to be greater, quieter, cleaner and safer in low
density areas, this assumption is quite acceptable. We specify A(w,t) as follows

A(w,t) = PI 'PI' P > 0
n" (w,t)

(4.1.9)

where PI and P are parameters. As shown below, it is analytically not necessary

to require f.J to be positive. It should be noted that there are various ways to take

account ofother factors in defining the locational amenities function (e.g., Kanemoto,
1980).

Let To denote the total available time (which is assumed to be equal between the

two sexes). The time constraint requires that the amounts of time allocated to each
specific use add up to the time available

(4.I.IO)

in which v is a traveling time per unit of distance. The term VW in (4.I.IO) is
equal to the traveling time from the caD to the dwelling site W . Here, possible
impacts ofcongestion and other factors on the traveling time are neglected.

As the population is homogeneous, the utility level is identical throughout the state,
irrespective oflocation, i.e.

(4.I.I1)

Each family makes decisions about six variables, ~,T2' Lh , S, C ,and ai, at any

point oftime. The financial budget is given by

c(w,t) + R(w,t)Lh (w,t) + S(w,t) = y(w,t). (4.I.I2)

Substituting (4.1.7) and (4.I.IO) into (4.I.I2), we rewrite the budget constraint as
follows
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c + RLh + S + ~IWI + ~2W2 = f + rk + (To - vm)(w1 + w2 ) .

(4.1.13)

It is assumed: To - vL > 0 . That is, the available time is more than sufficient for a

resident to travel from the CBD to the boundary ofthe isolated state.

Maximizing U subject to the budget constraint, (4.1.13), yields

an
c =~, RLh = 77n, S = An - (l - bk )k, Th . = _J-

I) W .
J

where

j = I, 2, 0 s ca s L (4.1.14)

n(m,t) == p(rk + Tow + f) + Pok - VpOJW, wet) == WI + w2 '

1
P == , Po == p(1 - bk ) · (4.1.15)

a. + 0'2 + ~ + 77 + A.

The capital accumulation is given by

dk(m) = S(m) - bkk(m), 0 ~ to ~ L.
dt

Substituting S in (4.1.14) into the above equation yields

_dk_(.:-m..;...) = ID(m) - bkk(m), 0 S; ca S; L .
dt

(4.1.16)

The above equation gives the dynamics of capital accumulation of a typical family at
location ai .

As the economy is isolated, the total population is distributed over the whole urban
area. The population constraint is given by

L

fn(m,t)dm =N.
o

Similarly, the consumption constraint is given by

(4.1.17)
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L

Jc(CtJ,t)n(CtJ,t)dCtJ = C (4.1.18)
o

where C is the total conswnption of the state . As the industrial product is asswned
to be either conswned or invested, we have the following equation

Set) + C(t) = F(t) (4.1.19)

where S(t) is the total investment (= the total savings) of the society, defined as

follows

L

Set) == JS(CtJ,t)n(CtJ,t)dCtJ .
o

(4.1.20)

As the total capital stocks are equal to the swn of the capital stocks owned by the
population, we obtain

L

Jk(CtJ,t)n(CtJ,t)dCtJ =K .
o

(4.1.21)

We have thus built a dynamic growth model with endogenous spatial distribution of
wealth, conswnption and population, capital accwnulation, the sexual division of
labor, and residential location. The system has 13 space-time-dependent variables,

k, C, Lh , S, n, ~, T2 , Thl , Th2 , A, U, R, and y, and 8 time-dependent

variables, F, K, C, wi' w2 ' r, S, and r .The system contains 21 independent

equations.

4.2 The Spatial Equilibrium Structure

Before discussing whether the dynamic system has a long-run equilibriwn, we
examine the relations between the husband and wife's wage rates and the time
distribution at any point of time.

By (4.1.4), the ratio of the wage rates per unit of time between the husband and wife

is given by: WI / w2 = Z • The ratio is equal to their productivity difference z and

is independent of the capital stock and production scale . This implies that there is no
sexual discrimination in the labor market.
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By WI / w2 = z and (4.1.14), the ratio of leisure time of the husband and wife is

given by

Thl = _0'_1_

Th2 a.z
(4.2.1)

The ratio is dependent on sexual differences in marginal values of leisure time and

productivity. In the case of 0'1 = 0'2' if the husband is more productive than the

wife in work outside the home, i.e., Z > 1, then the husband works longer than the

wife. If the wife's family marginal utility of leisure time is higher than the husband's,
she tends to stay at home longer than the husband. If there is no sexual difference in
the marginal utility ofleisure and productivity, then the husband and the wife have an
identical time distribution.

The conditions for the existence ofequilibria are given as follows.

Proposition 4.2.1.
The dynamic system always has equilibria. The number of equilibria is the same as

the number of solutions of the equation, et>(A) =0, where <I> is a function of

A (= w~ + 11K / AN) defined in Appendix A.4.1.

The above proposition is proved in the appendix of this chapter. As shown in the

appendix, the equation, et>(A) = 0, has at least one meaningful solution.

Moreover, for any solution A of et>(A) = 0, the variables in the system are

uniquely determined as fimctions of A by the following equations

(4.2.2)

(4.2.3)

(4.2.4)

(4.2.5)

(4.2.6)

O<co5:L,
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1+ 8 8
nCO) = 8+1 ( )8+1 vwN/\ , (4.2.7)

/\ - A - uLw

k(w) = A - :WW k(O), 0 < ca s L,

A
k(O) = ( ) 1/P , (4.2.8)

0"1 + 0"2 + 17 / A + w2Qo
O"i(w)

1;,j(01) = , Tj(w) = To - uca - O"jk(w)/ AWj, (4.2.9)
AWj

Nj = «,«,
c(w) = Qk~W), R(w) = 17k(Wl n(W) , 0 < ca s L

where

(4.2.10)

(4.2.11)

0"+0" ~lIP 0" .n == --,-1_--=-2 + _0 J_.

J AW 1 + Z AW
j

The above equations are given in the appendix .

It should be noted that although the system may have multiple equilibria (i.e.,

<I>(A) = 0 has multiple solutions), from the above equations one sees that the rate

of interest r and the wage rates W j of the two sexes per unit of working time are

invariant at any equilibrium.

4.3 Sexual Productivity Differences and Economic
Structure

By (4.2.5), we have

(4.3.1)

As the husband's productivity is improved, his wage rate WI is increased, but the

rate of interest r, and the wife's wage rate per unit of working time w2 are not

affected. It should be noted that in order to explain how the equilibrium value of a
variable is affected by shifts in parameters, it is necessary to explain how all
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equations in the system are affected. As the system consists of many equations, we
omit a detailed economic interpretation of the analytical results.

Taking derivatives of(4.A.1.l4) with respect to Z yields

d<1> dA
--=uLwkA
dAdz 200

in which

A _ uwLA1+8(2 + OXA - uLwt
o -lA8

+
1

- (A - uLwt+ IITA8+ 2
- (A - uLwt+2

]

(A - uLwt To
A8

+
1

_ (A - uLwt+1 A- Tow

(4.3.2)

(4.3.3)

where d<1>/ dA is defined by (4.A.1.l6). From (4.A.1.l6), (4.3.2) and (4.3.3) , we

conclude that the sign of dA / dz may be either positive or negative .

By (4.2.2), we have

dK =(dA -T.w )>>1.
dz dz 0 2 TJ

(4.3.4)

If dA / dz is negative, then an improvement in the male population's productivity

reduces the level of total capital stocks. If dA / dz is positive, then dK / dz may
be either positive or negative.

By (4.2.3), (4.2.4) and (4.2.6), we have

de ~ dK-=--,
dz )., dz

dF =): dK dN* _ ):llP dK elf = _TJ__dK_
dz ':>0 dz' dz - ':>0 dz' dz AN dz

(4.3.5)

If dK / dz > «) 0, then the levels of total consumption of the commodity C,

the output F, the total qualified labor input N* , and the revenue from land
ownership per family r are increased (reduced) .

The impact on residential density is given by
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1 dn(O) 1 uw2L(A - uLwt-----=--- +
nCO) dz 1 + Z AU+1

- (A - uLwt+r

[
B AU - (A - uLwt (1 B)] dA
A - AU+'_(A - uLwt+' + dz'

_l_dn(co) = _l_dn(O) _ Buw
2(A

- ucowt-' +
n(co) dz nCO) dz

[(A - U(i)Wt-' - AU
- ' ] B dA, 0 < CO ~ L. (4.3.6)

dz

From (4.2.8), we get the effects ofchanges in z on k(co) asfollows

dk(O) k(O) dA
d;-=Td;'

dk(co) = (dA _ U(i)W2) k(co) , 0 < CO s L. (4.3.7)
dz dz A - U(i)W

The effects on the working time of the family at location ca and each sex's total
working time are given by

AWl dI;(co) = k(w) _ dk(co) AW2 dT2(co) =

0", dz z dz 0"2 dz

1 dN. 0", 0"1 + 0"2 ;~/P n, dK------- - +---
K dz - Azw, (1 + Z)AW (1 + zy K dz '

_1 dN2 = _ 0", + 0"2 _ ;~IP + n2 dK .
K dz AW2 K dz

dk(co)
dz'

(4.3.8)

The effects on the family's consumption level and land rent at location CO are given
by

de(CO) 7]; dk( CO)= ,
dz A dz

_1_ dR(co) = _1_ dn(O) _ uw (1 + BXA - U(i)Wt +
R(m) dz nCO) dz 2

[(1 + BXA - U(i)Wt - BA'-u ]dA, 0 < CO s L. (4.3.9)
dz
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Although the effects of changes in shifts of z are explicitly provided, unfortunately
it is not easy to explicitly interpret the analytical results (because of the complex
representations of the results).

As all the variables are explicitly given, it is possible to carry out comparative static
analysis directly with respect to any parameter. For instance, we may directly
examine the effects of changes in the family's propensity to save A, to consume

housing 17, to consume the commodity q, and to use the husband's (wife's) leisure

time 00\ ( 002) on the long-run behavior of the system.

4.4 Remarks

This chapter proposed a simple growth model on the basis of the neoclassical one
sector growth model, the Alonso model and family economics. It is well known that
each approach has recently been refined and extended in various ways. It is thus
conceptually easy to extend the model in this chapter on the basis of the literature on
urban economics (e.g., Muth, 1973, Arnott, 1987, Anas, 1982, Brueckner, 1981),
neoclassical growth theory, and family economics.

Appendix

A.4.1 Proving Proposition 4.2.1

We now prove Proposition 4.2.1. From (4.1.16), equilibrium is determined as a
solution of the following equation

new) = k(w) , 05, OJ 5, L.
A

Substituting (4.A.1.1) into (4.1.14) yields

qk RL __ 17k akc =- h S = 0kk, T.h , = _J_ .
A ' A ' U AW

J

(4.A.1.1)

(4.A.1.2)

From c = qk / A, (4.1.18) and (4.1.21), C = qK / A is held. Substituting

S = 0kk into (4.1.20) yields: S = 0kK . We get (4.2.3). Substituting (4.2.3)

into (4.1.19) and using F = K" N·P, we have (4.2.4). From (4.1.4) and (4.2.4),

we get (4.2.5). By RLh = 17k / A and (4.1.5), we have
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A.
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(4.A.1.3)

Substituting this equation into (4.1.6), we get (4.2.6). On the other hand, substituting
(4.1.9) and (4.1.14) into (4.1.8) and using (4.1.5) and U(O) = U(m), we have

[
nCO) ]P+'l =[ 0(0) ]11 P-'l
n(m) 0(01)

Substituting n = k I A. into (4.A.1.4) yields

n(m) = n(o)[k(m)]O
k(O)

(4.A.1.4)

(4.A.1.5)

where B == (1 -17P)1P(P+17) > O. From the definition of 0 in (2.15) and

n = klA,weget

k = Tow - V(J)W + r P, 0 ~ ca ~ L
1/ A. - Po - pr

(4.A.l.6)

in which w, r and r are independent of or. From (4.A.1.6) and (4.2.6), we
have

k(m) = A - V(J)W k(O)
A

(4.A.1.7)

in which A(K) == Tow + 17K I AN> O. Substituting (4.A.1.7) into (4.A.1.5)

yields n(m) in (4.2.7). Substituting n(m) in (4.2.7) into (4.1.17), we solve

nCO) as (4.2.7). From (4.2.7), we determine n(m) at any location oi ,

os 01 s L , as functions of 01 and F, By (4.A.1.7) and (4.2.7), we have

(A )1+0
-V(J)W

kia: )n(m) = A1+O k(O)n(O) . (4.A.1.8)

Substituting (4.A.1.8) into (4.1.21) yields (4.2.8). From (4.A.1.7) and (4.2.8), we
determine k(m) at any location or, 0 ~ m ~ L , as functions of K, w and

r. The time distribution ofthe husband and wife is given by (4.2.9).
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It is easy to see that if the capital stocks K are determined, then the equilibrium
values of all other variables are uniquely determined. We now determine the
equilibrium valuesof K .

We mayrewrite Thj(w) in (4.2.9) as follows

(4.A.1.9)

in which A = Tow + 11K / AN is used. Substituting (4.A.1.7) into (4.A.1.1.9)

yields

[
A O'j ] 11KT.w= --kw---hj() wk(O) AWj () AwN' (4.A.I.IO)

Multiplying (4.A.I.IO) by new) and then integrating the equation from 0 to L,
we get

[
A 0' . 11 ]N - __J -- K

j - wk(O) AW
j

AW .

Using(4.A.l.l1) and N· = zN. + N2 , we obtain

.r._[~_ 0'1 _ 0"2 _ !l]K
1 + z k(O) A A A W

(4.A.l.ll)

(4.A.1.l2)

where WI / W 2 = z is used. Substituting N· in (4.A.1.l2) into N· = ~~IPK
in (4.2.4) yields

A 0' + 0" + n w;:I/P__ = I 2 '/ + ~o

k(O) A 1 + z
(4.A.1.l3)

Substituting (4.A.1.l3) into (4.A.l.ll) yields (4.2.10). The right-hand side of
(4.A.1.l3) is constantand the left-hand side is a function of K. Substituting (4.2.2),
(4.2.7) and (4.2.8) into (4.A.1.l3), we get the following equationto determine A
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A(}+2 _ (A _ ,1 )(}+2
<I>(A) = -:-_H--:-, U.LJW _ k: - 0

- (A - Tow)[A(}+J - (A - uLwt+l ] 0 - ,

Tow < A < <X) (4.A.1.l4)

in which

(4.A.1.l5)

We have: <I>(Tow) > 0 and

8+2
<1>(00) = -- - k .

8 + 1 0

As (8 + 2)/(8 + 1) < ko' we have: <1>(00) < o. Accordingly, the equation,

<I>(A) = 0, Tow < A < <X) ,has at least one solution.

Taking derivatives of(4.A.1.l4) with respect to A yields

where

1
<I> = >0

o - (A - TowY[A(}+1 - (A - uLwt+l
] ,

<I> == (A - uLwt(uLwyA(} (1 + 8XA - Tw) > 0,
J A(}+l _ (A _ uLwt+1 0

<1>2 == w(To - uLXA - uLwt+J - A(}+ITow < O.

(4.A.1.l6)

(4.A.1.l7)

It is not easy to explicitly judge the sign of d<l> / dA for To W < A < 00 . As

<1>1 is positive and <1>2 is negative, d<l> / dA may be either positive or negative.

This implies that <1>(A) = 0 may have multiple solutions.

The proofofProposition 4.2.1 is thus completed.



5 Dynamic Urban Pattern Formation with
Heterogeneous Population

The necessity of building a general dynamic framework of economic geography has
been emphasized for a long time. But only a few dynamic models of economic
geography have been developed on the basis of economic principles. The following
argument by Wilson (1990) still reflects the current situation of regional science: ''A
major current concern is with patterns oj regional development in a variety oj
contexts and at a variety ojspatial scales. Regional science should be able to provide
a theoretical basis for this field but it can be argued that it has Jailed to do so. " Many
economic theories which explain various aspects of the complexity of economic
geography have been proposed. For instance, economic growth theories emphasize
economic dynamics with capital, population and knowledge accumulation, but neglect
spatial characteristics of economic activities (e.g., Burmeister and Dobell, 1970).
Some urban economic models take account of endogenous capital and population
growth, but neglect spatial structure (e.g., Henderson, 1985, Miyao, 1987a,
Richardson, 1972); some others deal with residential structures but neglect economic
production and endogenous incomes. It is reasonable to ask whether it is possible to
develop a compact framework within which main ideas in these economic theories or
schools can be discussed. This chapter tries to propose a dynamic economic growth
model with endogenous residential pattern formation, synthesizing the ideas in the
standard one-sector neoclassical growth model, the Kaldor-Pasinetti two-group model,
the multi-group urban models, the Alonso location model and the Muth housing
model.

The previous chapters integrated the one-sector neoclassical growth model and the
Alonso location model. However, we assumed that the population is homogenous.
The purpose of this chapter is to deal with urban pattern formation with heterogenous
population, based on the Kaldor-Pasinetti model. The significance of the Kaldor
Pasinetti two-class model lies in that it explicitly takes account of endogenous wealth
and income distribution among various social and economic groups (see, for instance,
Sato, 1966, Pasinetti, 1974, Salvadori, 1991, Panico and Salvadori, 1993). But this
approach completely neglects location issues. Although the urban economist has
proposed multi-group models (e.g., Rose-Ackerman, 1975, 1977, Schnare, 1976,
Yellin, 1974, Yinger, 1976, Kern, 1981, Zhang, 1989a, 1993e), these models are
basically developed within static frameworks with fixed incomes. These models have
not addressed dynamics of wealth and income distribution among various groups and

W-B Zhang, An Economic  Theory  of  Cities
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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their relative residential location. Our model is developed on the basis of these
models.

Housing is a heterogeneous and highly differentiated product. Housing is the largest
single component of the expenditure of most households. A dwelling is produced by
combination of different commodities and land, involves a variety of services and
possesses a variety of characteristics. Housing units with the same market rent may
contain quite different combinations of housing attributes. Households value housing
units because of the utility that the housing characteristics offer. In urban economics it
is commonly assumed that households maximize a utility function defined on two
composite commodities, 'housing' and 'all other goods', subject to budgets. Housing
is defined in terms of housing services by Muth (1961). The location of dwelling in
relation to the potential consumer's workplace is examined by Muth. The model by
Herbert and Stevens (1960) analyzes the trade-off between housing and journey to
work costs whilst accounting for the effects of some demographic differences in
households and the spatial variation ofdwelling stocks. They provided the equilibrium
optimal solutions to the housing allocation which are obtained by maximization of
bid-rents. Senior and Wilson (1974) showed how perhaps more realistic suboptimal
solutions by using total observed rents rather than a model derived the maximization.

People's preferences and human capital are different. Heterogeneity in preferences
among individuals is an important determinant of spatial structure. Individuals may
differentiate quite strongly among particular locations or areas based on differences in
local climate or amenities available. These differences may have impact on the
location of consumers and producers. They may also create spatial agglomeration
economies in consumption and production. There are many studies that incorporate
heterogenity into analytical models of spatial structures. The remainder of this chapter
is organized as follows. Section 5.1 defines the basic two-group model of capital
accumulation and spatial location. Section 5.2 analyzes location of the two groups at
any point of time. Section 5.3 provides conditions for existence of equilibria and
stability of the dynamic system. Sections 5.4 and 5.5, respectively, examine effects of
changes in group 1's savings rate and group 2 's human capital, on long-run growth,
wealth and income distribution, and location structure of the economic system.
Section 5.6 concludes the study. The proofs of the conclusions in Section 5.3 are
given in the Appendix. This chapter is based on Zhang (I994e).

5.1 The Urban Growth with Two Groups

We consider an isolated economic system. Here, by isolation we mean that there is
neither migration, nor trade, nor flows of ideas between the system and the outside
world. The system consists of two, industrial and housing, sectors. The industrial
production is similar to that in the one-sector growth neoclassical model (e.g.,
Burmeister and Dobell, 1970). We assume that the industrial product can be either
invested or consumed. The housing production is similar to that in the Muth model
(e.g., Muth, 1961). Housing is supplied with combination of capital and land. The
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system geographically consists of a finite strip of land extending from a fixed central
business district (CaD) with constant unit width. The system consists of the caD and
the residential area We assume that all economic activities are concentrated at the
CaD. The residential area is occupied by households. The economic geography is
similar to the Alonso model in the sense that the spatial pattern under consideration is
described by residential location over space. For simplicity of expression, we assume
that the caD is located at the left-side end of the linear territory, as illustrated in Fig.
2.1.1.

Similarly to the Kaldor-Pasinetti model (e.g., Pasinetti, 1974, Sato, 1966), we classify
the population into two groups and neglect any possibility of group transformation.
Different from the literature of multi-group models in urban economics, we assume
that there is no prejudice in labor and housing markets . Here, by justice in labor
markets we mean that any laborer is paid according to "qualified labor", irrespective
of to which group the laborer belongs. We also omit group prejudice in residential
location. All the markets are characterized by perfect competition. For simplicity, we
assume that the people from the same group have the same level of human capital,
though people ofdifferent groups have different levels ofhuman capital.

The two groups are indexed by, 1 and 2, respectively. We introduce

N j -the fixed population ofgroup j;

N; - the qualified labor force (to be defined) ofgroup j;

K/1) - the capital stocks owned by group j, j = 1, 2, at time t; and

F(t) -output ofthe industrial sector.

The total qualified labor force N° and the total capital stock K (t) are given by

(5.1.1)

We assume that labor and capital are always fully employed.

In order to describe the relationship between Nj and N;, we introduce human

capital difference index z to distinguish difference in productivity of the two
groups. With group 1' s human capital as basis of measurement, we assume the
relationship as follows

(5.1.2)
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When z > 1, we say that group 2 accumulates more human capital than group 1
(in terms of productivity). Here, we neglect possible impact of education, training and

other costly learning efforts on N;. Further possible extensions of endogenous

human capital are referred to, e.g., Becker (1975) and Zhang (1999a, 2000b).

We select the industrial commodity to serve as numeraire and introduce

L -the fixed length ofthe system;
OJ - the distance from the CBO to a point in the residential area;

R(OJ,t) -the land rent at location OJ;

wit) and r(t) - the wage rate of group j (j = 1, 2) and the interest rate,

respectively;

nj (OJ, t) - the residential density ofgroup j (j = 1, 2) at location OJ;

c/t)-the level ofcommodity consumption per household ofgroup j at location

OJ, j = 1, 2;

Cj(t)-thetotal consumption level ofgroup j, j = 1, 2,; and

Lh (OJ, t) - the lot size per household at location OJ.

We now define the basic model.

Production and capital accumulation
We specify the production function as follows

F = K j
a N°P, a + P = 1, a, p > 0 (5.1 .3)

where Kj(t) is capital stock employed by the industrial sector. The marginal

conditions are given by

aF
r=-,«, (5.104)

From (5.1.4), we directly have the following result.

Lemma 5.1.1.

The ratio WI / w2 of the wage rates between groups 1 and 2 is equal to the ratio

of human capital 1/ z between the two groups. In particular, when the two groups

accumulate the same level ofhuman capital, i.e., z = 1, their wage rates are equal.
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Lemma 5.U states that the difference in wage rates between the two groups is due to
the difference in their human capital. As

ww=w =_2
I

Z
(5.1.5)

we may interpret w as the wage rate per unity ofqualified labor force. This equation
implies that there is no group prejudice in the labor market.

Land ownership is an extremely complicated factor in modeling. For simplicity of
analysis, we assume that land is owned by the state. Land is rented out to residents by
auctioning. The state spends the rent income on supplying purely public goods such as
military defense and health care systems which have no direct impact upon
consumers' and producers' behavior. Under this assumption, the rent income does not
enter into households' individual income. This assumption is similar to that of
absentee landlords (e.g., Mills and Hamilton, 1985, Fujita, 1989). Surely, we admit
that we accept this assumption mainly for convenience ofanalysis.

The income ~ (t) of group j , j = 1, 2, consists of the interest payment of

wealth and the wage rate, i.e.

Capital accumulation is thus given by

dK .
__J = sy. -l5

kK
., j = 1,2

dt J J J

(5.1.6)

(5.1.7)

in which l5k is the fixed depreciation rate of capital and s j is the savings rate of

group j .

Housing services production
Similar to Chapter 2, we assume that the housing industry supplies housing services

by combining land and capital. Denote Ch ( OJ, t) housing service received by the

household at location OJ. We specify the housing service production functions as
follows

(5.1.8)
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where Lh(m,l) and Kh(aJ,l) are input levels of land and capital per household

at location or, respectively. The marginal conditions are given by

(5.1.9)

where R;(m,I) is the housing rent at location ca at time I.

Consumption and location choice of the households
We assume that the level of utility that a household can obtain from consuming
commodity and housing can be expressed in the following form

Uj(m,l) = CJJ (m,l)cZ; (m,I), ~j' 17j > 0, j = 1, 2 (5.l.l0)

where chj(m,l) is consumption level of housing services per household of group

j at location ca at time t. The consumption budget of group j is given by

(l - Sj)~ / N j • The consumer problem is defined by

(5.l.l1)

where rem) is the total traveling cost between dwelling site ca and the CBD.

The balance ofdemand for and supply of the industrial product is given by

(5.l.l2)

We assume that the resident traveling from m to the CBD is charged in the
following way

rem) = tuo, v > 0, O:s; ca s L (5. l.l 3)

where V is the constant travel cost per unity of distance. The problem has the
following unique solution

(5.l.l4)
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in which

1 - s ,- _ J
s · = ,

J ;j + n,

We call Yj(m,t) the net consumption level of the household of group j at

location m and at time t . In the remainder of this chapter, we denote

Yj(t) = y/O,t) . That is, y/t) is the net consumption level of the household of

group j at the boundary between the residential area and the CBD at time t . We

require

That is, the total consumption budget of any household is always sufficient for
traveling from the CBD to the boundary of the isolated state.

According to the definitions, we have

(5.1.15)

As the state is isolated and the population is constant, the total population is
distributed over the whole urban area. The population constraints are given by

L

fnj(m,t)dm = N j, j = 1, 2 .
o

Similarly, the consumption constraints are given by

ch(m,t) = chj(m,t), °~ m s L, j = 1, 2,
L

fCj(m,t)nj(m,t)dm =Cit), j =1, 2 .
o

Full employment of capital
The assumption that capital is always fully employed is represented by

(5.1.16)

(5.1.17)
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L

K;(t) + jLjKh(m,t)nj(m,t)dm = K(t). (5.1.18)
o

We have thus completed the dynamic two-group model with capital accumulation,
income and wealth distribution and residential location. The system consists of 27

endogenous time-dependent variables, K j, nj(m), cim), ch(m),chim),

c; Wj'~' Uj(m) (j =1, 2), s; Kh(m), Lh(m), K, F, R, Rh(m),
r , and w . It also contains the same number of independent equations.

5.2 Separation ofthe Groups' Residential Location

It is important to examine whether the two groups co-exist in the same location. If the
two groups are separately located, we have to decide which group is located closer to
the CBD. This section solves this problem.

As the households of the same group have identical utility function, the utility level

Uj is identical over space within each group. That is

(5.2.1)

in which nj == 1 + ~j /1]j . This equality holds for any ml and m2 ,

0:::; ml , m2 :::; L, j = 1, 2, at any point of time. From (5.2.1), we see that if

~~ = S2 Y2 ' the two groups may co-exist. But if the consumption levels per

household Sj~ are not equal between the two groups, the equality

(5.2.2)

cannot hold. This implies that it is impossible for the two groups to co-exist at any two

points in the whole urban area. This means that there is a distance L' (t) ,
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o< L' (t) < L, such that the two groups are separately located within [0, LO) and

[L', L].We now define a rule for determining which of the two groups is located

closer to the CBD.

Utilizing (5.1.10) and (5.1.14), we have

(5.2.3)

where U; is the utility level evaluated at OJ = LO . In order to determine which

group is closer to the CBD, we introduce the following rule well known in the
literature ofurban economics (e.g., Fujita, 1989).

The rule of groups' relative location:
If housing rent function of group k is steeper than that of group j at the

intersection, then the equilibrium location ofgroup k is closer to the CBD than that
ofgroup j .

Taking partial derivatives of (5.2.1) with respect to L' yields

Define

aRh(LO ,U;) _
aL' -

njRh(L')
Yj(LO) .

(5.2.4)

t::.. == aRh(Lo,U;)laL' - aRh(L',U;)laLo = n2

~(L') ~(£)

According to the rule, we see that if t::.. > 0 « 0), group 2 (group 1) is located

near to the CBD. Fig. 5.1.1 illustrates the case of t::.. > o.

Summarizing the above discussions, we have the following result.

Lemma 5.2.1.

If Y\ (Lo) I Y2 (LO) ;/: "J I n2 , then the two groups are separately located in the

urban area. If Y\ (Lo) I Y2 (L') > n, I n2,group 2 is located closer to the CBD,

and vice versa.
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~(m)

d>O

Group 2

•••• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••• ••• •••••
Group 1

m

Fig. 5.2.1. The Location of the Two Groups

In the remainder of this chapter, we assume Y) (L") / Y2 (L") *" n) / n2 at any point

of time. The conclusion about the separation ofresidents with various incomes is well
known from the literature of urban economics. To interpret the conditions for relative

location, we notice: yj(L·) = (l - s)~ / N j - vL· and nj == 1 + qj /17j'

We see that the relative location is determined by differences in incomes per
household, savings rates, and preferences between the two groups. Although it is not
easy to explicitly interpret the conditions, let us examine some special cases.

In the case of s) = S2 and n) = n2 , i.e., the savings rates and preference

structures of the two groups being identical, the sign of !!. is identical to that of

1'; / N) - 1'; / N 2 • In this case, if group 2 is richer than group 1 in terms of per

household, then group 2 will be further located away from the caD than group 1.
Another case is n) =n2 and 1'; / N) =1'; / N 2' It is easy to check that if

s) < S2' group 2 is located closer to the caD than group 1. That is, the

preferences and incomes per household are identical between the two groups, the
group with higher savings rate is located closer to the CaD. Similarly, in the case of
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(1 - s))1'; / N) = (1- s2)1; / N 2 , if n) < n2 (i.e., ;2/112 > ;) /'11), then

group 2 is located closer to the CBD than group 1. For convenience of discussion,
we make the following assumption.

Assumption 5.2.1.
In the remainder of this study, we assume that the two groups have an identical

preference structure (i.e., n == n) = n2 ) and the inequality,

Y) (t, LO) / Y2 (t, LO) < ~ / n2 = 1, is held at any point oftime.

Under this assumption, group 1 is always located closer to the CBD. It should be
remarked that this requirement is only for convenience of discussion. It can be seen

that when the two groups have an identical saving rate (i.e., s) = S2)' and group

2 's human capital and initial capital are higher than group 1's , then the requirement
in Assumption 5.2.1 is satisfied.

5.3 Economic Equilibrium and Stability

This section examines whether the system has equilibria and under what conditions it
is stable. We find equilibrium by

(5.3.1)

According to the definitions of ~,we have

(5.3.2)

in which we use (5.1.4) and F is a function of K j • To solve (5.3.1) , it is sufficient

to express K, as functions of K) and K 2 • From (5.3.1) and (5.3.2), we get

(5.3.3)

In the appendix, we prove that K, is determined by the following equation

(5.3.4)
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in which

S .(L· ) == 1 > 0 u == f3n Th K· == K, = (K, JP
J 8K· / Sj - a '0 a';2' F N·

In (5.3.4), there is only one variable K·. There are three independent equations in

(5.3.3) and (5.3.4) and three variables K" K2 , and K j • We now show that from

these three equations we can uniquely determine the three variables. The following
lemma is proved in Appendix SAl.

Lemma 5.3.1.

The equations, (5.3.3) and (5.3.4), uniquely determine the equilibrium values of K"
K 2 and s;

From (5.1.3), (5.1.4) and (5.1.6), we directly have F, r, wj ' and ~ (j = 1, 2)

as functions of the parameters in the system. We now determine the other variables in
the system. As shown in the appendix, we have first to determine the separation point

L· of the two groups. Substituting (5.A.1.8) into (5.A.I.IO), we obtain the following
equation

where

1 Z ..t+2 1 _ Z..t+2
G(L·) == -, + 2 Y ): - 01 - Z..t+' 1 _ ZM' 0 - ':>0 -

, 2

(5.3.5)

(5.3 .6)

From the definitions of Z,(t) and Z2 (L·) , we see that it is not easy to explicitly

determine the existence of a positive L·, 0 < L· < L , such that G(t) = 0 is

held. Here, we make the following assumption.

Assumption 5.3.1.

In the remainder of this chapter, we assume that the equation, G(L·) = 0 ,

o< L· < L, has at least one solution .
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Although the equation, G(t) = 0, is explicitly defined, it is not easy to interpret

this requirement. We now show that when t: is determined, all the other location

dependent variables are uniquely determined, As Kt : ~, K, and L· are given

as functions of the parameters in the system, from (5.A.I.6) we directly determine the

residential densities, n1(0) and n2(L). From this and (5.A.1.5), we solve the

residential density, n1(m) , 0 < to < L·, n2(m), L· < co < L , at any

location. The land use per household at any location co is directly given by

Lh (m) = 1/nj (m). From (5.A.1.8), we have the total consumption levels, C1

and C2 , of the industrial good by the two groups. From (5.A.l.l), we have capital

stock, Kh(m),usedbythehouseholdatlocation ai, 0 < ca < L.From(5.1.14),

we directly have the consumption level Cj ( m) .of the industrial commodity per

household at any location. From Ci m) and Ch(m), we directly determine the

utility level Uj (m) at any location. As we solved K h (m) and Lh (m), from

(5.1.8) we can thus determine housing level, ch(m) per household at any location.

From (5.1.14), we solve the housing rent at any location by

R, (m) = 'l/SjYi ca) / Ch ( m). The land rent R(ca) at any location is directly

given by R = flhRhCh / Lh.

Summarizing the above discussion, we see that we have explicitly solved the 27
endogenous variables as functions of the parameters in the system. Although we
guaranteed the existence of the unique equilibrium values of the total capital stock, the
net income, wage rate of each group, the industrial output and interest rate, it is not
easy to prove whether the other location-dependent variables are unique as we could

not prove the existence of a unique separation point L· . But for any given c, all
the variables in the system are uniquely determined. This implies that although the net

income of each group is uniquely determined, when G(L·) = 0 has multiple

solutions there, are multiple ways to spend the net incomes, depending upon the
savings behavior, preference structures and the transportation conditions.

We now provide the conditions for stability ofthe dynamic system.

Lemma 5.3.2.

If ~2 is positive, where ~2 is a parameter defined in (5.A.2.5), the system is
stable.
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From the definition of ~2' it is generally acceptable to assume ~2 to be positive.

For instance, in the case of P ~ a, ~2 is positive. Even in the case of P < a ,
if

(i.e., K; / N· < min {K1 / N1, K2 / N2 } , then ~2 is positive. The condition

K; / N· < min {K1 / N1, K2 / N2 } can be satisfied if the difference of wealth

per household between the two groups is not large. We may thus generally conclude
that the dynamic system is stable.

5.4 The Impact of Savings Rates

This section examines effects of changes in savings behavior on the system. Here, we

are concerned with effects of only one group's savings behavior, e.g., Sl ' Although

we explicitly give the effects of changes in Sl on all the variables in the system, we

will not interpret the economic implications in detail as it takes a long space to follow
how a shift in the parameter affects all the 27 equations and how a new equilibrium is
settled after the disturbance.

Taking derivatives of(5.3.4) with respect to Sl yields

(5.4.1)

where <1>' « 0) is the derivative of <I> with respect to K· defined in

(5.A.1.l6). An increase of group l 's propensity to savings increases the total capital
• • p

of the society. From K = (K; / N) ,we have

(5.4.2)

That is, as group 1's savings rate is increased, the total capital employed by the

industrial sector is increased. Taking derivatives of (5.A.1.12) with respect to s\, we

have
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_1_ dK2 = _ (l + 8/ fls2 K' )aS2 s«: < 0
K2 ds, pK' ds)'

_1 dK) = dK _ dK2 > O.
K) ds, ds, ds,

(5.4.3)

The capital stock owned by group 2 (1) is reduced (increased). A higher propensity
to save ofgroup 1 may not benefit group 2.

Taking derivatives of F = K; / K' , (5.1.4) and (5.3.1) with respect to s)' we

obtain the effects on F, r , wj ' and ~ as follows

1 dF = aF dK' dr = _ ...!!- dK' < 0
F ds, pK' ds) 'ds. K'2 ds, ,

_1 dwj =1- dF < 0, 1- dy' = aS2 _ (l + 8/ fls)K')aS) ax:
wj ds, F ds, Y. ds, s) pK' ds, ,

d~ 8 dK2-- =--- (5.4.4)
ds, S2 ds,

As group 1' s savings rate is increased, the output of the industrial sector and the
wage rates of the two groups increase, and the interest rate and the net income of

group 2 decline. In the case that (l / K' )dK' / ds, is small, group 1's income

may increase.

To determine effects on the location-dependent variables, we examine the impact of

changes in s) upon the separation point L· . Taking derivatives of (5.4.1) with

respect to s)' we can explicitly give dt /ds, as a function of the parameters in the

system. But as the expression of .u: /ds, is too complicated, we omit the

representation.

Taking derivatives of (5.A.I.6) with respect to s) yields

1 dn;(0) y.n) (O)Z;t az, ~ dy' Y.
-- = ---+-,
n)(0) ds, uN1 ds, y) ds, N)
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where

1 dn2(L) =

n2(L) dSI
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Y2(L)n2(L)Z; dZ2 _ 82 d~

vN2 ds, Y2(L) dSI

dZI vL· d~ V at: vL·N 1- = -=-""2- - -=-""2- - 2'
~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ O-~)~

dZ2 oi:82 d~ V at:
dSI = YI2(L) dSI - Y2 (L) ds!

(5.4.6)

From (5.A.l.5), we have the impact on the residential density as follows

1 dn!(aJ) 1 d~(O) AVaJ d~ AVOJY!N1-- = +--- - -----,=--'---'---

nl(aJ) dSI nl(O) dSI Y!(aJ) dSI 0 - SI)2 Y!(aJ)~ ,

0< ca s L·,

1 dn2(aJ) _ 1 dn2(L) _ A~2(L - aJ) d~ ,L· < ca ~ L.
n2(aJ) ds, n2(L) dSI Y2(aJ)Y2(L) ds,

(5.4.7)

Taking derivatives of (5.A.l.l) with respect to s! yields

1 dKh(aJ) 1 a« 1 ~ ~ d~=-.------ +---,
Kh(aJ) ds, K ds, 1- sJ N.YI(aJ) YJ(aJ) ds,

0< co s L· ,

1 dKh(aJ) =J.. dK· + 82 d~, L· < ca s L. (5.4.8)
Kh(aJ) ds, K dSJ YI(aJ) ds,

From (5.4.6), (5.4.7), and Lh(aJ) =1/nj(m) , we get the effects of changes in

group 1 's savings rate on land use per household at any location. From

Ch(aJ) = K:" (aJ)/ nj" (aJ) , (5.4.7) and (5.4.8), we get dCh(aJ)/ ds, at any

location. From ciaJ) = ~ijYiaJ), we have the impact upon consumption level

per household as follows
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1 dc)(m) 8) d~ ~ 1
-- =---- ---,
c)(m) ds, y.(m) ds, y.(m)N) 1 - s)

_1_ dc2 (m) = 82 d~ , L' < co s L .
c2(m) ds, Y2(m) ds,

o< ca :5 L',

(5.4.9)

Taking derivatives of(5.A.I.8), we directly get de; / ds.. Utilizing the relations

and the above analytical results, we get the effects of changes in group 1's savings
rate on the land rent and housing rent at any residential location.

We have thus obtained the effects of changes in group 1's savings rate on all the
endogenous variables in the system. We see that it is very difficult to explicitly
interpret the analytical results as we have taken so many interfactional forces in our
modeling. The resulted effects are dependent upon relative values of various forces on
the system.

5.5 The Impact of Human Capital

This section examines the impact of changes in human capital index z on the long
run economic growth and residential pattern. Taking derivatives of (5.3.4) with
respect to z yields

(5.5.1)

As f3s2UO - Uo - 1 is negative, we see that s«' /dz may be either positive or

negative. From (5.5.1) and K' = (K; / N'r'we have

1 a«, 1 ax: N 2---=--.--+-• .
K; dz fJK dz N

(5.5.2)

We assume that an increase in group 2 ' s human capital decreases K' but

increases K;, i.e., ax:/dz < 0 , dK;/ dz > O. This seems to be an acceptable
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requirement. From (5.A.l.12), we have the impact on the capital stocks owned by the
two groups as follows

(5.5.3)

We see that an improvement in group 2 's human capital will expand the capital

stocks of the two groups. From F = K, / K· , (5.1.4) and (5.3.1), we obtain the

effects on F, r, w) and ~ as follows

l.- dF =-.!!.- dK· + N2 dr =_ .E: dK· > 0
F dz fJK· dz N·' dz K· 2 dz '

1 dw, a a« 1 dw, a as: 1
--- - --.--, --- =---- + -
WI dz fJK dz w2 dz fJK· dz z '

1 ar. s dK---) =---) > O.
~ dz s) dz

(5.5.4)

As group 2 ' s human capital is improved, the incomes of the two groups are
increased, even though the impact on group 1's wage rate is negative and the impact
on group 2 's wage rate may be either negative or positive. The total output of the
industrial sector and the interest rate are increased.

Similarly to the previous section, it is not difficult to explicitly determine the impact of
changes in Z upon all the other variables in the system. We omit the calculation.

5.6 On Urban Evolution with Multiple Groups

This chapter proposed an economic growth model with location choice and land use
pattern. The model may be considered as a synthesis of the Solow-Swan one-sector
growth model, the Kaldor-Pasinetti two-group model, the Alonso location model and
the Muth housing model. The model examined the dynamic interdependence among
human capital, transportation conditions, savings behavior, location choice and
residential pattern in a just two-group economy. The basic force of economic growth
is "neo-classical" in the sense that the dynamics are determined by capital
accumulation which is dependent on residents' savings in the long term. We also
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examined the impact of changes in group 1's savings rate and group 2 's human
capital on the variables in the system.

This chapter is the first attempt to develop a compact synthetic economic framework
with heterogeneous population in which the main ideas in growth theory and urban
economics can be discussed. Irrespective of many obvious strict assumptions, the
framework suggested in this chapter is, from a structural point of view, general in the
sense that some well-known models in theoretical economics can be considered as
special cases of our model. According to the literature in growth theory and urban
economics (e.g., Burmeister and Dobell, 1970, Grossman and Helpman, 1991,
Henderson, 1985, Zhang, 1992b, 1993c), we see that it is conceptually easy to refine,
extend and generalize the model on the basis ofthe current literature.

Appendix

A.5.1 Proving Lemma 5.3.1.

As interest rate is independent oflocation, from (5.104) and (5.1.9) we have

We can thus express Kh((j) as follows

Substituting Rh((j)Ch((j) = Rh((j)Chj((j) =TJjSjYj((j) into this equation

yields

(5.A.l.l)
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(5.A.1.2)

Substituting (5.A.l.l) into (5.A.l.2) yields

(5.A.1.3)

From (5.2.1) we have

(5.A.1.4)

The left-hand sides of the equations in (5.A.1.2) and (5.A.1.3) are identical. From
(5.1.15), (5.A.1.3) and (5.A.1.4) we thus have the following equations

~(IV) ~ ~(O{Yl;~)r 0 < IV 5. L',

n,(IV) = n,(L{~:i~~r, L' < IV s L.

Substituting (5.3.7) into (5.1.16), we get

in which

(5.A.1.4)

(5.A.1.6)
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(5.A.I.7)

where Zj(L'), j = 1, 2, are defined in (5.3.6).

If we can determine L', we can have n(O) and n(L) from (5.A.1.5). To

determine L', we substitute (5AI.5) and Cj (tV) = q/SjY/ ca) into (5.1.17) to

get

(5.A.I.8)

in which we use (5AI.7). We can thus express Cj (j = 1, 2) as functions of Yj

(j = 1, 2) and L·.

Substituting (5AI .I) into (5.1.18) yields

(5.A.I.9)

Substituting (5.3.1) into (5.1.12), we have

(5.A.1.10)

From (5.A.I.9) and (5.A.1.10) we have

(5.A.1.11)

From (5.3.3), we have
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As K I and K 2 are meaningful only when they are positive, we should require

(5.A.l.l3)

Adding the two equations in (5.A.l.l2) yields

(5.A.l.l4)

Substituting (5.A.1.l2) into (5.A.l.ll) yields (5.3.4). It is easy to check that

in which we use N · = NI + zN2 and 0 < p, SI' S2 < 1. From (5.A.l.l 5), we

see that there is at least one positive K·, Ko < K· < 00 , such that

<1>(K·) = o. Taking derivatives of(5.A.1.l5) with respect to K· yields

d<1> (1 ) 2 (1 ) 2--. = - - + auo §NISI - - + auo &N2S2 < o. (5.A.l.l6)
dK SI S2

From (5.A.l.l5) and (5.A.1.l 6), we see that <1>(K·) = 0 has a unique positive

solution as a function of the parameters in the system. The capital stock employed by
the industrial sector is given by

K . = K·I/PN·., (5.A.l.l7)

From (5.A.l.l2), we directly solve the capital stocks, K I and K 2 , owned by the

two groups. We have thus proved the lemma.

A.5.2 Proving Lemma 5.3.2

The Jacobian at equilibrium is given by
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J= (5.A.2.1)

in which

a~ =(1 _fJu)K) + fJu)~I) aF ,
aK) s; N x,

a~ _( N) K) ) afJu2F--- -. -- ,
aK2 N s, s,
at; _(N2 K2) aflu)zF-- -.-- ,
aK) N K; x,
at; =(1 _fJu2 K2 + flu2~N)) aF
aK2 s; N x, (5.A.2 .2)

where we use (5.3.2). In (5.A.2.2), we calculate ?Kj / aK j = Uj' j = 1, 2, by

using the following equation

in which

The equation, (5.A.2.3), is determined by (5.1.12), (5.3.2) and (5.3.9).

We know that if

(5.A.2.3)

(5.A.2.4)
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/).2 == (S\ 8~ - 0)(S2 81; - oJ - S\S2 81; 8~ > 0 (5.A.2.5)
8K 8K 8K 8K .\ 2 \ 2

then the equilibriwn is stable. From (5.A.2.2) and (5.A.2.5), we have

where we use (5.A.2.3) and

Swnmarizing the above discussions, we have completed the proofofthe lemma.



6 Two-Group Spatial Structures with
Capital and Knowledge

This chapter introduces endogenous knowledge into the model with heterogeneous
population proposed in the previous chapter. Whether economic development will
result in the divergence or convergence of income and wealth distribution among
various groups of people is one of the main concerns of the classical economists. But
only a few theoretical dynamic models explicitly deal with the issues concerning the
co-existence of multiple groups. Issues related to the co-existence, separation and
stability of multiple income classes are well raised in urban economics within static
frameworks of exogenous incomes (e.g., Yinger, 1976, Yellin, 1974, Schare, 1976,
Zhang, I989a). This chapter examines the effects of differences in knowledge
utilization and savings behavior between the two groups upon long-run growth and
wealth and income distribution within the framework of spatial economics. This
chapter is based on Zhang (l993c).

6.1 The Spatial Economy with Heterogeneous
Population

The economic production in this chapter is the same as that in the one-sector models
in Chapter 2. The economic system is an isolated state located in a round island (with
a fixed radius). The system is geographically similar to that of the model in Chapter
5. Similarly to the model in the previous chapter, we classify the population into two
groups and neglect any possibility of group transformation. We assume that there is
no prejudice in the labor market. Here, by justice in the labor market we mean that
any worker is paid according to the marginal value of 'qualified labor'. Markets are
characterized by perfect competition. It is not only working hours that determine how
much one is paid. Wage rates are determined by a combination of working time and
human capital. For simplicity, we assume that the human capital of the workers from
the same group is identical and there are differences in human capital between the
two groups. As the labor market is perfectly competitive, the wage rate per unit of
'qualified labor' is identical for all the workers in the system.

Production and capital accumulation
We assume that production is carried out by combining Capital and the qualified labor
force. Similarly to the neoclassical one-sector growth model, we assume that the

W-B Zhang, An Economic  Theory  of  Cities
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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production is either invested or consumed. We select the commodity to serve as
numeraire and introduce

N j - the fixed population ofgroup j, j = 1, 2;

N;(t) -the qualified labor force (to be defined) ofgroup j;

Kit) -capital stocks owned by group j, j = 1, 2 .

wj (t) and r(t) - the wage rate ofgroup j and interest rate, respectively;

F(I)-outputattime t .

The total qualified labor force N· (t) and the total capital stock K(I) of the

country are defined by

(6.1.1)

We assume that the labor force and capital are always fully employed.

In order to describe the relationship among Nj and N;, we introduce the variable

of the knowledge stock Z (1) of the economic system. Here, we treat the

knowledge stock Z (1) as a 'public good' in the sense that learning ofa group from

the 'knowledge reservoir' Z (1) will not affect that of the other group. Due to

differences in the factors, such as attitudes toward learning, social positions,
accessibilities to education systems, and cultural traditions, the two groups may
utilize knowledge differently. For simplicity of analysis, we specify the following

relationship among N j and N;

N· = z"j N ., J' = 1, 2
J J

(6.1 .2)

in which mj is a positive parameter. We call mj the knowledge utilization

efficiency parameter of group j. It is a measurement of the productivity of group

j in the production function. The specified functional form implies that an increase

in the knowledge stock will increase human capital of the two groups, but in different
proportions. Here, we neglect the possible impact of education, training and other

costly learning efforts upon N; .At this initial stage we neglect any possible impact

of education , training, wealth accumulation or other factors upon the knowledge

utilization parameters, mj .
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The producer employs the production factors, maximizing

Here, we specify F (K, N°) in the following form

F(K,N°) = KaN°P, a + fJ = 1, a, fJ > O.

The profit maximization yields the following conditions

aF pzm'F .
r = -, wj = o,} = 1, 2.

K N

From (6.2.5), we directlyobtain the following importantresult.

(6.1.3)

(6.1.4)

(6.1.5)

Lemma 6.1.1.
For any given knowledge stock Z(t) at any point of time, the ratio of the wage

rates WI/W2 between groups 1 and 2 is only related to the difference between the .

knowledgeutilizationefficiencyparameters ml - m2 between the two groups.

When ml = m2 , the two groups have an identicalwage rate. That is, the difference

in wages is due to the differencein human capital in economic activities in our model.
Define W by

(6.1.6)

We interpret W as the wage rate per unit of qualified labor force. Equation (6.1.6)
implies that there is no group prejudice such as racial discrimination in the labor

market. The income of group j, ~, j = 1, 2, is given by

(6.1.7)

Substituting (6.1.4) and (6.1.5) into (6.1.7) and then adding the two equations, we
have

1'; + 1; = F(K,N°).

From (6.1.7), the difference YI - Y2 in incomesper capita is given by

(6.1.8)
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r(kl - k2 ) + WI - w2

The capital accumulation ofgroup j is given by

dK .
__J =sY - 0kK ., j =1,2

dt J J J
(6.1.9)

where Ok is the depreciation rate of capital, and sj are the constant savings rates

ofgroup j. In the remainder of this chapter, we assume that the two groups have an

identical savings rate, i.e., S = s. = S2. This is obviously a very strict assumption.

As shown soon, this assumption simplifies our analysis, reducing the three
dimensional dynamics into a two-dimensional one.

Adding the two equations in (6.1.9) together with (6.1.8) yields

dK •- = sF(K,N) - OkK .
dl

(6.1.10)

Knowledge accumulation
Similarly to Chapter 3, we propose the following possible dynamics ofknowledge

(6.1.11)

in which i j (~ 0), Gj , and Oz (~O) are parameters.

Residential pattern
We have described the economic activities at the CBD. We are now concerned with
location and residential patterns. First, we introduce

L - the fixed radius, i.e., the distance from the CBD to the boundary of the island;
OJ - the distance from the CBD to a point in the residential area;

R(OJ,/) -the land rent at location OJ and at time I ;

Lhj (OJ, I) - the lot size per household ofgroup j, j = 1, 2;

n j (OJ,1)- the residential density ofgroup j (j = 1, 2);

Cj (OJ, I) - the consumption level per household ofgroup j; and
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Cim)-the total consumption level ofgroup j , j = 1, 2.

We assume that utility levels are dependent upon lot size and consumption levels. For

simplicity ofanalysis, we specify the utility level Uj of group j as follows

(6.1.12)

where ~j' j = 1, 2, are positive parameters. It should be noted that it is important

to introduce other locational factors such as amenities and infrastructures in the
analysis of urban pattern formation (e.g., Diamond and Tolley, 1981, Nijkamp, 1986,
Simon and Love, 1990, Vomit, 1991, Blomquist, Berger and Hoehn, 1988).

As the consumption budgets of the two groups are given by (1 - s)~, j = 1, 2,

respectively, the consumer problem is defmed by

(8.1.13)

where

(6.1.14)

and f'(m) is the total traveling cost between dwelling site ca and the CBD. We

specify T(m) by

We require yj(L) > 0, i.e,

qj(t) > I'(Z), j = 1, 2.

(6.1.15)

(6.1.16)

That is, the consumption level of any group is sufficient for traveling from the caD
to the edge ofthe island.

The unique optimal solution is given by

(6.1.17)
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According to the definitions, we have

The population constraints are given by

L

21ijnj (liJ)liJ dto = N j , j = 1, 2.
o

The consumption constraints are given by

L

21i jC/liJ)n/liJ)liJdliJ = C, = (1 - Sj )~, j = 1, 2.
o

(6. l.l8)

(6.1.19)

(6.1.20)

We have thus finished building the model. The framework suggested in this chapter
is, from a structural point of view, general in the sense that some well-known models
in theoretical economics can be considered as special cases of our model. For
instance, if we neglect land, housing, endogenous knowledge and the classification of
the population, our model is similar to the neoclassical one-sector model. Adding the
classification of the population to the Solow-Swan model, our system is similar to the
two-group growth model (Sato, 1966). It is not difficult to see that the basic structure
of our system with one-sector and learning by doing is similar to the Arrow one
sector learning by doing model (Arrow, 1962).

6.2 The Temporary Urban Pattern

This section proves the existence of a unique residential pattern for given stocks of
capital and knowledge at any point of time.

As the households of the same group have an identical utility function, the utility

level Uj is identical over space within the same group. Utilizing

Uj (liJl' f ) =Uj (liJ2 ,f) , for any liJ\ and liJ2 , o s liJl' liJ2 ::S; L, j =1, 2,
together with (6.1.12) and (6.1.17), we have

(6.2 .1)
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at any point of time. From (6.2.1), we see that if ql = q2 • the two groups may co

exist at location o), If the two groups do not have identical incomes per capita, we
conclude that

yl(m) _ y2(m)
YI(mz) Yz(mz)

cannot hold. This implies that the two groups cannot co-exist at any two points in the

whole urban area. This further implies that there is a distance L· (t) ,

o< L·(t) < L such that the two groups are separately located within

mE [O,L·) and ca E [1",L] . However, we cannot determine which group will

locate nearer to the caD without further constraints on decision making about
location. To solve the problem, as in the previous chapter, we introduce the following
well-known rule in urban economics.

The rule of determining groups' location
If the rent function of group k is steeper than that of group j at the intersection,

the equilibrium location ofgroup k is closer to the caD than that ofgroup j .

This rule is discussed in the literature ofurban economics (Fujita, 1989). Utilizing

where U; is the utility level evaluated at to = L· .we directly have

aR(L·,U)
=

am}

20
001"0

-1 R(L·)

y}(1")
(6.2.2)

where aR(L·,U;) / am} is the partial derivative of R(L·,u;> with respect to

(j) for group j (with U; fixed). We have

This implies that the group with the higher income per capita locates farther from the
CaD than the other group.
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Lemma 6.1.1.
Assume that the incomes per capita are not identical for both groups. Then, at any
point of time, according to the rule ofdetermining groups' location, the households of
each group form a concentric ring around the can and the group with higher income
per capita locates farther from the can than the group with the lower one. Moreover,
from (6.2.1), R(m) is continuously decreasing up to the urban fringe L.

In the remainder of this chapter, for convenience of discussion we assume that

q\ < Q2' i.e., 1'; / N 2 > 1'; / N\, at any point of time. Under this requirement

group 2 locates farther from the can than group. It can be easily seen that

1'; / N 2 > 1'; / N\ at any point of time is held if m2 > m\ and

K 2 / N 2 > K\ / N\ at t = 0 .

Assumption 6.2.1.
In the remainder of this chapter, we assume that group 2 has a greater knowledge

utilization efficiency than group 1, i.e., m2 > m., and the initial capital stock per

capita ofgroup 2 is greater than that ofgroup 1.

This assumption guarantees that group 2 is always located further from the can
than group 1. In Appendix A.6.1, we show that there is a unique urban structure for
any given K and Z at any point of time.

Lemma 6.2.2.

Let qj(t) > T(L) be satisfied at any point of time. Then for any given K(t)

and Z(t) there is a unique intersection, L"(t), 0 < L" < L, between the two

groups at any point of time. The land rent and residential distribution at any point of
time are uniquely given by

(6.2.3)
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R(w) = R(L'{~:~;~J,
n

2(m)
= 2R(m) , L" ~ m ~ L.

Y2(m)
(6.2.4)

The above lemma is proved in Appendix 6.A.I. The lemma guarantees the existence
of an urban structure for any given income of either group at any point of time. We
now examine how capital and knowledge are determined as time passes.

6.3 The Long-Run Equilibria and Stability Conditions

This section is concerned with the dynamic properties of the dynamic system. First,
by (6.1.10) and (6.1.11), we can rewrite the three-dimensional dynamics in terms of

K J , K, and Z as follows

(6.3.1)

where r; == rj / f3, j = 1, 2, and

(6.3.2)

As the last two differential equations for K and Z in (6.3.1) are independent of

the first one for K 1, we may carry out a dynamic analysis of the last two equations,

disregarding the equation for K J • We can directly check that for any given K and

Z, dK J / dt = s~ - 8kK1 has a unique stable positive equilibrium. We thus

can reduce one dimension of the dynamic system.

It is proved that the dynamic properties of the system are determined by the following
two parameters
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x j = mj - &j - 1, j =1, 2. (6.3.3)

The following proposition is proved in the appendix of this chapter.

Proposition 6.3.1.

(i) If Xj < 0, j = 1, 2, the system has a unique stable equilibrium; (i) If

Xj > 0, j = 1, 2, the system has a unique unstable equilibrium; and (iii) If

XI > 0 and x2 < 0 (Xl < 0 and x2 > 0), the system has either two positive

equilibria or no equilibrium. When the system has two equilibria, the one with low
values of K and Z is stable; the other one is unstable.

We may interpret the two parameters x j as in Chapter 5.

Economic interpretations of Proposition 6.3.1.
If the knowledge utilization and creation of the two groups exhibit decreasing
(increasing) return to scale effects in the system, the system has a unique stable
(unstable) equilibrium; If the knowledge utilization and creation of one group
exhibits decreasing return to scale effects in the system and the other one exhibits
increasing scale effects, the system has two equilibria. The one with lower values of
K and Z is stable, while the other one is unstable.

6.4 The Impact of Creativity

In this and the following sections, we examine the impact of changes in the creativity

parameters T j and the population N j on economic growth and urban structure.

We carry out comparative statics analysis under presumed stability, i.e.

When the system has two equilibria, our conclusions are valid for the equilibrium
with lower values of K and Z. It can be seen that if the equilibrium is unstable,

i.e., <I>. <°,we may get the opposite results to those we will have under presumed

stability.

Taking derivatives of (6.A.2.2) and (6.A.2.3) with respect to T j yields
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dK = [(miN; +om2N;)K] dZ > 0,
dt , N Z dt ,

<I>° dZ = <I> j > 0, j = 1, 2 .
dTj Tj

(6.4 .1)

An increase in the creativity of any group will expand the total stocks of capital and

knowledge of the society. From s~ = 8kKj , sF = 8kK , (6.1.5), and (6.1.7),

we have K j = KN; I N°. Hence,

d(KI I K2 ) = d(Y; II;) = [(m l - m2 )K I ] dZ ,
dt , dt , ZK2 dt ,

dK . « .«, dZ dY
__J = _J_J__ > 0 __J > 0
dT

j
Z dt , 'dT

j
,

dk . dy dq
_J_ > 0, __J > 0, __J > 0
dTj dTj dTj

are held. By (6.1.4), (6.1.5), and (6.1.7), we have

(6.4.2)

(6.4.3)

All the above conclusions are easy to interpret. We now examine the impact upon the
intersection between the two groups, residential density and rent distribution. Taking

the derivative of(6.A.1.5) with respect to Tj yields

in which M' « 0) is defined in (6.A.I.6), dY; Idt , > 0, dI; Idt , > 0,

and
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(6.4.5)

We see that .u: /dt , may be either positive or negative. Since the incomes of the

two groups are increased due to the improved creativity of either group, each group
tends to expand residential space. As the total urban size is fixed, the intersection may
be moved outward or onwards due to the interdependence ofvarious forces.

Taking derivatives of R(L") in (6.2.3) yields

(6.4.6)

Although the sign of dR(t)/ dt , is generally uncertain since .u; / di , may

be either positive or negative, it is negative in the case of .u: /dt , < O. That is, if

the intersection is moved onwards, the land rent at the intersection tends to fall as the
creativity ofeither group is increased.

From (6.2.3), we directly get the impact of changes in T j upon R and nj in

group 1's residential zone as follows

1 dR(aJ) = [q\UO(aJ
u

- L"u) d~
R(aJ) dT j ~ dTj

2 1 dR(L")
---~"-+" ,
Y\(aJ)y\(L) R(L) di ,
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_I_dnt(m) _ _ I_dR(m)
n1(m) dt , R(m) dt ,

(6.4.7)

We see that dR(m)/ dt , and dn; (m) / dt , may be either positive or negative.

In the case of dR(ca) / dTj < 0, the residential density at location ca surely

falls. But when dR(ca) / dTj > 0, the residential density may either fall or rise.

Taking derivatives of(6.2.4) with respect to Tj yields

I dR(L) = [Q2Uo(LV - LOv) ar,
R(L) dTj J; dTj

2 I dR(Lo)
° + °Y2 (L)Y2 (L ) R(L) dt ,

I dR(m) = 2Q2UO(mv - LV) dJ; + I dR(L)
R(m) dt , Y2(L)Yt(m)J; dt , R(L) d t , ,

I dn2(m) = I dR(m) Q2 dJ;, LO ~ ca < L.
n2(m) dTj R(m) dt , Y2(m)J; dTj

(6.4.8)

It is also difficult to explicitly judge the impact upon R and n2 for

LO ~ co < L . But it should be remarked that even if at: /dTj < 0 ,

dR(L) / dTj may be either positive or negative.

Summarizing the above analysis, we have the following proposition.

Proposition 6.4.1.

Asswne that the equilibriwn under consideration be stable, i.e., <1>0 > 0, and that

group 2 utilizes knowledge more effectively than group I, i.e., m2 > mt • Then,

an increase in the creativity parameter T j , j = 1, 2, of either group has the

following long-run impact upon the system
i) the total output and the total stocks of capital and knowledge are increased, i.e.,

dF / dt . , dK / dTj > 0 and dZ / dTj > 0;
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ii) the capital stock per capita kj' the income per capita Yj' and the wage rate

W j , ofeach group are increased;

iii) the ratios of the capital stocks K I / K 2 , incomes 1'; / Y2 and wage rates

WI / w2 between groups 1 and 2 are decreased; and

iv) the impact upon the intersection z, the residential density distribution and the
rent distribution may be either positive or negative.

6.5 The Impact of the Population

From (6.A.2.2) and (6.A.2.3), we have

(6.5.1)

An increase in the population of either group will expand the capital and knowledge

stocks ofthe society. By Kj = KN; / N· ,(6.1.4), (6.1.5), and (6.1.7), we have
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Changes in N j have similar effects upon K j , K I / K2 , K, Z, F, Y ,

wj ' 1'; /1;, r, WI / w2 ' to the effects ofchanges in T j • Utilizing (6.A.1.5), (6.2.3)

and (6.2.4), we can also give the impact upon the urban pattern. Since the effects are

similar to the corresponding ones for changes in Tj , we omit any presentation of the

results.

6.6 On Urban Evolution with Heterogeneous
Population

This chapter proposed an economic growth model with location choice and a land use
pattern. The model may be considered as a synthesis of the Alonso model with
multiple-income groups and the one-sector growth model with endogenous
knowledge. The model examined the dynamic interdependence between knowledge
utilization, creativity, transportation conditions, savings behavior, location choice and
residential patterns in a two-group economy with justice in the labor market. It was
proved that the system may have a unique equilibrium or multiple equilibria and each
equilibrium may exhibit stability or instability, depending upon the knowledge
utilization and creation characteristics of the two groups. We also examined the
impact of changes in the population and the knowledge creation efficiency of the two
groups upon long-run growth, wealth distribution and residential structure.

As the model is based upon two well-established modeling frameworks (in growth
theory and urban economics), it is conceptually easy to extend this model along the
lines upon which those two frameworks have been extended and generalized . For
instance, we may consider an economy consisting of multiple groups with a family
structure (e.g., Beckmann, 1973), of multiple groups with prejudice (e.g., Yellin,
1974), of urban externalities (e.g., Henderson, 1985, Bell, 1991, Roback, 1982,
Sivitanidou and Wheaton, 1992), of multiple production sectors (e.g., Zhang, 2000),
of multiple nations (e.g., Rauch, 1991, Zhang, 1992b, 1995b) and so on. Indeed,
these extensions may be difficult in analytical terms.

Appendix

A.6.1 Proving Lemma 6.2.2

We now prove lemma 6.2.2. First, from (6.2.1), we can express the land rent

distribution in terms of land rents at OJ = t: and OJ = L as follows



R(<iJ) = [;:~~rR(L'), 0,;; <iJ <L",

R(<iJ) = [;:~~rR(L), L',;; ca < L.

From (6.1.10) and (6.1.11), we have
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(6.A.l.l)

(6.A.1.2)

Substituting (6.A.1.2) together with (6.A.2.5), respectively, into (6.1.12) yields

M (L' M) = L'2 - J= L·v+2 _ 2no.y.(L·) = 0
.' q. ~o R(L.) ,

M2(L',M) =q2(L2 - L"2) - ~o(L·U+2 - LU+2) - 2n~~l~L) = 0

(6.A.I.3)

in which nOj = N j 141r and ~o = 2uo1(2 + u). We now show that from

(6.A.l.l) and (6.A.I.3), we can uniquely determine L· and R({j)) for

O~{j)~L.

From R(L')/ R(L) = (Y2(L") 1Y2(L)I and M2 = 0 in (6.A.I.3), we have

(6.A.1.4)

Substituting (6.A.1.4) into M. = 0 yields
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We now prove that M(Lo) = 0, 0 < LO < L , has a unique positive solution. As

M(O) > 0 and M(L) < 0, the proof is finished if we can show M'(Lo) < O.
As

(6.A.1.6)

where

(L2 L02) ;: (LOV+2 tr' )
M (Lo) = (L) q2 - - ~o -

o - uoun01Y 2 2 ° ,
n02Y 2 (L )

o~ LO ~ L.

Since Mo(Lo) ~ 0, 0 s t: s L, M'CLo) < 0, 0 s LO s L .

Summarizing the above discussion, we completed the proofofLemma 6.2.2.

A.6.2 Proving Proposition 6.301

A long-run equilibrium ofthe system is given by

( )

I I P

K = :k N°.

Substituting (6.A.2.2) into the second equation in (6.A.2.1) yields

(6.A.2.l)

(6.A.2.2)

(6.A.2.3)
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in which

( )

a /p

<1> .(Z) ==.!...- pT·N .zxJ •
J l5 J J

k

(6.A.2.4)

Similarly to the proof in Appendix A.5.2 in Chapter 5, we can prove that

<1>(Z) =0 has a unique positive solution in the case of x j > 0 (x j < 0) for

j = 1, 2. In the case of x\ > 0 and x2 < 0 (or XI < 0 or x 2 > 0), the

system has either two solutions or no solution. The two eigenvalues tPj are

determined by

tP2 + [l5kP + an·(<1>\ + <1>2) - xl<1>\ - X2<1>2}P

- (x\<1>\ + X2<1>2)l5kP = 0

where

n == mIN; + m2N;

N·

The system is stable if

(6.A.2.5)

The first inequality holds if x\<1> I + x2<1>2 < O. We thus conclude that if

x\<1> \ + x2<1>2 is positive, the equilibrium is unstable; if it is negative, the

equilibrium is stable. Summarizing the above analytical results, we completed the
proofof Proposition 6.3.1.



7 Urban Growth and Pattern Formation
with Preference Change

The main issue in this chapter is preference change. Although preferences for leisure
time, housing, food, clothes, traveling and so on are varied over time, only a few
urban models explicitly deal with endogenous preference changes (Beckmann, 1990,
Kobayashi, Zhang, and Yoshikawa, 1986, 1989). There are dynamic interactions
between preference change, production structure and residential location. This
chapter constructs a dynamics of preference within the frameworks of growth theory
and location theory. We model a dynamic interdependence between urban structure,
capital accwnulation and preference change in a perfectly competitive economy. The
chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.1 defines the model with capital
accwnulation and preference change. Section 7.2 provides conditions for existence of
equilibria and stability. Section 7.3 analyzes the impact of changes in hwnan capital
on the equilibriwn economic structure. Section 7.5 concludes the chapter. The
appendix proves Lemma 7.2.1. This chapter is based on Zhang (1996c, 1998c).

7.1 The Model

As in the previous chapter, we consider an isolated economic geographical system in
which people carry out social and economic activities. Production is similar to that in
the one-sector neoclassical growth model. The population is homogenous . It is
asswned that product can be either invested or conswned. We asswne that the total
labor force is fully employed. Industrial good is selected to serve as nwneraire.
Households achieve the same utility level regardless of where they locate. Markets
are perfectly competitive. The system is geographically linear and consists of two
parts - the CaD and the residential area. The isolated state consists of a finite strip of
land extending from a fixed central business district (CaD) with constant unit width
(e.g., Solow and Vickrey, 1971, Sub, 1988). We asswne that all economic activities
are concentrated in the caD. The residential area is occupied by households. We
asswne that the CaD is located at the left-side end of the linear territory. We
introduce

N - the fixed population;
K(t) -the total capital stocks at time t;

wet) and ret) - the wage rate and the rate of interest rate, respectively; and

W-B Zhang, An Economic  Theory  of  Cities
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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F(t) and C(t) -the output of the production sector and the total consumption

of the commodity, respectively.

The production is carried out by combination ofcapital and labor force in the form of

F = K" (zK,/, a + P = 1, a, p > 0

where z is human capital index. The marginal conditions are given by

aF pF
r=- W=--.K' N

We now describe locational behavior ofhouseholds. First, we introduce

(7.1.1)

(7.1.2)

L -the fixed (territory) length of the isolated state;
(j) - the distance from the CBD to a point in the residential area;

R«(j), t) - the land rent at location (j) at time t;
k«(j),t) and s«(j),t)- the capital stocks owned by and the savings made by a

household at location or, respectively;

c«(j),t)and Y«(j),t)- the consumption and the net income of a household at

location ai, respectively; and

Y«(j),t) and Lh«(j),t)- the residential density and the lot size of a household at

location OJ .

According to the definitions of Lh and n, we have

1
n(co,t) = , 05: co 5: L .

Lh«(j),t)
(7.1.3)

It is assumed that each worker owns L / N amount of land and it is impossible to
sell land but it is free to rent one's own land to others. This is analytically equal to the
assumption of the public ownership in the literature, which means that the revenue
from land is equally shared among the population. The total land revenue is given by

L

S(t) = JR«(j),t)dto.
o

(7.1.4)

The income S from land per household is given by s(t) = S(t) / N . The net

income y(OJ,t) per household at location (j) consists of three parts, the wage
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income, the income from land ownership and the interest payment for the household's
capital stocks. The net income is thus given by

y(w,t) = r(t)y(w,t) + w(t) + s(t) . (7.1.5)

We assume that utility level U of the household at location W is dependent on

the temporary consumption level c(W, t), lot size Lh ( co, t), the leisure time

T,.(w,t) , and the household's net wealth k(w,t) + s(w,t) - 0kk(w,t) , where

Ok (1 > Ok > 0) is the fixed depreciation rate ofcapital, in the following way

U(w,t) = Th
u c~L'f,(k + s - okk)A., aCt), ~(t), TJ(t), A(t) > 0,

C7(t) + ~(t) + TJ(t) + A(t) = 1 (7.1.6)

where C7(t), ~(t), TJ(t) , and A(t) are respectively the propensities to use leisure

time, to consume goods, to consume housing, and to hold wealth. We use lot size to
measure housing conditions and neglect possible complexity of housing production
(e.g., Arnott, 1987, Anas, 1982, Broecker, 1981, Broecker and Rabenau, 1981,
Hockman and Pines, 1980). Moreover, for convenience of representation, we assume

Ok = O. From the analysis below, it can be seen that this will not affect our essential

conclusions.

By preference change we mean changes in a(t), ~(t), TJ(t) ,and A(t). The form

of utility functions in (7.1.6) is used in studies on economic growth with endogenous
saving by Zhang (e.g., 1999,2000). The above utility implies that at each point of
time the consumer has a preference described in the form of utility function over his
current consumption and wealth. In this model, a consumer determines two variables,
how much he consumes and how much he saves when setting aside part of the current

income y(t) into the 'saving account'. It is easy to explain c and Lh in U.

To explain k + s - 0kk, we may consider a situation in which the consumer can

change his savings Pk(t)k(t), with Pk(t) (= 1) being the price of capital

stocks at t, into 'money' at any point of time without any 'transaction cost' or time

delay. In other words, the consumer perceives Pk(t)k(t) in the same way as he

can treat his salary income at each point of time. In fact, we may perceive that at each
pay-day the consumer 'mixes' his current income y and k and then decides how

much he would spend on current consumption and how much he would put the total
money in the saving account. In economics nothing should be free. Physical capital is
subject to its laws of natural or social depreciation. Some one, for instance, the owner
of physical capital, has to pay the depreciation. We assume that the consumer who

owns the capital loses a fixed ratio Ok of his past savings due to depreciation of
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physical capital. Hence, the conswner makes decision on k + s - 0kk at each

point of time. Obviously, we take account of the conswner's attitudes towards the
future by the propensities to conswne and to hold wealth.

In our approach we don't need a concept of the sum of utility over a period of time.
In (7.1.6), we asswne that an increase in the net wealth tends to increase utility level
ofa typical household. The net wealth may be accwnulated for different reasons such
as the capitalist spirit, old age conswnption, providing education for children, power
and social status (see e.g., Modigliani, 1986, Ram, 1982, Gersovitz, 1988, Cole,
Mailath and Postlewaite, 1992, Fershtman and Weiss, 1993). Those different reasons
determine preference structures. People's attitude towards the future in economic
developing processes at each point of time is reflected in the (relative) value of the
propensity 2(t) to hold wealth.

It is necessary to remark that in a traditional intertemporal framework, the economy
maximizes

ru(C) exp(- pt)dt

subject to the dynamic budget constraint of capital accwnulation. In the above
formula (Ramsey, 1928), there is a strict asswnption. That is, utility is additional over
time. It is not reasonable to add happiness over time. How to psychologically
calculate expected future happiness and how to weigh the expected future against the
present in temporary decision are both practically and theoretically difficult issues.
To asswne the existence of a discounting rate of human happiness over infinite time
and to asswne that people behave in such a way that they maximize the discounted
utility are not only unreasonable, but also of little fruit from so many efforts of
theoretical economists in the literature of economic dynamics. The parameter p in

the above problem is meaningless if utility is not additional over time. It should be
also remarked that in the traditional studies of growth and preference change (e.g.,
Uzawa, 1968, Wan, 1970, Boyer, 1978, Shi and Epstein, 1993, Auer, 1998), by
preference change it means changes of p. Since p is defined with respect to

utility, it is conceptually not easy to introduce reasonable dynamics of p. From the

literature of economic growth, we know that it is quite difficult to discuss issues
related to preference change and economic structure within the traditional optimal
framework. It is obvious that our formula does not involve the issues just mentioned
and can endogenously determine savings of the households. Our utility is not static.
Happiness is flow and is determined as a function of conswnption and net wealth at
each point of time. It is wealth and conswnption that are additional, rather than
happiness, over time.

For simplicity, we specify Th (aJ) as follows
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~(m) = ~ - uai, ~ > O. (7.1.7)

The function ~ (m) means that the leisure time is equal to the total available time

~ minus the traveling time um from the can to the dwelling site. Here, we

neglect possible impact of congestion and other factors on the traveling time (e.g.,
Amott, 1979, Karlqvist, Lundqvist and Snickars, 1975, Anas, 1982, Roy and
Johansson, 1993). For simplicity, we neglect traveling cost. We assume that the
traveling time and loeational housing conditions are the main factors that affect
residential location. Although it is conceptually not difficult to take account of
traveling cost in the budget constraint, it will cause analytical difficulties.

As the population is homogeneous and we neglect any transaction costs associated
with residential changes, the utility level that people obtain should be equal over
space at each point oftime. We thus have

(7.1.8)

The income is distributed between consuming goods, housing and saving. The budget
constraint is given by

c(m,t) + R(m,t)Lh(m,t) + s(m,t) = y(m,t) (7.1.9)

at any point of time. Maximizing U (m, t) subject to the budget constraint yields

c(m) = ~py(m) + ~pk(m), R(m)Lh(m) = T/PY(m) + T/pk(m)

sCm) = A,0I(m) - (~ + T/)pk(m) (7.1.10)

where p == 1/(~ + T/ + l) . The above equations mean that the housing

consumption and consumption of the good are positively proportional to the net
income and capital wealth, and the savings is positively proportional to the net
income but negatively proportional to the wealth.

According to the definition of s(m,t) , we have the following capital accumulation

for the household at location m

dk(m) = sCm), O:s:; to :s:; L .
dt

Substituting s(m) in (7.1.10) into the above equation yields
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dk(co)
dt = A.,0!(co) - &(co), 0 S; CO s L (7.1.11)

where 0 == (q + T/)p (A. > 0 > 0).

As the economic system is isolated, the total population is distributed over the whole
urban area. The population constraint is given by

L

In(co)dco = N .
o

The consumption constraint is given by

L

In(co)c(co)dco = c.
o

We also have

Set) + e(t) = F(t)

where Set) is the total investment (= the total savings) ofthe society

L

Set) = Js(co,t)n(co,t)dco.
o

By the definitions of k, n and K, we have

L

In(co)k(co)dco = K.
o

(7.1.12)

(7.1.13)

(7.1.14)

(7.1.15)

(7.1.16)

From the definition of y(co,t) in (7.1.5) and capital accumulation equation

(7.1.11) we see that k(co,t) and y(co,t) are not explicitly dependent on

location co. That is, the capital stocks owned by per household and the net income

are identical over space at any point of time. Multiplying (7.1.11) by n(co,t) and

then integrating the resulted equation from 0 to L with respect to CO yields
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dK- = ApY(W) - oK
dt

where yet) == y(t)N is the total income ofthe population at time.

(7.1.17)

We now specify possible dynamics of aCt), ~(t), 'I(t) , and A(t). As

aCt) + ~(t) + 'I(t) + A(t) = 1 holds at any point of time, we have to specify

dynamics of three variables of the four. In order to further reduce dimension of
preference dynamics, we assume that there exist relationships,

aCt) = f.,.[~(t),A(t)] and 'I(t) = fq[~(t),A(t)] between a,~, 'I , and

A at any point of time. For simplicity, we specify f.,. and /q as follows

(7. l.l8)

where 0'0 and '10 (1 > 0'0' 110 > 0) are parameters. The two equations mean

that the propensity aCt) to use leisure time and the propensity 'I(t) to consume

housing have linear relationships with the propensity ~(t) to consume commodities

at any point of time. In general, it is difficult to explicitly provide signs of h.,. and

hq • It is possible that when the propensity ~(t) to consume commodities is

increased, the propensity 'I(t) to consume housing may either be increased or

decreased, depending on the household's preference. This implies that the parameter

hq may be either positive or negative. Similarly, h.,. may be either positive or

negative. By a + ~ + 'I + A = 1 and (7.1.18), we solve ~ as function of A
as follows

(7.1.19)

where ~o == (1 - 0'0 - 'Io)hA and hA == 1/(1 - her - hq ) . We require

hA > 0 and 1 > ~o > O. This implies that an increase in the propensity A to

hold wealth is associated with a decrease in the propensity ~ to consume

commodities. We have hA > 0 and 1 > ~o > 0 if 1 > 0'0 + '10 and

0'0 + 110 > h.,. + hq which are assumed to be satisfied in the remainder of this

chapter.
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As a(t) , q(t) and TJ(t) can be represented as functions of A(t) at any point

of time, in order to model dynamics of preference it is sufficient for us to be
concerned only with dynamics of A(t). Although we may generally argue that the

propensity to hold wealth is affected by wealth and living conditions, it is not easy to
generalize meaningful functional form of the preference change. In fact, many
factors, such as demographic variables, income levels and wealth (e.g., Modigliani,
1986, Ram, 1982, Gersovitz, 1988), may have interactions with the propensity to own
wealth. For simplicity, we assume that the propensity A(t) to hold wealth is

affected by the capital stock K(t) and the net income Y(t) as follows

(7.1.20)

where 8, 81 « 1) .and 82 are positive parameters. If 8 = 0, A is constant.

This case means that preference is not affected by current living conditions and
wealth accumulated. If 8 ~ + 00, we have

at any point of time (except some singular points, e.g., Chow and Hale, 1982, Haken,
1983, O'Malley, 1988, Kevorkian and Cole, 1981). This implies that preference is
quickly adapted to living conditions and wealth accumulated. If a > («) 0, then

the propensity to hold wealth tends to be reduced (increased) as the capital stock, k,
per capita is increased. If a = 0 , the term <I> is not affected by k . If

b > («) 0, then the propensity to hold wealth tends to be reduced (increased) as the

income y per capita is increased. If b = 0 , the term <I> is not affected by y.
To illustrate the point that the parameters, a and b, may be either positive or
negative, we like to quote from Fisher on habit formation (1930, pp.337-8)

It has been noted that a person's rate of preference for present over future income, given a
certain income stream, will be high or low according to the past habits of the individual. If
he has been accustomed to simple and inexpensive ways, he finds it fairly easy to save and
ultimately accumulate a little property. The habits of thrift being transmitted to the next
generation, by imitation or by heredity or both, result in still further accumulation. The
foundations ofsome ofthe world's greatest fortunes have been based upon thrift.

If a man has been brought up in the lap of luxury, he will have a keener desire for present
enjoyment than ifhe had been accustomed to the simple living of the poor. The children of
the rich, who have been accustomed to luxurious living and who have inherited only a
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fraction oftheir parent's means, may spend beyond their means and thus start the process of
the dissipation of their family fortune. In the next generation this retrograde movement is
likely to gather headway and to continue until, with the gradual subdivision of the fortune
and the reluctance ofthe successive generations to curtail their expenses, the third or fourth
generation may come to actual poverty.

The accumulation and dissipation of wealth do sometimes occur in cycles. Thrift, ability,
industry and good fortune enable a few individuals to rise to wealth from the ranks of the
poor. A few thousand dollars accumulation under favorable circumstances may grow to
several millions in the next generation or two. Then the unfavorable effects of luxury begin,
and the cycle of poverty and wealth begins anew. The old adage, 'From shirt sleeves to
shirt sleeves in four generations,' has some basis in fact.

When analyzing saving behavior of national economies, we may similarly argue that
the parameters a and b are dependent on the stage of economic development.

We will examine what will happen to the dynamics when a and b are taken on

different values. We require that for 2 > 0, 1 > a, q, T/ > O. It can be seen that

the requirement is satisfied under appropriate constraints on values of the parameters,

a o' T/o' n, and T/A. '

We have thus built the growth model with endogenous spatial distribution of wealth,
consumption and the population, capital accumulation and preference change. The

system has 21 variables, k, c, Lh , s, n, T", U, R, y, F, K, C, w, r ,

S, S, and s, a, q, T/, and 2 . It contains the same number of equations. We

now show that the problem has solutions.

7.2 Properties of the Dynamic System

Before examining the dynamic properties of the system, we show that the dynamics
can be described by the motion of two variable, K and 2.

First, multiplying the equations in (7.1.10) by n{OJ,t) and then integrating these

equations from 0 to L with respect to OJ, we obtain

T, = T/p(Y + K1 C = qp(Y + K1 S = 2pY - (q + T/ )pK
(7.2.1)

where we use (7.1.4), (7.1.13) and (7.1.15). Substituting S and C in (7.2.1) into
(7.1.14) yields
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(7.2.2)

As q, 17 I and p are functions of A and F is a function of K, we conclude

that the net income Y is a function of K and A at any point of time. By
(7.1.17) and (7.1.20), we have

(7.2.3)

The two-dimensional dynamic system (7.2.3) has two variables K and A . We can

show that all the other variables are uniquely determined as a function of K, A
and (J) (O ~ (J) ~ L) at any point of time. The following lemma is proved in the

appendix.

Lemma 7.2.1.
The dynamics of K{t) and A{t) are determined by (7.2.3). For any given

K{t) (» 0) and A{t) (B) > A > 0), at any point of time, all the other variables

in the system are uniquely determined as functions of K{t) , A{t) and

(J) (O ~ (J) ~ L) .

We thus explicitly determine the motion of the system over time and space. We now
guarantee existence of equilibria. Equilibrium is given as a solution of the following
equations

By ApY = oK in (7.2.4) and (7.2.2), we solve

( J
IIP

K = ~ zN .

(7.2.4)

(7.2.5)

Substituting ApY = oK and (7.2.5) into the second equation in (7.2.4), we have

(7.2.6)
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where x == (p + a + ab)/ p. Since a and b may be either positive or

negative, we see that x may be either positive or negative. In the remainder of this
chapter, we require x > 0, i.e., p + a + ab > O. In the case of a > 0 and

b > 0, this is always held. When a and/or b are negative, this requirement (i.e.,

p > - a - ab) means that households' propensity to hold wealth is not highly

increased when the capital and income are increased. If x < 0, we see that the

system may have multiple equilibria.

Since x> 0, we have H(O) < 0 and H(B,) > O. This guarantees that

H(A) = 0 has at least one solution for 0 < A < B). Hence, the equilibrium

problem has at least one solution. Taking derivatives of (7.2.6) with respect to A
yields

in which (7.1.18) and (7.1.19) are used. We notice that hA. ~ 0 and

In the case of a> 0 and b > 0, we have H' > O. Since H(O) < 0 ,

H (B) > 0, H' > 0, we conclude that H (A) = 0 has a unique solution for

o< A < B, . By (7.2.5) and (7.2.6), we uniquely determine A and K . The other

variables are uniquely determined by Lemma 7.2.1. It can be seen that if

b(a + Ph" + 17 / q)
.......:..--.....;!,-.-_....:... + a ~ 0

l+17/q

then the system has a unique equilibrium. For instance, in the case of b < 0,

a > 0, and a > - b , this inequality is held. But in general, it is difficult to

judge whether the system has a unique equilibrium when a and/or b are negative.

By (7.2.3), (7.2.2) and the equilibrium conditions, we calculate the two eigenvalues,

rP, and rP2' as follows
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(7.2.8)

where

(7.2.9)

The system is stable if

Obviously, in the case of a > 0, 1 ;;::: b ;;::: 0, h" s TJo' the system is stable.

Summering the above discussion, we get the following proposition.

Proposition 7.2.1.
We assume x > O. The system has at least one equilibrium. In the case of

a > 0, 1~ b ~ 0, the dynamic system has a stable unique equilibrium.

The assumption of a > 0 and b > 0 is important for guaranteeing the existence

of a unique equilibrium. If we relax this assumption, the system may have multiple
equilibria. This means that the dynamic system is stable if the consumers decrease
their propensity to save when they hold more wealth; otherwise it is possible that the
system becomes unstable if consumers tend to save too much when they become
more wealthy.

7.3 Human Capital and the Economic Structure

In order to show interdependence between capital accumulation, preference,
residential location, wages and incomes over space, we are now concerned with
effects ofchange in the level ofhuman capital on the equilibrium economic structure.
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For illustration, we require 0 > 0 and b > O. Hence, the system has a stable

equilibrium. First, taking derivatives of(7.2.6) with respect to z yields

H' == (0 + bX;., - 8)) < 0
z

(7.3 .1)

where H' > 0 is defined by (7.2.7) and A- 81 > 0 by (7.2.6). An increase in

the level z of human capital reduces the propensity ;., to hold wealth. As people
work more effectively, their propensity to save is reduced. By (7.1.18) and (7.1.19),
we have

(7.3.2)

The propensity ~ to consume goods is increased. The sign of da / dz (d17 / dz)

is the opposite to that of hu (h'1)'

By (7.2.5) and ;"pY = t5K , we get

(7.3.3)

As d)"/ dz is negative, the signs of dK / dz and dY / dz are ambiguous. If the
propensity to hold wealth is almost not affected by changes in human capital (i.e.,
d;" / dz being negligible), then the capital K and net income Y are increased as
human capital is improved. When the propensity to hold wealth is strongly reduced as
the human capital is improved, then the level of capital stocks and the net income
may be reduced . We see that when we explicitly take account of preference change,
the impact of improved human capital on wealth and income are more complicated
than the traditional neoclassical growth theory which holds that an improvement in
human capital always brings about higher equilibrium levels of the capital stocks and
incomes. We see that this is not necessarily held in our model. It should be remarked
that our analysis is conducted under presumed 0 > 0 and b > 0 . Ifwe relax this

requirement, it is more difficult to explicitly judge the impact ofchange in z.

Taking derivatives of(7.1.1) with respect to Z yields
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.!.dF =.!.+(~+ hA. J!!.- d)" . (7.3.4)
Fdz z )., ~ pdz

The sign of dF / dz is ambiguous. By (7.1.2), we have

(7.3.5)

The impact on the wage rate has the same sign as that on the output level. The rate of
interest is increased as human capital is improved. By (7.2.1) and
y = (~ + TJ)K / )., , we have

(7.3.6)

If d)" / dz is negligible, then the conswnption level C and land revenue S are
increased as the level ofhwnan capital is increased. By (7.A.1.3) and (7.A.1.2), we
have

_1_ dn(O) =h(h + aJ
nCO) dz a A. TJ

[
1 + To(1 _ vL/Tota''l In(1 - VL/To)] d)" ,

TJ+U TJ~ dz

1 dn(m) = _1_ dn(O) + hu(hA. + aJ In(1 - vL/To) d)" .
n(m) dz nCO) dz TJ TJ dz

(7.3.7)

In (7.3.7), the term In(1 - vL / To) is negative. It is not easy to explicitly interpret

the impact on the spatial distribution of the population. A special case is ha = 0 .
This case simply means that the households' propensity to use leisure time is
constant. Change in economic conditions and propensities to hold wealth or to
conswne goods have no impact on the propensity to use leisure time. In this case, we
have: dn(m) / dz = O. Hence, the residential distribution is not affected by

improvement in human capital. The urban pattern formation in terms of the
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residential distribution is constant over space even though living conditions in terms
of consumption and wealth are improved as human capital is improved. But when

her is not equal to zero, then the residential distribution over space is affected by

change in z . If we don't further specify values of some parameters, it is difficult to
explicitly judge the sign of dn((j) / dz for any 0 ~ (j) ~ L.

By (7.2.10), we have

1 dR«(j) = 1 dn«(j) + (hqhA. +~ + hA. JdA + 2-.
R«(j) dz n«(j) dz 1] PA P~ dz z

(7.3.8)

Since dn((j)) / dz may be either positive or negative, dA / dz is negative, and

1/ z is positive, we see that it is difficult to explicitly judge the impact on land rent.
Since the last two terms in the right-hand side are independent of or, we see that

dR«(j)/ dz tends to be positive (negative) when dn«(j)/ dz is positive

(negative) at location m. That is, the land rent tends to increase (decrease) at the
location where the residential density is increased (decreased). We see that the land
rent distribution is affected by human capital in a complicated way. It is interesting to

notice that when dn((j) / dz = 0 in the case of her = 0, dR((j) / dz is not

necessarily equal to zero. In other words, even when an improvement in human
capital has no impact on the residential distribution pattern, the land rent is affected
by the change.

Since we explicitly solved the equilibrium, we may also analyze the impact of
changes in any other variable on the economic geography.

7.4 On Preference Change and Urban Pattern

This paper proposed an economic model with urban pattern formation, The model
describes a dynamic interdependence between economic growth, preference change,
residential location, wages and incomes over space. The production and capital
accumulation are modeled within the framework of neoclassical growth theory.
Urban location is analyzed within the framework of the neoclassical urban
economics. We introduced endogenous preference change by assuming that the
propensities are dependent on living conditions and wealth accumulated by the
population. Conditions for existence of equilibria and stability are provided. The
effects ofchanges in human capital on the economic structure were examined.

The synthesis provides some insights into complex of interactions between different
economic forces. It can be seen that we can be certain about the uniqueness and
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stability of economic geography only under conditions that the propensity to hold
wealth is weakened when the wealth and income are increased. It is known that urban
economists tend to find population and knowledge dynamics as sources of
instabilities and multiple equilibria. This chapter points out another possibility of
instabilities and multiple equilibria in evolution of economic geography . If the
propensity to hold wealth is strengthened when the wealth and income are increased,
then the economic geography may have multiple equilibria and instabilities. Although
geographical aspects of our model are oversimplified in comparison to contemporary
literature of economic geography, our model shows how the residential distribution
pattern and land rent distribution may be related to economic growth. We show this
relationship by analyzing the impact of changes in human capital on the economic
geography. We may extend the model in this chapter in different ways. For instance,
it is quite important to introduce endogenous dynamics of human capital in the long
run study ofspatial economic evolution. As preference change is so complicated, it is
quite difficult to propose dynamics of preference, which may be called 'general'. It is
necessary to carry out empirical examination in order to find out proper patterns of
preference changes.

Appendix

A.7.1 Proving Lemma 7.2.1

We determine a,~, '1, Y and F as functions of K and A,. First, we note

that k = K / N and y = Y / N hold. By (7.1.2), w and r are determined .

By S = 'lP(Y + K) in (7.2.1) and S =S/N , we have S and t . By

(7.1.10), S = sN and C =eN , we determine c, s , C and S are

determined.

Substituting Lh =1/ n and Th (OJ) = To - UOJ into (7.1.6), we have

Using U(OJ) = U(O), we have

( J
u t"

n(OJ) = nCO) 1 - ~

Substituting (7.A.1.2) into (7.1.12) yields

(7.A.l.l)

(7.A.1.2)
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(7.A.1.3)

By (7.A.1.2) and (7.A.1.3), we determine n(CtJ). By Lh = 1/ n and the first

equation in (7.1.10), we directly get Lh and R. We thus completed the proof of

the lemma.



8 Urban-Rural Division of Labor with
Spatial Amenities

This chapter proposes a spatial model within which urban and rural areas are asswned
to have different locational characteristics. The model is influenced by the studies
related to location of firms with exogenous spatial distribution of demand (e.g., Isard,
1956, Greenhut, 1963, Greenhut, Norman and Hung, 1989) and the studies related to
economic geography of residential area with endogenous income and production
structure (e.g., Alonso, 1964, Beckmann, 1957, Wingo, 1961, Muth, 1969, Stull,
1974, David and Rosenbloom, 1990, Fujita, 1989, Calem and Carlino, 1991). This
chapter constructs a model that bears on problems inherent in economic geography
with interactions of demand and supply of various commodities, price structure and
spatial division of labor with given preference, territory, labor force and locational
amenities. The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 8.1 represents
the basic model. Section 8.2 provides conditions for existence of equilibria. Section
8.3 examines effects of changes in the urban amenity on spatial economic structure.
Section 8.4 concludes the study. The appendix proves the results in Section 8.2. This
chapter is based on Zhang (l997a).

8.1 The Spatial Structure with Urban-Rural Areas

This chapter features a linear system on a homogeneous plain whose width is unity.
For simplicity, the CBD is asswned to be one-side edged as shown in Fig.8.1.1. The
urban area is located between the CBD and the farm. It is asswned that farmers'
dwelling and farming sites have the same location. Possible costs for professional
changes and transportation costs for commodities are neglected. The labor markets are
asswned to be perfectly competitive. The population is homogenous and people are
freely mobile between the two professions. The agricultural good is selected to serve
as nwneraire, with all other prices being measured relative to its price.

To describe the system, we define

L and N -the given territorial size and the population ofthe system;

~ - the boundary between the urban area and the farm;

OJ - the residential location ofa worker, O;s; OJ ;S; ~ ;

W-B Zhang, An Economic  Theory  of  Cities
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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CDD Urban Area Farm

F;, N j U j , c., ca' ch Ua' COj' COa COh

Wj' P R, tt» Fa' Na, La' s,

o
Fig. 8.1.1. The One-City and One-Farm System

L

R (ca) - the land rent at location ca in the urban area;

Ra -the land rent of the agricultural area;

N, and Na - the labor employed by the industrial and agricultural sectors,

respectively;

F; and Fa - the output of the industrial and agricultural sectors , respectively;

p -the price ofthe urban product; and

wj and wa - the wage rates ofthe workers and farmers, respectively.

The agricultural sector
There are two, labor and land, inputs in agricultural production. The agricultural
production function is specified as follows

(8.1.1)

where La is land employed by the agricultural sector. The production function is

homogenous ofdegree one with respect to its two inputs.

The profit maximization yields the following conditions

R = aFa (1 - a)p:'
a L' Wa = .

a Na

(8.1.2)
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Let C; and Ca denote total consumption of agricultural product by the workers

and the fanners, respectively. The balance of demand for and supply of agricultural
product is given by

(8.1.3)

The industrial sector
It is assumed that industrial commodity is produced by a single input factor - labor.
Other possible inputs such as natural resources and capital are omitted at this initial
stage. A linear production function ofthe industrial sector is specified as follows

F; = zN; .

The parameter Z measures productivity ofthe industrial sector.

(8.1.4)

Perfect competition in the labor and land markets results in zero profit of the industrial

sector. That is, pF; = w;N;, or

zp=w;.

The balance ofdemand for and supply of industrial commodity is given by

(8.1.5)

(8.1.6)

where Cii and Cia are the total consumption levels of industrial commodity by the

workers and farmers, respectively.

The behavior of consumers
It is assumed that the utility level of a typical household is dependent on locational
amenity and consumption levels of industrial commodity, agricultural goods, housing.
Here, a household's housing is measured simply by its dwelling size. The utility
function ofan urban household at location OJ is specified as follows

U;(OJ) = Acf(OJ)c:(OJ)L'f,(OJ), ;, u, TJ > 0, 0 ~ OJ ~ ~ (8.1.7)

where c;(OJ), Ca (OJ), and Lh (OJ) are respectively consumption levels of

industrial commodity, agricultural good and dwelling size of the household at location

OJ ,and ;, p ,and TJ are parameters.

Similarly, the utility function ofa typical farmer is specified as follows
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(8.1.8)

where ca; , caa ' and Lah are, respectively, consumption levels of industrial

commodity, agricultural good and dwelling size ofeach fanner .

The two parameters, A; and Aa , are called amenity levels of city and countryside,

respectively. As life styles, and 'professional amenities' may be different between the
city and the countryside, it is reasonable to assume that even if the components of
consumption are identical between a worker and a fanner, they may have different

utility levels. The parameters, A; and Aa , take account of difference in amenities

due to professional, locational and other factors. Although amenity levels are treated

as parameters in this chapter, it is not difficult to endogenously determine A; and

Aa as functions of population and production scales in the ways as suggested, for

instance, in Kanemoto (1980).

The urban consumer problem is defined by

where

y(m) = w - oai, 0 s ca s L. .

Here, the parameter U is travel cost per unity of distance and uos is the total
traveling cost per household between the dwelling site co and the CBD.

The optimal problem has the following unique solution

(8.1.10)

where p == l/(q + P + 1]} .

The rural consumer problem is formulated by

The unique optimal solution is given by
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C = qPWa
0; ,

P
(8.1.11)

Denoting n((j) the residential density at location or,we have

1
n«(j) = , 0 5: (j) 5: L) •

Lh«(j)
(8.1.12)

As the number ofthe workers is equal to the sum ofthe urban residents over the urban
area and the total population consists of workers and fanners, the following equations
are held

L1

fn«(j)d(j) = N p N; + N, = N.
o

(8.1.13)

The total land of the agricultural area is utilized for fanners' housing and agricultural
production, i.e.

(8.1.14)

As the system is isolated, agricultural and industrial product are consumed by all the
households in the system. The conditions, (8.1.3) and (8.1.6), can be expressed in the
following forms

L.

fC;«(j)n«(j)d(j) + (L - ~)ca; = F;,
o
L.

fCa«(j)n«(j)d(j) + (L - ~)caa = Fa '
o

(8.1.15)

The model has thus been completed. It has 20 variables, N;, Na, F;, Fa' C;' Co'

Lh, Ca;' Caa' Lah, Wi' Wa ' P. t; La' e; R«(j), n«(j), V;, and u., It

contains the same number ofequations.
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8.2 Spatial Equilibria

As the population is homogenous, utility level is identical among the households,
irrespective of dwelling location and professions. Using (8.1.7), (8.1.10) and

U;(w) = U;(O) for 0 s w s ~,we have

R(w) = [y(w)]~ < 1, 0 ~ ca < t;
R(O) w;

(8.2.1)

where y(w) ~ w; and A. =1/ TIP > 1 . It is direct to see that urban area's land

rent declines as it is further from its CBD. As the urban households have identical
utility function and wage rate, the conclusion is obvious.

R

R(O)

R(m)

L

Fig.8.2.1. Rent as Functions of the Distance

Substituting (8.1.7), (8.1.8), (8.1.10) and (8.1.11) into U;(~) = Ua and

U;(0) = Ua ' respectively, yield

(8.2.2)
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where A == (Ai / AQ),tp. If the rural amenity level is much lower than that in the

city, farmers' wage rate may be higher than workers. This is due to the assumed
homogenous population. The following proposition shows that the system has always
equilibria.

Proposition 8.2.1.

The wage rate Wi ofworkers is determined by the following equation

<J>·(W.) == [_1_ -1]VW.- rvL - w. + wZ(w.»)A. = 0 (8.2.3)
I Z(Wi) I ~ I I I I

where Z(wJ is a continuous function of wi' defined in Appendix A.3.l. The

equation, (8.2.3), has at least one positive solution. Moreover, for any solution,

Wi (> 0), all other variables are uniquely determined as functions of Wi'

The above proposition is proved in the appendix. Here, the existence of equilibria is
guaranteed. But the system may have either a unique or multiple equilibria. It should

be remarked that for any solution Wi of (8.2.3), the equilibrium values of all other

variables are uniquely determined as functions of Wi'

8.3 Amenities and Economic Geography

This section examines impact of changes in the urban amenity level A, on

production structure and the economic geography. Taking derivatives of (8.A.1.l4)

and (8.A.l .17) with respect to Ai yields

(8.3.1)

in which Z , 81 and 82 are defined in Appendix A.3.1 and

aA ~Z + pAIl),
a== +l ]2>0I (l - a)(l - Z).)Z ~Z + (l - a)pAII). ,
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2a/TJ + p - ap a~J..LA11J.
a == +1 )7>0 .

2 1 - a L~Z + (l - a)pAlIJ.yt;

From (8.3.1) we get

where

(8.3.2)

(8.3.3)

If a3 > O. dZ / dA; > 0 and dw, / dA; > O. As Z = 1 - oi; / w;. in the

case of 03 > 0 we have d(v~ / W;)/ dA; < O. This implies that the travel cost

of urban residents from the CaD to the boundary of the urban area is reduced in the

term of city's wage rate. If 03 < 0 , then dZ / dAi < 0 (i.e.,

d(v~ / W i ) / dAi > 0), but dw, / dAi may be either positive or negative. As 03

is determined by so many parameters it is not easy to explicitly interpret the sign of

°3 '

Taking derivatives of ~ = (1 - Z)w; / v with respect to Ai yields

w;d~ =dw; _~dZ
L1 dA; dA; 1- Z dA;

(8.3.4)

We conclude that dl.; / dAi may be either positive or negative. It is obviously not

easy to interpret the condition (8.3.4). From P = Wi / z we see that dp / dA; has

the same sign as that of dw, / dA; . When city's amenity level is increased, the price

of industrial commodity will be expanded in the case that city's wage rate is increased.

Taking derivative of(8.A.I .I 0) with respect to A; yields
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.u; ao a;
--=-
dA, ao + 1/ 2 dA,

If the urban area is expanded due to improvement in city's amenity level, the land
employed by the agricultural sector will be reduced, and vice versa.

From

we obtain

AlIA. dwa = dwi + (1 + _1_JU dLa _ py(~) ,
dAi dAi 2ao dAi Ai

1dNa 1 dw, 1.n,--- = - ---- + ---
Na dA

j
awa ds, La ds, ,

dN j dNa--=---
ds, dAj

(8.3.6)

The sign of dw, / dAi is jointly determined by three terms, dw, / dAi '

(1 + 1/2ao)xiLa / dAi, and - py(~)/ Ai' One may call them, respectively,

effects ofchanges in city's amenity level on city's wage rate, the land employed by the
agricultural sector and rural attractiveness. If an improvement in city's amenity level
results in increases of city's wage rate and agricultural land use, the wage rate of the
agricultural sector is increased. If the wage rate of the agricultural sector is increased
and the land use of the agricultural sector is reduced, the employment of the
agricultural sector is reduced.

Taking derivatives of Ra = a(Na/ Lat: with respect to Ai' we obtain

(8.3.7)

Substituting the second equation in (8.3.6) into (8.3.7) yields
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dRa = _ (I - a) R dwa

dA; aw
a

a dA; .
(8.3.8)

The sign of dRa / dA; is the opposite to that of dwa / dA; . From

R(O) = (W; /waYARa , the first equation in (8.3.6), and (8.3.8) one gets

(8.3.9)

If the wage rates are not much affected by changes in city's amenity, i.e., dw, / dA;

and dw; / dA; being small, the land rent at the CBD is increased as the city's

amenity is improved. Taking derivatives of R(m) = R(O)(I - um/w;)A. with

respect to A; yields

1 dR(m) =.p.... + ( um + _IJdwj

AR(m) dA; Aj w; - uca wj ds;'

- (~:. + ~J::, 0 < ill < 1, (8.3.10)

If city's wage rate is increased but rural wage rate is reduced due to improvement in
city's amenity, then land rent at any location in the urban area will be increased. But if

dw; / dAj is positive, the impact on the urban rent may be either positive or

negative.

From (8.1.10), (8.1.11) and (8.1.12) and the above results, we get the impact of

changes in A; on n(m) , and the consumption components of the farmers and

urban workers.

8.4 On Spatial Equilibrium Structure

This chapter developed a one-city and one-farm spatial equilibrium model with
endogenous spatial pattern in a linear system. We emphasized the impact of amenity
difference between cities and division of labor on economic geography. The system is
described by the interactions among the 20 variables ofspatial division of labor, urban
and rural outputs, wages, land use and land rent distribution and consumption
components of the farmers and urban workers over space. We showed how these
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variables can be explicitly expressed as functions of the parameters in the system. We
also examined the effects ofchanges in city's amenity level on the variables.

The model may be extended in different ways. For instance, it is necessary to
introduce certain mechanisms to include amenities and productivity as endogenous
variables in a long-run dynamic analysis. It is not difficult to introduce endogenous
technology and capital accumulation. There are many factors for scale and scope
economies which are important for explaining urban centralization and
decentralization. The significance of introducing scale and scope economies is
essentially important when dealing with economic systems consisting of multiple
regions and nations. It is also necessary to relax some strict assumptions on the
geographical structure designed in this chapter.

Appendix

A.8.1 Proving Proposition 8.2.1.

First, by (8.1.10), (8.1.13) and (8.2.1) we have

Substituting (8.A.1.1) into (8.1.14) yields

1 _ [y(~)]..t = uN;
w; R(O)

Substituting (8.A.1.1), (8.1.11) and (8.1.12) into (8.1.16) yields

where

(8.A.1.1)

(8.A.1.2)

(8.A.1.3)

(8.A.1.4)
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From (8.1.2) we have La = aowaNa / Ra ' where ao =a /(1 - a)

Substituting this equation and Lah = wa / ARa into (8.1.14) yields

(8.A.l .S)

From (8.A.1.3) we obtain: Fa = ppF; / q . From this equation and

wa = (1 - a)F: / Na , the following equation is held

Substituting (8.2.2) and zp = w; into (8.A.l .6) yields

N; _ Q/(LJ)

N; (1 - a ),uAJ/AW; .

From (8.2.2), (8.A.l.2) and (8.A.l.5), the following equation is held

(8.A.l .6)

(8.A.1.7)

N; =[~]A[I _{y(~)}A] (ao+ 1/ A)y(~)A2-1IA
( )

(8.A.l .8)
~ ~~) ~ vL-~

From (8.A.l.7) and (8.A.l .S) we get

(8.A.l.9)

where



L = (L - LJlLao
a lLao + 1 .
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(8.A.I.IO)

N = (1 - afa (L - ~ }aOA1/lLt

a (ao+ II IL)/I.t(~)

From N; = N - Na and (8.A.1.7), Na isgivenby

N = (1- a)f.iW;A1/.tN
a (1 - a)f.iW;A1/.t + Q1(~) .

From (8.A.I.II) and (8.A.I .12) we have

owyl/a( T )L T - 2 I ~

- ~ - (1 - a)f.iW;A1/.t + Q1(~)

in which

(8.A.l.lI)

(8.A.l.l2)

(8.A.l.l3)

The two equations, (8.A.1.9) and (8.A.l .13), contain two variables, w; and L,. . It is

now shown that the two equations have solutions. Substituting (L - L,.) in

(8.A.1.9) into (8.A.1.l3), the following equation is held

<I>(w;,Z) == w:-1/a(1- z' IqZ + (1 - a),uAl/.t] - O/}2z.t+l/a = 0
(8.A.l.l4)

where Z == y(~)1 w; . We now show that for any positive w; there is a unique

Z, 0 < Z < 1 such that cI>(w;' Z) = O. As

<D(w;,O) = (1- a),uAI/.tw:-l/a > 0, <D(w;,l) = - °102 < O.
(8.A.l.l5)
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There is, at least, one Z , 0 < Z < 1, such that <1>(Wj ,0) = 0 . As the second

partial derivative of <I> with respect to Z is negative for wj > 0 and

o< Z < 1, the solution is unique. Let Z (Wj ) denote the unique solution of

<1>(wj ,Z) = O. It should be remarked that it is easy to check that dZ (wj ) / dw,
may be either positive or negative, depending on the parameter values. As

Z(Wj ) = Y(L;) / wj ' L; can be expressed as a unique function of wj as follows

L ( )
= [1 - Z(w) ]wj

1 Wj •

V

Substituting this relation into (8.A.l.9) yields (8.2.3).

(8.A.l.16)

It is now shown that the equation <1>. (wj ) = 0, has solutions. It is easy to check that

<1>. (0) < 0 and <1>. (w) > 0 for sufficiently large wj are held. This implies

that <1>. (wj ) = 0 has positive solutions. Although it is not easy to find out under

what conditions <1>. (wj ) = 0 has a unique solution, it is now shown that for any

positive wj the other 19 variables can be determined as unique functions of wj ' By

(8.A.Ll6) ~ is given as a unique function of wj ' The price of industrial

commodity p is given by p = wj / z . From (8.A.l .10) one gets La as a

function of ~. From (8ALlI) and N, = N - Na' the labor distribution, L,

and Na' is determined as functions of Wj and ~ . The outputs F; and Fa are

given by F; = zNj , Fa = L~N~-a . The land rent of the rural area and wage rate

in the agricultural sector Ra and wa are given by Ra = aFa / La and

Wa = (1 - a )Fa / Na , respectively. From (8.Lll) we obtain Caj , caa ' and L ah ,

as functions of wa ' Ra and p . We get U; and Ui: The land rent R(O) at

the CBD is given by R(O) = (Wj /WaY' ARa. The land rent R(m) at any

location in the urban area is determined by
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From (8.1.10) one can determine the consumption components, ci ((l), Ca ((l) , and

Lh (ze), of an urban household at location (l) as functions of p, W i' W and

R(to . The residential density n(co) at location co is directly given by

n(ca = 1/ Lh ((l)). It has thus been shown that the 19 variables can be explicitly

expressed as functions of Wi'

The proofofProposition 8.2.1 was completed.



9 Spatial Equilibrium with Multiple Cities

Time and space are the two most essential factors for explaining economic reality.
Any economic activity takes place at certain place at certain time. Although economic
dynamics have caused much attention, the complexity of economic geography has
largely been ignored in the mainstream of theoretical economics. It has now become
clear that there are a nwnber of potentially important spatial influences, such as
public goods, amenities, different externalities, transportation costs, that may
challenge the validity of competitive equilibriwn theory for explaining a regionally
heterogeneous economy. For instance, one of these factors is the so-called
capitalization, which implies that the price of land is interdependent with local
amenities, economic agents' densities, transportation costs and other local variables
or parameters. Although the significance of capitalization has been noticed by
location theorists (Scotchmer and Thisse, 1992), it may be said that we still have no
compact framework within which we can satisfactorily explain the issue. Extending
the model of the previous chapter, this chapter attempts to suggest a framework to
model an economic geographical equilibriwn with capitalization.

The seminar paper on compensating regional variation in wages and rents by Roback
(1982) has caused a wide interest among regional and urban economists to
theoretically investigate how the value of location attributes is capitalized into wages
and services. Since the publication of Roback's model, many empirical and
theoretical studies have shown that between urban areas wages may capitalize
differences in amenity levels or living costs (e.g., Blomquist, Berger and Hoehn,
1988, Simon and Love, 1990, Bell, 1991, Voith, 1991). But as far as I know, only a
few urban models with endogenous residential structure in the literature both take
division of labor into account and endogenously determine incomes of households
within a perfectly competitive framework.

In this chapter, we classify production into different sectors. In particular, we
emphasize the geographical character of services in our modeling. Services are
conswned simultaneously as they are produced and thus cannot be transported like
commodities. Accordingly, when explicitly modeling economic geography, we have
to take account of this special character of services. Many services such as schools,
hospitals and restaurants have to be conswned where they are supplied. Accordingly,
services have special location property in comparison to commodity production.
When dealing with economic geography, we have to explain how spatial parameters
or slow changing variables, such as infrastructures, city culture and climates, may
affect attractiveness of the location under consideration. For simplicity of discussion,

W-B Zhang, An Economic  Theory  of  Cities
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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we measure these various factors, in an aggregated term, by a single variable ofurban
amenity (e.g., Diamond and Tolley, 1981). It is obvious that some location amenities
such as pollution level, residential density and transportation congestion are
dependent upon economic agents' activities, while other amenities such as climates,
transportation structure, and historical buildings, may not be strongly affected by
economic agents' activities, at least, within a short-run period of time. Accordingly,
in a strict sense, it is necessary to classify amenities into endogenous and exogenous
amenities when modeling economic geography. Which kinds of amenities should be
classified as endogenous or exogenous also depend upon time scale of the analysis
and the economic system under consideration.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 9.1 defines the two-city and three-sector
equilibrium model with endogenous residential structure. Section 9.2 provides
conditions for existence ofequilibria. Section 9.3 examines impact of changes in city
l's amenity upon the urban structure. Section 9.4 concludes the chapter. In the
appendix we show how we can explicitly solve all the variables in terms of the
parameters. This chapter is based on Zhang (1993d).

9.1 The Model

We consider an economic system consisting of two cities, indexed by 1 and 2,
respectively. We assume that the spatial pattern of each city is similar to that of the
standard urban economic model suggested by Alonso (1964). The basic issue of the
Alonso model is to determine urban equilibrium pattern with the assumption that all
the households maximize utility levels subject to the exogenously given incomes.
Utility levels are dependent upon consumption levels of a composite good and land
size for housing. Urban economists have made many efforts to generalize and extend
the Alonso model (e.g., Straszheim, 1987, Sasaki, 1990). Unfortunately, in almost all
of those models, incomes are exogenously given, even though a few models both with
endogenous income and with residential structure have recently been suggested
within a compact framework (e.g., Rauch, 1991).

Similarly to the Alonso model, we assume that each city consists of two parts - the
CBD and a residential area; and the locations of the CBDs are pre-specified points
and all product activities are concentrated at the CBDs. We feature a linear two-eity
system on a homogeneous plain whose width is a unit distance (Fig. 9.1.1) . In
economic geography, different spatial patterns have been discussed (e.g., Beckmann
and Puu, 1985, Greenhut, Norman, and Hung, 1987). It has become clear that
geographical patterns may make economic analysis extremely complicated. To get
some explicit conclusions from our framework with endogenous residential location
and incomes, we accept this almost simplest economic geographical arrangement
with multiple city centers.
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City 2

Fig.9.1.1. The Spatial Structure of the Two-City System

We assume that the system produces two kinds ofconsumption commodities, indexed
by 1 and 2, respectively. We assume that production is characterized by urban
specification and that commodity j is produced at CBD j . We neglect

transportation costs of commodities. The CBDs are not only centers of economic
production but also places for services such as school, hospitals, hotels and
restaurants. Services are city-specified in the sense that services are consumed only
by the households of the city which supply the services. Here, we neglect the
possibility that services supplied in one city are consumed by the households from the
other (such as tourism). Accordingly, each city has two - commodity and services
production sectors. As we neglect transportation cost of goods, any commodity is
sold at the same price in the two cities. But services may have different prices in the
two cities as they cannot be transported between the cities.

We assume that labor markets are characterized by perfect competition and that
people are freely mobile. For simplicity of analysis, we assume that commodities are
produced by only one input factor -labor. We neglect other inputs such as capital
and land. We assume a homogeneous labor force and select commodity 1 to serve
as numeraire, with all the other prices being measured relative to its price. Although
they may be different between the two cities, the wage rates for different sectors in
the same city are identical. The assumption of the homogeneous labor force and labor
mobility results in identical utility level in the entire system. We introduce

L - fixed distance between the CBDs;

L, - distance from the CBD 1 to the boundary ofthe two residential areas;

OJj - dwelling location of city j 's residents, 0 ~ aJ) ~ L, and

L) s aJ2 s L;

R(aJj ) -land rent at location aJj , j = 1, 2;
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Nij and N Sj - labor force employed by industrial sector and service sector in

city j, respectively;

N j -city j 's employment, Nj =Nij + Nsj ;

N -the total labor force ofthe system, N = N, + N 2 ;

Fij and F'.sj - product of the industrial sector and service sector of city j,

respectively;
p - price ofcommodity 2;
psj - prices ofservices in city j;

wj - wage rate in city j.

We now describe the model.

Supplyof commodities and services
We specify a linear production function ofindustrial sector j as follows

(9.1.1)

where Zj is city j 's production efficiency parameter. As there is only one input

factor in each production, we always have F;t = wtNiI and PF;2 = w2N i2 , i.e.

(9.1.2)

City 1's wage rate is equal to industry 1's product value per labor input; while city
2 's wage rate is equal to industry 2 's product value per labor input. As the labor
markets are perfectly competitive and production functions are linear with a single
input, we see that (9.1.2) provide two 'accounting relations' ofthe industries.

Let Ckj denote total consumption of city k 's industrial product by city j . Then,

the balances ofdemand for and supply of the two commodities are given by

(9.1.3)

We assume that services are produced by a single input - labor. We specify the
production function ofthe service sectors as follows

F:j = zNsj ' j = 1, 2 (9.1.4)
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where Z is production efficiency parameter of the service sectors. We assume that
service production has identical efficiency between the two cities. We neglect
possible difference in quality of service supplies between the two cities. As become

clear later on, this assumption can be easily relaxed by introducing F:j = zNsj
without affecting our main conclusions.

As we assume that the labor markets are perfectly competitive and labor force is
homogeneous, the wage rate of the service sector in city j is identical to that of the

industrial sector in the same city. As labor is the only input in service production, we

have wjNsj = PSjF:j, i.e.

W j =zPSj' j=I,2.

As services are consumed simultaneously as they are produced we always have

where Csj is consumption ofservices ofcity j.

(9.1.5)

(9.1.6)

Demand structure of households and residential structure
We assume that the utility level of an individual from consuming commodities,
services and housing can be expressed in the form of

where Aj is amenity level of city j, q, v, r , and 7] are parameters, and

c\(liJj) , c2(liJj) , cs(mj) and Lh(liJj) , j =1, 2, are, respectively,

consumption levels of commodity 1, commodity 2, services and housing of a

household at location caj in city j .

This chapter explicitly takes difference of amenities between the two cities into
account. Although we admit that there are interactions among amenities and
residential and companies' locations, for convenience of discussion we assume that
amenity levels in each city are given in this chapter. It should be remarked that this
assumption may be relaxed in different ways. The difference in amenity levels
between the two cities implies that even if the components of consumption are
identical among the households in the two cities, they may have different utility
levels.

The consumer problem is defined by
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max U(OJj )

s.t.: C) (lUj) + pC2 (OJ) + PSjCs(lU) + R(lUj)Lh(lUj) = Y(OJ)
(9.1.8)

in which

Y(OJ)) == w) - uOJp 0 s OJ) s ~,

y(OJ2) == w2 - u(L - OJ2~ L; s OJ2 s L.

Here, U is the travel cost per unity of distance and UOJ j is the total traveling cost

between dwelling site OJj and the caD j .

The consumer problems has unique optimal solution as follows

(9.1.9)

in which P == 1/(; + jJ + r + 1]) . Here, we assume that wj ' Lo and U are

taken on appropriate values so that any point in the interval [0, Lo] is occupied by

some resident.

We denote n(OJj) the residential density at dwelling site OJj . According to the

definitions, we have

(9.1.10)

We have the following constraints upon the population distribution between the two
urban areas

LI L

fn(OJ))dOJ) = N.. fn(OJ2)dOJ2 = N2.
o ~

(9.1.11)
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The constraints (9.1.3) and (9.1.6) can be expressed in the following forms

L. L

fn(CO\)C\j(co\)dco\ + fn(C02)C2j(C02)dco2 = Fij' j = 1, 2,
o ~

~ L

fn(CO\)cs(co\)dco\ = F:1' fn(C02)cS(C02)dco2 = F:2'
o L1

(9.1.12)

We have thus completed constructing the equilibrium model. The system consists of

23 variables, Nij' Nsj ' N j , Fij' Fsj , Wj' PSj' (j = 1, 2) ,C\, C2' c.. n,
R, p , L, U and also of the same number of independent equations. We now

show that these variables can be explicitly expressed as functions of the parameters,

z\, Z2' A\, A2 , z,and L.

9.2 Urban Equilibria

This section shows that the 23 endogenous variables can be expressed as functions of
the parameters in the system. As we neglect any cost for migration between the two
cities and assume the identical preference among the households, utility level for any

household must be identical in the interval [O,Lo]' Substituting (9.1.9) into

U(coj ) = U(~) yields

(9.2.1)

where

As Y(Wj ) / Y(~) > 1, we see that R(coj ) / R(~) > 1. The equations state that

land rent ofany urban area declines as the residential location is further away from its
CBD. As the workers employed in a city have the identical wage rate and traveling
cost is positively proportional to the distance, we see that housing price will decline
as the workers travel further from their dwelling sites to the working place .
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Lemma 9.2.1.
The land rent of an urban area declines as the distance from the caD is increased.

That is, dR / dOJI < 0 , for 0 s OJI s L.. and - dR / dOJ2 < 0 , for

L.. s OJ2 s L .

Substituting (9.1.9) into the relation of U(L..) for city 1 being equal to U(L..)
for city 2 yields

(9.2.2)

Service prices between the two cities are different when urban amenities and wages

are different between the two cities. In the case of YI (L..) = Y2 (L.. ), if city l 's
amenity is higher that in city 2, city 1's service price is higher than that in city 2,
and vice versa. As YI (L..) = WI - vLI and Y2 (L..) = w2 - v(L - L..), if the

service price in a city with a higher wage rate tends to be higher than that in the other

city. In Fig.9.2.1, we illustrate two cases when YI(L..) =Y2 (L I ) •

PsI / Ps2

2.5

2

1.5

1

0.5

0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 1.75

Fig.9.2.1. Relations Between Service Prices and Amenities

Substituting (9.1.9) into U (0) = U (L..) together with (9.2.2) yields
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(9.2.3)

The land rents between the residential areas at the CBDs will be different if

WI =w2 and ~ =L / 2 are not held.

The following proposition which provides conditions for existence of equilibria is
proved in the appendix.

Proposition 9.2.1.
The equilibrium price p ofcommodity 2 is determined by

<1l(p) = 0, 0 < A(p) < L; (9.2.4)

in which <1l(p) and A(p) are continuous functions of p with <1l(p)

defined in (9.A.l.lI) and A(p) in (9.2.6). Moreover, for any positive equilibrium

price p , the other variables are uniquely determined as functions of p. In
particular, the service prices and the boundary between the two cities are given by

(9.2.5)

(9.2.6)

in which

From (9.A.l.l1) we see that <1l(p) = 0 is a complicated function. We discuss

under what conditions the equation may have solutions in the appendix. We will not
examine the conditions in detail, as they are too difficult for explicit interpretations.

The condition, PsI = ZI / Z , is derived from the condition of perfect competition in

city L's labor market. As labor is the only input in production and the production
functions take on linear forms, the equality of the wage rate in city l 's two sectors
guarantees the condition. We see that city l 's service price is constant (in the term of

the city's industrial product) as ZI and Z are fixed parameters. We can similarly
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interpret Ps2 / P = Z2 / z . Equation (9.2.6) determines the boundary between the

two cities as a function of the price of city 2's industrial product. In Appendix, we
show how all the other variables can be uniquely determined as functions of p.

9.3 The Impact of Amenities upon the Urban
Structure

This section examines the impact ofchanges in city l's amenity Al upon the urban

system. First, from (9.2.5) we have

(9.3.1)

Here, we can get dp / dAI directly by taking derivative of (9.2.4) with respect to

Al . The price of services in city 1 is not affected by changes in city 1's amenity.

The impact of changes in city l's amenity upon the price of services in city 2 has
the same sign as that upon the price of commodity 2 . Here, we will not explicitly

represent dp / dA1 as it is too complicated to interpret. The sign of Al may be

either positive or negative, depending upon combination of different parameters.

Taking derivatives of(9.2.6) with respect to AI yields

(9.3.2)

in which we require w2 - uLo > O. If the price is not much affected, i.e.,

1(1/ p)tip / dAII being small, then dl./da, > O. If 10/ p)tip / dA11 is small, so is

1(1/ Ps2 )tips2 / ciAII· As amenity in city 1 is increased, city 1 becomes more

attractive. Since the prices are little affected, more people will move to city 1.
Accordingly, city 1's urban area will be expanded. From (9.2.2) and (9.2.5) we have

prpYI(~) = AY2 ' The term, rpprpYI(~) - Aw2 , in (9.3.2) is equal to

A(yPY2(~) - w2) . As rp < 1 and rPY2(~) < w2 ' we see that
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rpprpYI(~) - AW2 < O. We conclude that if dp/ dA1 < 0, di: / dA1 is

always positive. But if dp / dA1 > 0, dl.; / dA1 may be either positive or
negative.

From (9.A.1.14) we have the following impact upon the land rent at the boundary

dR(~) = uN dNa
dA1 dA1

in which

1 dNo z; a;
N 2 dA = - Ylm+'(T) dA,urn 0 I ""4

+ ( PZ 2 Jm d~ I dA1 - (~ I p)tip I dA, .
~(~) ~(~)

(9.3.3)

(9.3.4)

We see that if 1(1 I p)tip I dAll is small, then dR(L,,) / dA1 > O. Also, if

dp / dA, < 0, dR(L" )/dA. > O. When the price of commodity 2 is reduced,

the land rent at the boundary is increased. When dp I dA, > 0, the impact of

changes in city 1's amenity upon the land rent at the boundary may be either positive
or negative.

From (9.A.1.13), we have the following impact upon the population distribution
between the two cities

dN1 N, dNo umz;NNo dL,
-- = --- + -----7--~

dA, No dA, y;+I(~) .u,:
dN2 dN1--=---
dA1 dA1

(9.3.5)

We see that when dp / dA. < 0, city 1's employment will be increased but city

2 's employment is reduced. If dp / dA, > 0, it is difficult to judge the sign of

dN, IdA, .

From (9.A.1.9), (9.A.1.10), (9.A.1.15), (9.1.9) and the above analytical results we

can directly provide the impact of changes in A, upon the variables,
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R(mj), Nil' Nsj, c)(mj), c2(mj), cs(mj), and Lh(m) , j = 1, 2. We

will not represent the results here.

We now compare how the consumption components of the households in the two
cities are affected by changes in city 1's amenity. For simplicity, we just compare
the consumption components of the households at the two CBDs. From

yeO) = WI = z» y(L) =w2 = PZ2 and (9.1.9) we have

c\(0) z)
--=--,
c2 (L ) PZ2

c2 (0) z)
--=--
cz(L) pZz

(9.3.6)

Taking derivatives of(9.3.6) with respect to A) yields

(9.3.7)

The ratio of service consumption per household between the households at the CBD
1 and at the CBD 2 is not affected by changes in city 1's amenity. If commodity

2 's price is decreased as city 1 's amenity is improved, c) (0) / c2 (L) and

c2 (0) / c2 (L) are increased, and vice versa. From the condition

U(O)/U(L) = 1 and (9.3.7) we can directly have that if dp l dn; < 0, then

d(Lh(O)/ Lh(L))/ ciA) > O.

From the above discussion we see that only when dp / dA) < 0, it is possible to

explicitly judge the impact of changes in city 1's amenity upon the urban structure.

When dp / dA) > 0, it is difficult to explicitly judge the impact without further

specifying the parameter values. As city 1's amenity is improved but its relative
wage is reduced, the conclusion is expectable.

9.4 Concluding Remarks

We proposed a two-center model with income and output levels being endogenously
determined. The model showed that wages, service prices, consumption components
and land rent are different between the two cities at a perfectly competitive
equilibrium. We also examined the impact of changes in city 1's amenity level upon
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the economic geography. We solved the problem under some strict assumptions. For
instance, the linear spatial pattern is too simple. We also omit important inputs such
as capital and land in the production functions. It is obvious that we may extend the
model by using more general utility functions.

Appendix

A.9.1 Proving Proposition 9.2.1

In this appendix, we show how to get each equation in Proposition 9.2.1 and solve all
the other variables as functions of the parameters in the system. From (9.1.9) and

R(w j ) = R(LJ[Y(wj ) / YiI,)f, we have

(9.A.1.1)

where ~(I,) =mR(I,)/ y;(I,) . Substituting (9.1.9) and (9.A.1.1) into

(9.1.11) and (9.1.12) then integrating the formula yield

(9.A.1.2)

(9.A.1.3)

(9.A.1.4)

where

From (9.1.1) and (9.A.1.3) we have

(9.A.1.5)

Froin (9.1.2) and (9.1.5) we have (9.2.5). From (9.2.2) and (9.2.5) we have (9.2.6).
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Substituting (9.A.1.4) into ~. + r; = (m + 1}F;1 /;p together with (9.A.1.5)

yields

Z2N + pz2N = yzzlNil
1 sl 2 2s ;

(9.A.l.6)

Substituting ~(~) = mR(~)/Y;(~) and ~. into the two equations in

(9.A.IA) and then substituting R(~) obtained from one equation to the other one,

we obtain

( J
I/'7( J m+1 m+1pl-rl'7 Ns1 = A ~ ZI - YI (~) == f(p)

N A Z wm+1 _ ym+I(T)s2 2 2 2 2-'-1

in which we use (9.A.1.6) and

(9.A.1.7)

which is obtained from (9.2.2). Using ~ = A(p) , we can express (9.A.I.7) as a

function of p . Substituting (9.A.I .7) into (9.A.l.6) yields

From Nil + NS1= N1 and (9.A.I.8) we have

N _ ;N1(z~f + p2-rl '7zi)
il - yzzJ + ;(ZI2f + p2-rl '7z;) ,

N _ yzzJN.
sl - yzzlf + ;(z: f + p2-rl '7z;)·

From Ni2 + Ns2 = N2, (9.A.I.5) and (9.A.I.9) we have

(9.A.I.8)

(9.A.I.9)
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N = f.JZ)Nil N = N _ f.JZ)Nil

;2 c72P' s2 2 c72P
(9.A1.10)

It is easy to check that from w~ - y~ (~) = vmN) / Y; in (9.A.1.2) and

in (9.A. 1.4) we have

(m + 1)z)2Ns ) vmN)
lw)m+) - y~+\~)r;; = w~ - y~(~) .

Substituting the equation for N s1 in (9.A.1.9) into the above equation yields

(9.A.1.11)

As 0 < L.. < L, we see that P has to satisfy 0 < A(p) < L where A(p)
is defined in (9.2.5) .

Substituting ~ (~) = mR(~) / y; (~) into (9.A.1.2) yields

From the two equations in (9.A.1.2) and N) + N 2 = N , we have

(9.A.1.12)
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(9.A.1.13)

where

From the first equation in (9.A.1.12) we directly have

By (9.2.1) we have

R(w) = [;j~;;rR(L,), j = 1,2

in which Yim) and R(~) are functions of p.

(9.A.1.14)

(9.A.1.15)

We show how the 23 endogenous variables,Nij' Nsi ' Ni , Fij' F:i , wi' PSi'

(j = 1, 2), c), c2' Cs' n, R, p, ~, U, can be expressed as functions of the

parameters. In Proposition 9.2.1 we solve p, PSi and ~ . The wage rates Wi

are given by (9.1.2), the urban population by (9.A.1.13), the labor division, N s) and

Nij' by (9.A.1.9) and (9.A.l.l0), the output of the industrial sectors Fij by (9.1.1),

the output of the service sectors F:i by (9.1.4), the land rent at the boundary

R(L] ) by (9.A.1.14), the land rent distribution Rimi ) by (9.A.1.15), the

consumption components at any location, c.' c2 ' Cs , and Lh by (9.1.9), the utility

level U by (9.1.7), the residential density at any location n by (9.1.10). We have
thus proved Proposition 9.2.1.



10 Growth with International Trade and
Urban Pattern Formation

So far we have been concerned with isolated economies. International trade was
neglected in our analysis. The purpose of this chapter is to propose a simple two
country and one-commodity trade growth model with free capital mobility and urban
pattern formation to provide some insights into relationships between commodity
prices, factor prices, land values, production, preferences and trade volumes. The
growth aspects ofour model is based on the international macroeconomic one-sector
growth model with perfect capital mobility. Irrespective of the analytical complexity
of two-country, dynamic models with capital accumulation, many efforts have been
made to examine the impact of savings, technology and various policies on trade
patterns within this framework (e.g., Oniki and Uzawa, 1965, Bradhan, 1965,
Rodriguez, 1975, Frenkel and Razin, 1987, Ruffin, 1979, Buiter, 1981, Fidlay, 1984,
Rauch, 1991). Our modeling framework is based on the dynamic one-sector and two
country model (e.g., Wang, 1990, Ikeda and Ono, 1992, Devereux and Shi, 1991,
Zhang, 1994c, 1995a, Tumovsky, 1997). We model behavior of households
differently from these one-sector trade growth models in that we explicitly introduce
consumption, savings and residential location in modeling decision makings of the
households in the two countries.

We introduce land into our trade model. There are some factor-endowment models of
international trade that have incorporated land as production input. For instance,
Jones (1971) and Samuelson (1971) proposed a model in which one of two factors
(land or capital) is used specially in the production ofeach of two commodities, while
labor is used commonly in both production activities . This formulation has its origins
in Ricardo's theory of rent and capital accumulation. Eaton (1987) extended this
model to a dynamic framework with endogenous capital accumulation. Although our
model deals with a similar issue, we consider land as a factor for housing
consumption. We follow neo-classical urban economics to treat land mainly for
amenity and housing uses.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 10.1 defines the basic
model. Section 10.2 guarantees the existence ofa unique equilibrium and the stability
of the dynamic system. Sections 10.3 and lOA examine, respectively, effects of
changes in country 1' s propensity to hold wealth and country 2 's propensity to
hold wealth and working efficiency on the equilibrium structure of the world

W-B Zhang, An Economic  Theory  of  Cities
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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economy. Section 10.5 concludes the chapter. The appendix proves the conclusions
in Section 10.2. This chapter is based on Zhang (1996b, 1998a, 1998b).

10.1 The Model

Similar to the trade models proposed by, for instance, Oniki and Uzawa (1965),
Frenkel and Razin, (1987), and Ruffin (1979), we assume that the system consists of
two countries, indexed by j, j = 1, 2 and only one good is produced in the

system. The good is assumed to be composed of homogeneous qualities, and to be
produced by employing two factors of production - labor and capital. Perfect
competition is assumed to prevail in good markets both within each country and
between the countries, and commodities are traded without any barriers such as
transport costs or tariffs. We assume that there is no migration between the countries
and labor markets are perfectly competitive within the country.

The population in each country is homogenous. The households achieve the same
utility level regardless ofwhere they locate. Each country is geographically linear and
consists of two parts - the CBD and the residential area Each country consists of a
finite strip of land extending from a fixed central business district (CBD) with
constant unit width. We assume that all economic activities are concentrated in the
CBD. The residential area is occupied by households. We assume that the CBD is
located at the left-side end of the linear territory.

The industrial production is similar to that in the one-sector neoclassical growth
model. We assume that the industrial product can be either invested or consumed. We
assume that the total labor force is fully employed by the production sector. We select
the single good to serve as numeraire.

To describe the industrial sector, we introduce

N j - the fixed population ofcountry j, j = 1, 2;

K ij(I) - the capital stocks employed by country j 's production sector at time

I;
w/t) and r(/) -country j 's wage rate and the rate of interest;

Fj(/) and Cj(/) - the output of country j 's production sector and country

j 's net consumption level, respectively;

K j(/)-the capital stocks owned by country j;

E(t) > 0 « 0) - country 2 's (1 's) capital stocks utilized by country 1 (2);

and
K(t) -the world capital stock.
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We assume that production is carried out by combination ofcapital and labor force in
the form of

F; = zK~Nf, F2 = Kj~Nf, a + fl =1, a, fl > 0 (10.1.1)

where a and fl are parameters. Here, we call z the efficiency parameter of

economic production. The parameter may be simply interpreted as a measurement of
working efficiency difference between the two countries. If z > 1, we say that

country l 's workers work more effectively than country 2's workers. The specified
functional forms imply that the two countries have an identical production technology
but different working efficiency. It should be remarked that it is conceptually possible
to interpret z as a human capital index and thus extend our analysis to include
dynamics ofhuman capital accumulation.

The marginal conditions are given by

flF. aF
w . =__1 r =__1, J. =1, 2 .

1 N .' K
1 ij

(10.1.2)

The world capital is equal to the sum of the capital stocks owned by the two
countries, i.e.

(10.1.3)

According to the definitions of K ij' K j and E , we have

(10.1.4)

The above equations state that the capital stocks utilized by each country is equal to
the capital stocks owned by the country plus the foreign capital stocks.

We now describe housing production and behavior ofhouseholds . First, we introduce

Lj -the fixed (territory) length ofcountry j , j = 1, 2;

(i)j - the distance from the caD to a point in the residential area in country j;

Rj ((i)j' t) - the land rent per household at location ())j ;

kj((i)j,t) and Sj((i)j,t) - the capital stocks owned by and the savings made

by the household at location caj , respectively;
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Cj«(i)j,t) and yj«(i)j,t) - the consumption and the net income of the

household at location toj , respectively; and

nj«(i)j,t) and Lhj«(i)j,t) - the residential density and the lot size of the

household at location (i)j .

According to the definitions of Lhj and nj , we have

(10.1.5)

We assume the public land ownership, which means that the revenue from land is
equally shared between the population within each country. The total land revenue is
given by

L

Rit) = fRj«(i),t)d(i)j' j =1, 2 .
o

(10.1.6)

The income from land per household is given by ~(t) = Rit)/ Nj , j =1, 2.

The net income Yj«(i)j' t) per household at location to j consists of three parts:

the wage income, the income from land ownership and the interest payment for the
household's capital stocks. The net income is thus given by

(10.1.7)

Many factors may affect residential location. For instance, interactions between the
residential location and different space-related variables, such as transportation
infrastructures, traffic congestion, traveling times to various facilities and working
places, neighborhood amenity, racial prejudice, land rent and housing conditions,
have been examined in urban economics. For simplicity of analysis, we take account

of two spatial variables, local amenity Aj«(i)j,t) and leisure time Thj«(i)j,t) in

modeling the household's location decision.

In this chapter, we assume that households generally prefer a low-density residential
area to a high one. We consider that the working time is fixed. Hence, the fixed

available time, Toj , is distributed between the leisure time and the time for traveling

between the CBO and the dwelling site. For simplicity of analysis, we specify

Ai(i)j,t) and Thj«(i)j ,t) as follows
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(10.1.8)

The function Aj implies that the amenity level at location OJj is determined by

the residential density at the location. The function 1'"j means that the leisure time is

equal to the total available time minus the traveling time. We assume that the
traveling time between the can and the dwelling site is a linear function

VOj + v/lJj of the distance from the can to the dwelling site. We neglect

possible impact ofcongestion and other factors on the traveling time.

We assume that utility level UiOJj,f) of the household at location OJj is

dependent on the temporary consumption level Cj (caj)' the lot size Lhj (caj) , the

leisure time Thj(m) , the amenity level A(mj), and the household's wealth

kim) + Sj(mj) - 8kkj(mj) , where 8k (1 > 8k > 0) is the fixed

depreciation rate ofcapital, as follows

Uj(mj,f) = AjTh?cJi Lh5(kj + Sj - 8kkjyi,

a j , s.. 1]j' Aj, j = 1, 2 (10.1.9)

where a j , ~j' 1]j' and Aj are respectively interpreted as country j 's

propensities to use leisure time, to consume the commodity, to use lot size and to own
wealth.

As the population is homogeneous within each country, we have

(10.1.10)

The budget constraint is given by

Maximizing Uj subject to the budget constraint yields
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where

c/m) = qjPjy/mj) + qjPOjYj(mj),

R/m)Lhj(mj) = 7JjPjYj(mj) + 7JjPOjYj(m),

Sj(m) = AjPjyj(mj) - (qj + J.l)pojkj(mj) (10.1.12)

The above equations mean that the lot size and the consumption level are positively
proportional to the net income and capital wealth, and the savings is positively
proportional to the net income but negatively proportional to its capital stocks.

According to the definition of Sj(mj,t) , we have the following capital

accumulation for the household at location to j

dk .(m .)
J J = S .(m .) - f50 .k (m ), 0 ~ m

J
. ~ L

J
. •dt J J J J J

Substituting Sj (mj) in (10.1.12) into the above equation yields

dk .(m .)
J J = s.y .(m.) - sk .(m ), 0 s m

J
. s L

J
.dt J J J J J J

where

As there is no migration, the following population constraints are held

Lj

fn/m)dmj = Nj , j =1, 2.
o

By the definitions of nj' cj ,and Cj , we have

(10.1.13)

(10.1.14)
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L}

fCj(cuj)nj(cuj)dCtJj = Cj , j = 1,2.
o

The product is either invested or consumed, i.e.

where Sj(/) is country j's total savings, i.e,

L}

Sj == fSj(CUj)nj(CtJj)dCUj' j = 1, 2.
o

By the definitions of nj ' kj and K j , we have

L}

fkj(cu)nj(cuj)dcuj =«; j = 1, 2 .
o

(10.1.15)

(10.1.16)

(10.1.17)

(10.1.18)

The total income ~ (I) of country j is equal to the sum of incomes of its

population, i.e.

L}

~ == fy/co)nj(CtJ)dcoj.
o

(10.1.19)

We have thus built the two-eountry trade model with economic growth and economic
geography under perfectly competitive institution. The system has 18 space-time-

dependent variables, kj, c.. Lhj, Sj' nj,Aj, V j, Rj, v, (j = 1, 2), and 21

time-dependent variables, Fj, Kij' K j, ~, <» Wj' s; Rj, '0 (j = 1, 2),

r, K, and Ej • It contains 39 independent equations. We now examine the

properties of the dynamic system.

10.2 The Dynamic Properties of the Trade System

First, we show that the dynamics can be described by the motion of two variables,

K) and K 2 • By (10.1.7), (10.1.12) and (10.1.13) we see that the capital stocks
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owned by per household and the net income are identical over space within each
country at any point oftime. Hence, we have

(10.2.1)

We rewrite the dynamics, (10.1.13), in aggregated terms as follows

(10.2.2)

Our problem is to show that we can express ~ (f) as functions of K 1 and K 2 •

Multiplying all the equations in (10.1.12) by nj(mj,f) and then integrating the

resulted equations from 0 to Lj with respect to toj , we obtain

Cj = ~jPj~ + ~jPojKj' Rj = T/jPj~ + T/jPOjKj,

8j = ).,jPj~ - (~j + f.Jj)PojK j, j =1, 2 . (10.2.3)

Substituting Rj in (10.2.1), and r and wj in (10.1.2) into ~ in (10.2.1), we

have

Y. = aKj~ / Kij + fiFj + T/jPojKj .
J 1 - T/jPj

(10.2.4)

From r =ali; / F;I =aF2/ F;2 and (10.1.1), we have

x, /F;2 = ZI!PNI / N 2.From this equation and (10.1.4), we have

(10.2.5)

where

zl!PN N
z - I Z = 2

I = lip' 2 - z"PN + Nz N I + N2 I 2

We can thus express s, and Fj as functions of K1 and K 2 •
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From the first equation in (10.2.5), we see that the foreign capital E is also a

function of K\ and K 2 • The direction of trade is determined by the two countries'

level, K j / Nj of capital stocks owned by per capita and the working efficiency

difference z. If the working force has the same level of working efficiency in the
two countries, i.e., z = I , and the capital stocks owned by per capita are equal

between the two countries, then there is no trade (or trade is in balance), i.e.,
E=O.

By (10.2.2), (10.2.5) and (10.2.4), we have

dK\ = (aK\ / z\K + p)~zz~Nf K a
- (~\ + ok~)K\

dt ~\ + ~
dK2 (aK2/ Z2K + p)~z~Nf K a

- {~2 + ok~)K2
--=....:---::;_...::....._---'--=--...::.....~...::....._-......;.;;....::....._....::........::.:..---=-

dt ~2 + ~
(10.2.6)

As K = K, + K2, we see that the dynamic system, (10.2.6), are only dependent

on K\ (1) and K 2 (1) . Accordingly, the about two differential equations

determine the capital stocks owned by the two countries, independent of the other
variables in the system. We can show that all the other variables in the system are

uniquely determined as functions of K j and OJj (0 ~ OJj ~ Lj' j = 1, 2) at

any point of time. The following proposition is proved in the appendix.

Proposition 10.2.1.

For any given (positive) level of the capital stocks, K\ (1) and K 2 (1), at any

point of time, all the other variables in the system are uniquely determined as

functions of K\ (1) and K2(1) . The dynamics of K\ (1) and K2(1) are

determined by (10.2.6).

We can thus explicitly determine the motion of the system over time and space. It
should be remarked that the conclusion that the dynamics can be explicitly given as in
(10.2.6) is important. It makes it possible to determine stability ofthe system.

Before further analyzing the dynamic properties of the system, we examine how the
differences in values of some variables between the two countries are determined at

any point of time. Substituting Kit and Ki2 in (10.2.5) into (10.1.1) and (10.1.2),

we have
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F; =~ = z"P, r= az( NI JP (10.2.7)
F; w2 zlK

where we assume N I = N 2 ' If country 1 works more effectively than country

2, both country 1's output and wage rate are higher than country 2. In the free
trade system, if the world capital stocks K is increased, the interest rate r is
reduced. From (I O.A.1.3) and (to.A.l.2), we get the ratio of the residential densities
as follows

~ (0) vI - (1 - v2L21To2)82

n2(0) = 1":" (1 - VIr. lToI)81

nl({i)I) _ nl (O)(1 - vIm. ITo1YI-1

n2(m2) - n2(0)(1 - v2m2lTo2)82-1 '
(10 .2.8)

where

We see that the ratios are determined by the differences in the population, the
transportation conditions, the available times, the crowding effects, the preferences
and the territory sizes between the two countries . For instance, when the two
countries are identical in the transportation condition, the available time, the
population, the residential distribution is different if the two countries have different

preferences, i.e., BI * B2 • It should be remarked that as we have already explicitly

solved all the variables as functions of KI(t) and K 2(t) at any point of time, it

is direct to compare all the variables in the system between the two countries.

We now examine whether or not the dynamic system has equilibrium. By (10.2.6)
equilibrium ofthe dynamic systems is given by

(10.2.9)
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It can be shown that the above equations have a unique solution.

Proposition 10.2.2.
The dynamic trade system has a unique stable equilibrium.

The above proposition is proved in Appendix 10.A.2. The ratio of the capital stocks
owned by the two countries and the foreign capital stocks E at equilibrium are
given by

where

(10.2.10)

A = (q2 /~ + l5k)ZIIPN,
o - (q, / A, + l5k )N

2
'

A = a / fJz, + 1A _ a / fJz2 + 1
, - 2 0 2

(10.2.11)

where we use (10.A.2.l) and the definitions of z. and Z2' Here, if

q, /A, > «) q2 /~, we say that country 1's net propensity to own wealth is

lower (higher) than country 2 . From (10.1.9), we see that when

q, /A, > q2 /~,country 1's propensity to own wealth is lower than country 2.
From (10.2.10), we see that it is not easy to explicitly determine the sign of E. The
trade direction is affected by the differences in the population, preferences and
working efficiency between the two countries. To examine the sign of E, we
examine a few special cases. In the case that the two countries have an identical
working efficiency and net propensity to own wealth, i.e., Z = 1 and

q, /A, = q2 /~, we have: K, / K 2 = N, / N 2 and E = O. The country with
larger population has more capital stocks but trade is in balance.

We now examine the case that the two countries have identical population and
working efficiency and country 1's net propensity to own wealth is higher than

country 2, i.e., N, = N 2 , Z = 1, and q, /A, < q2 /~. In this case, we
have

A = (1 + a)(Ao - 1) 0
I > .2P

By (10.2.10), we have
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(10.2.12)

When country l's net propensity to own wealth is higher than country 1, country 1
has more capital stocks than country 2 and some of country L's capital stocks are
utilized by country 2.

Another case is that the two countries have identical net propensity to own wealth and

identical population, but different working efficiency, i.e., N, = N 2 '

,;, /~ = ';2 /~ and z ~ 1. As Ao = ZIlP and A, = (ZIlP -1)/2, the

country which has a higher working efficiency owns more capital stocks and some of

its capital stocks is utilized by the other country, i.e., K, / K 2 > («) 1 and

E < (» 0 in the case of z > «) 1. In the case that the two countries have

identical population and country 1 works more effectively than country 2 and
country 1 's net propensity to own wealth is higher than country 2 , i.e.,

N. = N 2 , ,;, / ~ < ';2 /~ and z > 1 , it is direct to check: AI > 0 ,

Ao > 1, K. / K 2 > 1 and E < O.

We now examine effects of changes in some parameters on the equilibrium structure
of the world economy. In the remainder of this chapter, we assume:

N == N. = N 2 •

10.3 Country 1 's Propensity to Own Wealth

This section examines effects of changes in country l 's propensity ~ to own

wealth on the trade system. Taking derivatives of (l0.A.2.2) and (10.2.10) with

respect to ~,we obtain

fJ dK';1 fJ dA--- = ...,....-_-=-:....----,-

K dA, (,;) + 0e1,)A, (aA / z) + fJA + fJ)A dA, ,

d(K, / K 2 ) = dA = dA, + 2A,dA, / dA-. + dA o / dA-. > 0

d~ .u; d~ 2(A~ + AoJI2
(10.3.1)

where
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_dA_o = ~tAo > 0, dA t = a/ fJzt + 1 dA o > O.
(

\ ~ (10.3 .2).u; ~t + 0kA, JA1 dA, 2 dA,

The world capital stocks may be either increased or reduced. The ratio K, / K 2 of

the two countries' capital stocks is increased. This implies that the difference in the
two countries' capital stocks is enlarged as country 1's propensity to own wealth is
increased. From (10.3.1) and (10.3.2), we see that it is difficult to explicitly interpret
the results as the expressions are too complicated. For convenience of interpretation,
we further require that the two countries have the same level of working efficiency
and country 1's net propensity to own wealth is higher than country 2 , i.e., Z =1

and ~I / ~ < ~2 / ~ • From the discussion in the preceding section, we have

We determine K, / K2 and E by (10.2.12).

Taking derivatives (l0.A.2.3) with respect to ~ yields

(10.3.3)

where we use dK / d~ given by (10.3.1) and

A' == 1
aA+A+p

Country 1's capital stocks is increased as its propensity to own wealth is increased .
The impact on country 2 's capital stocks is uncertain. If the world capital stocks is
reduced, then country 2 's capital stocks is certainly decreased. Even when K is

increased, K 2 may stilI be decreased. From (10.2.5) and (10.3.3), we have

2 dE = (K2 - KI)~I

dA, (~t + s,A, )PA,
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_ (PAOK2 +~ + aA°CA - a)) dA
A 1+ A (1 + A)A .u;'

2 dKii _ 2dK'2 _ dK
-- - -- - - (10.3.4)
d~ .u; .u;

where we use zJ = Z2 = 1/2 and K 2 < K J• The trade gap between the two

countries is enlarged as country 1 increases its propensity to own wealth. The
capitals utilized by the two countries are increased (reduced) if the world capital
stocks are increased (reduced). From (10.1.1) and (10.1.2), we directly have

1 dF; 1 ar; 1 dw, 1 dw; a dK--- =--- =--- =--- =---,
F; .u; F; dA, w\ dA, wIV .u; K dA,
1 dr a a«
--=- ---
r dA, K dA,

(10.3.5)

Country 1's propensity to own wealth is increased (reduced), the levels of output
and wage rates of the two countries are increased (reduced) and the rate of interest is
decreased (increased). From

s.x. ( q'+77]y = _J_J = Ok + J J K .
J s . It . J

J J

we have

1 dt; _ (aq\ - POkA, Xq. + 77\) 0kq\-- - + -,----"-'''-'-::-_-
K\ dA, (q\ + Ok A, )A;P (q\ + Ok A, )PA,

ao\AoCA - a) dA
+ (1 + A}sJA dA,'
av, 02 dK2--=---
dA, S2 dA,

(10.3.6)

The income of country 1 is increased (we require aq\ ~ POk~)' but that of

country 2 may be either increased or decreased. From Yj = ojKj / Sj and

(10.2.3), we get the effects on the land revenue and consumption levels as follows
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Country 1's land income and consumption level are increased. The effects on
country 2 ' s land income and consumption level are the same as on the world capital
stocks. From (l 0.1.12), we get that country 1' s land rent at any location is increased,

i.e., dRI (OJ. ) / d~ > 0 ; and the sign of dR2 «(J)2) / d~ is the same as that of

dK/d~.

Summarizing the discussion in this section, we have the following proposition.

Proposition 10.3.1.
Assume that the two countries have identical population and working efficiency and
country 1 's net propensity to own wealth is higher than country 2, i.e.,

N) = N 2 , Z= 1 and ;) / ~ < ;2 /~ 0 Then country 1 owns more capital

stocks than country 2 and some of country 1's capital stocks are employed by

country 2, i.e., K) / K 2 > 1 and E < O . An increase in country 1 's

propensity to own wealthO ~, has the following impact on the system: 1) the

difference in capital stocks and trade gap are enlarged, at); /K 2 ) / d~ > 0 and

dE / d~ < 0; 2) country 1's capital stocks K), total income 1'; , the level of

consumption C) ' the land revenue R., land rent R) ( (J)) ) at any location, are

increased; 3) the world capital stocks K may be either increased or reduced; if

dK / dA, < (» 0 , then 4) the outputs 1'; and F2 , the wage rates WI and

w2 ' and capital stocks Kil and K i2 , employed by the two countries, are

increased (reduced), but the rate of interest is reduced (increased); 5) country 2 's

capital stocks K 2 , total income Y2' the level of consumption C2 , the land

revenue R2 , land rent R2 «(J)2) at any location, are increased (reduced).

We will not interpret how a shift in the parameter changes the variable values in
details as this requires examining how all the equations in the system are affected.
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10.4 Country l's Working Efficiency

This section discusses the effects of changes in country 1's working efficiency z
on the equilibrium structure. We only examine the impacton the capital stocks. It is
direct to obtainthe effectson the othervariables similarly as in the precedingsection.
Takingderivatives of(IO.A.2.2) and (10.2.10) withrespectto z yield

PdK 1+ flzll P aA2 / ZI+11P + fJdA / dz

K dz = (1 + ZIIP)flz - (aA/ Zl + pA + p)A '
d(K1 / K 2 ) dA dA1 2A1dA1 / dz + dAo/ dz
--'---:....-----:~ = - = - + > 0 (10.4.1)

dz dz dz (A~ + Ao]12

where

d' A A d'A A / z - zalP A
i1.0 0 1 0 a + _0_

-;k = fJz' dz = 2p2 2fJz

in which Ao / z > z"IP • By (I0.A.2.3)we have

_1_dK_1 = _1_dK_+ ...,....--_1--,--- dA
K1 dA, K dz (1 + A)A dz '

1 dK2 1 dK 1 dA
--- = -------
K 2 dz K dz 1+ A dz

(10.4.2)

(10.4.3)

We see that the effectsof changes in z on the capital stocksare quite similarto the
effects of changes in A, .

10.5 On International Trade and Spatial Structures

The chapter proposed a two-country trade model with endogenous capital
accumulation and economic geography. We showedhow differences in preferences,
population and territory sizes affectthe trade patterns and the economic geographyin
the dynamic competitive world economy. We proved that the dynamic trade system
has a uniquestable equilibrium. We also examined the effects of changes in the two
countries' propensities to save and working efficiency difference on the equilibrium
structure of the worldeconomy.
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As the model is built on the basis of different neoclassical schools, it is conceptually
possible to extend it according to the literature on neoclassical growth theory,
neoclassical dynamic trade theory, and neoclassical urban economics. It is quite
important direction to extend our model is to introduce endogenous knowledge.

Appendix

A.10.1 Proving Proposition 10.2.1

We already uniquely determined kj, Yj' E, K, ~,Kij and ~ as functions of

K) and K2 • From (10.2.3) and (IO.I.I2), we directly determine Rj , C j , Sj' cj

and Sj' The income from land ownership per household is given by: r = R IN.

The rate of the interest r, and the wage rate Wj are uniquely determined by

(10.1.2).

Substituting (10.1.5) and (10.1.8) into U j (mj) in (10.1.9) yields

Uj(m) = p\J(Toj - VjmjfJc;Jn;,j'J-'1J(kj + Sj - okkjyJ
(I0.A.I.I)

Substituting (I0.A.1.I) into Uj(O) = Uj(m) , we have

( J
U J I(p) +'1) )

uca
n (m ) = n (0) 1 __1_1

1 1 1 T-
01

(10.A.1.2)

Substituting (10.A.1.2) into (I0.I.I4) and then integrating the resulted equation from

o to Lj , we have

(1O.A.1.3)

We assume 1 - vjLj IToj > O. This simply means that the available time is

sufficient to travel from the boundary of the country to the CBD. By (1O.A.1.2) and
(IO.A.I.3), we determine the residential density at any location in the two countries.
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The lot size per household is given by: Lhj(OJj) = 1/ nj(OJj) . From (10.1.12), we

have the land rent Rj (OJj) . The local amenity Aj (OJj) is given by (10.1.8). The

utility level UiOJ) is given by (10.1.9).

We thus showed how to determine all the variables in the system as unique functions

of K 1 and K 2 •

A.IO.2 Proving Proposition 10.2.2.

First, we show that the system has a unique equilibrium. Dividing the first equation
by the second one in (10.2.9), we have

(l0.A.2.l)

where A is defined in (10.2.10). Substituting (IO.A.2.l) into the first equation in
(10.2.9), we have

(10.A.2.2)

where A is a constant. By K1 + K 2 = K , (I0.A.2.l) and (10.A.2.2), we have

K=AA K2=~
1 l+A' l+A

(10.A.2.3)

We obtained a unique equilibrium. We now provide stability conditions for the
equilibrium.

It is easy to calculate that the two eigenvalues, rPl and rP2' are given by

(10.A.2.4)

where
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As 01 and b 2 are negative, we see that the system is stable if 02bl - 0lb2 < o.
From (l0.A.2.5), we directly obtain

02bl - ab, =

~ zzaNPKI+a(.t + 8 ~)/ K 2 + ~ zz; NPKI+a(.t + 8 ~)/ K 2
"1 I I ':12 k"2 I ''2 2 2 ':11 k"1 2 •

(~I + ~X~2 + ~)K2
(IO.A.2.6)

Accordingly, the unique equilibrium is stable.

We thus proved Proposition 10.2.2.



11 Nonlinear Dynamics of a Multi-City
System

It may be said that we are in the midst of a profound rupture between older and
emergent notions of scientific explanation (e.g., Haken, 1977, 1983, Nicolis and
Prigogine, 1977, Prigogine, 1980, 1997, Prigogine and Stengers, 1984). The
revolution has been much influenced by developments in nonlinear dynamics and
computation in the past few decades. Stability and instability, order and chaos,
determinism and stochasticity have been reconceptualized. This may be witnessed by
about sixty volumes of the Series in Synergetics edited by Haken. Synergetics, a
name for nonlinear interactive dynamics, deals with systems composed ofmany parts,
interactingwith each other over time and space. It may be considered as a strategy for
coping with complex systems, by focusing on those situations where these systems
qualitatively change their macroscopic behavior.

Social scientists have turned their prodigious efforts into assimilating some of the
new doctrines and mathematical techniques. Inspired by the pathbreaking works in
nonlinear dynamic theory, social scientists have attempted to explain complicated
dynamic phenomena such as catastrophes, bifurcations, fractals and chaos within
endogenous deterministic frameworks. One of the important topics of applying
nonlinear dynamic theory to social sciences is to explain the rise and fall of cities and
regions (e.g., Allen and Sanglier, 1979, Wilson, 1981, Andersson, 1986, Arthur,
1989, Dendrinos and Sonis, 1990, Puu, 1989, Weidlich and Haag, 1983, Nijkamp
and Reggiani, 1992, and Rosser, 1991).

This chapter provides an example of urban economic dynamics to show how one can
explain urban complexity, while still working within the framework of traditional
urban economic theory but by applying nonlinear dynamic methods. There are
numerous factors involved in such an endeavor (such as creation, diffusion and
utilization of knowledge; infrastructures; and endogenous growth and net in
migration of population) which may result in scale and scope economies. Rather than
taking account of all these important factors, we are only concerned here with the
dynamics of endogenous population growth and capital accumulation. For simplicity,
the focus is first on an isolated island economy. Then, essential forces of various
factors in forming urban pattern are addressed. Finally, the isolated economy is
extended to an economic system consisting of interacting multiple islands. This
chapter is based on Zhang (l994a, 1994b).

W-B Zhang, An Economic  Theory  of  Cities
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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11.1 An Isolated Island Economy

Consider an island with fixed radius. Let us assume that all the economic activities
are located at the center of this island. The system is assumed to be isolated in the
sense that there is neither migration nor trade with the outside world. By isolating the
system, the focus is on the endogenous mechanism of urban growth and pattern
formation. The system is geographically similar to the model in Chapter 2. The island
consists of a city with a residential area surrounding the location of a single
production site, i.e., the city is monocentric. It has a single pre-specified center of
fixed size called the central business district (CBD). The economic system consists of
two sectors - industry and service. The industry supplies goods either for
consumption or for investment.

We select the industrial product to serve as the numeraire, i.e., with all the other
prices being measured relative to its price. Wage rates are identical among different
professions due to perfect competition in the labor market. We neglect time and costs
needed for professional transformation. We assume that capital is freely mobile
between the two sectors due to the perfectly competitive mechanism. This implies
that the interest rate is identical between the two sectors. The assumption implies that
the capital market is at its temporary equilibrium at any point of time. As we use a
single kind of capital and assume the capital market to be well informed, this
assumption is reasonable. In reality, there are multiple kinds of physical capital
(plants and equipment) and demand for and supply of each kind of capital stock are
rather complex.

We use subscript indexes i and s to denote the industrial sector and the service
sector, respectively, and introduce the following variables

L - the distance from the CBD to the perimeter of the island;
ca - the distance from the CBD to a point in the residential area;

R(m,t) -the land rent at location m at time t ;

N(t) -the total labor force at time t;

K (t) - the total capital stock;

Nj(t) and Kj(t) -the labor force and capital stock employed by the industrial

sector, respectively;

Ns(t) and Ks(t)-labor force and capital stock employed by the service sector,

respectively;

F;(t) and F:(t) - the output levels of the industrial and service sectors,

respectively;

Cj(t) and Cs(t) -the total consumption levels of industrial good and services

by the population at time t, respectively;
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p(t) , w(t) and r(t) - the price of services, wage rate and rate of interest,

respectively.

We now describe the production and consumption of the island economy.

Production, capital and labor markets
We assume that industrial and service production are achieved by combinations of
capital and labor as follows

F = K':/ NP/ F = KU
' NP, a + f3 1 a + f3 1

I I I' S S s' ; ; =, s si = ,
(l1.1.1)

Since services are consumed simultaneously as they are produced (i.e., there is no
excess demand or supply in this sector), we have

(11.1.2)

The marginal conditions for efficient production in the two sectors are given by

(11.1.3)

Consumption choices
We assume that a homogeneous group of residents reside in the island; a household's
utility level, reflecting its consumption of industrial goods, services and housing, can
be represented in the following Cobb-Douglas log-linear form

U(fJJ,/) =U[Cs(fJJ,/),C;(fJJ,/),Lh(fJJ,/)] = c~cfLZ,

1 > y, ~, 17 > 0 (II.IA)

where cs(fJJ,t), c;(fJJ,/) , and Lh(fJJ,/) are the consumption levels of services,

industrial good and housing of a household at location fJJ and at time I,
respectively. It should be remarked that housing production and the housing market
in this chapter are extremely simplified. Housing has a set of intrinsic properties
which make it significantly different from any other goods as mentioned in Chapter 2.
There is a large literature regarding the complexity of housing dynamics (e.g.,
Sweeney, 1974, Amott, 1987, Fujita, 1982, Brueckner, 1981, Brueckner and
Rabenau, 1981, Hockman and Pines, 198080 1980b among many others); this work
enables one further extend our simple framework.
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For simplicity, we specify parameter values of r, ~ and 1/ by assuming that

r + ~ = 1/. It can be shown that this assumption can be easily relaxed. Let Y
denote the net income of the population and C the consumption rate of Y. The

consumption budget of an individual is defined by CY / N . The consumer problem
is then defined by

max U(m,t) ,
cY

s.t: c;(m) + pcs(m) + R(m)Lh(m) = Ii - rem)
(11.1.5)

where rem) is the total cost of travel (in terms of the industrial good) between

dwelling site w and the CBD. For simplicity, we specify rem) by

(11.1.6)

Here, for convenience of analysis, we neglect any urban externalities, such as traffic
congestion and crowding effects, which are important in shaping urban form (land
use densities) and spatial land rent distribution. It is conceptually not difficult to take
account of certain types of externalities in our model (e.g., Straszheim, 1987,
Dendrinos, 1992, Mills and Hamilton, 1985), such as congestion, pollution, or
densities.

The unique optimal solution for the typical resident in the city is given by

C ;::" Y c = /'SoY; = ':>"0' s ,
P

in which

L = 1/soY
h R (11.1.7)

Let n(m,t) represent the residential density at dwelling site ai. According to the

definitions, we have

1
n(m,t) = , 0 ~ ta s L, t ~ O.

Lh(m,t)

The population constraint is given by

(11.1.8)
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L

21t In(liJ)liJdliJ = N. (11.1.9)
o

The conswnption constraints are given by

L L

21t jc; (liJ)n(liJ)liJ doi =C;, 21t jCs(liJ)n(liJ)liJdliJ = Cs. (11.1.10)
o 0

Savings and capital formation
Capital accwnulation according to standard theory is formulated by

dK
-=sY-oK
dt

(11.1.11)

where s (== 1 - c) is the savings rate and 0 is the given depreciation rate of

capital.

Population dynamics
On the basis ofendogenous population theory (e.g., Haavelmo, 1954, Niehans, 1963,
Pitchford, 1974, Becker, 1981), we suggest the following population dynamics

(11.1.12)

where C (== CY) is the conswnption level, and n , q, B and m are non

negative parameters. We interpret C" as the capacity for supporting the population.
This implies that the population which can suitably live (or survive) in a society is

dependent upon the current conswnption. The term BN(K / Nt expresses how

wealth, acting as a checking force, affects population growth. This condition implies
that the richer the society becomes, the more expensive it is for its members to
support themselves.

Full employment in the labor force and capital
The strong asswnption that labor and capital are always fully employed is represented
by the conditions

N; + N, = N, K; + K , =K. (11.1.13)
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The model synthesizes the Solow-Swan-Uzawa growth model and the Alonso
location model on the basis of population growth theory. For instance, if we neglect

population growth and locational aspects in our model, i.e., if n = O~ 00 = 0 and

17 = 0, then our economic system is similar to the Solow-Swan-Uzawa growth

model. If we neglect population and capital dynamics, i.e., if c = 1~ Ok = 0 and

n = 0, then our model is similar to the Alonso model, except that wage and interest

rates are endogenously determined. Hence, the framework suggested in this chapter is
quite general in the sense that some well-known models in theoretical economics can
be considered as special cases ofthis model.

11.2 Economic Geographic Cycles in the Isolated
Island Economy

Although the system developed in the preceding section appears very complicated, in
the appendix we show that the dynamic system can be described by two-dimensional
differential equations in terms of K and N as follows

dK
- = qIKa,NP, - 0kK ,
dt

~ = nN[r(K~N) - ec:N I
-

m
]

in which

f == (CqI)q K':"NP,q ~ qI == r + q ml~
sr + q

s = a/(sr + q)
k - a/(sr + q)+ asr{1 - s)'

S == P/(sr + q) .
n P/(sr + q)+ Psr{1- s)

m = sa,sp,
I - k n'

(11.2.1)

(11.2.2)

For any given N(t) and K(t) we can determine all the other variables in the

system at any point of time. This means that through the dynamic properties of
(11.2.1), all other variables are uniquely determined at any location and time period.
It is thus sufficient to examine the properties of (11.2.1). In the appendix we also
show that the following relations are held at any point in time for any given N(t)

and K(t)
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K; =SkK, K, =SkK, N, =SnN, N, =s.N ,

Y(K,N) = (y + q)m)K
a

, NP, ,
sy + q

C = (1 - s );Y C = (1 - s)yY
, Y + q , S (y + q)p ,

R(L) _ l1soy 2(L)N
-lcY / N - 2voLv /(2 + v)W ·

R(OJ) = y2(OJ)R(L) 0::;; OJ s L
y2(L) ,

in which
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(11.2.3)

(11.2.4)

(11.2.5)

(11.2.6)

(11.2.7)

_ Psy(1- s)
sn = p,(sy + q)+ Psy(l - S) ·

(11.2.8)

The procedure for determining the values of the state variables is as follows: K and

N by (11.2.1) -+ x. , x. , N; and », by (11.2.3) -+ F; and F: by

(l1.1.1) -+ W , P and r by (11.1.3) -+ Y by (11.2.4) -+ C, and Cs by

(11.2.5) -+ R(L) by (11.2.6) -+ R(OJ) by (11.2.7) -+ Cj(OJ) , cs(OJ), and

L;(OJ) by (11.1.7) -+ U(OJ) by (11.1.4).

The motion of K(t) and N(t) is determined by (I 1.2.1). The other variables are

determined as functions of K(t) and N(t) through the assumed conditions of

perfect competition among the economic agents. That is, all other variables are
"enslaved" by K(t) and N(t).

To detetmine the dynamic properties of the system, it is noted that (11.2.1) has the
following unique long-run equilibrium:

(11.2.9)

in which Q == 1/(1 - q) .
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It is easy to check that the two eigenvalues, fA and ¢2'are given by

(11.2.10)

where GJ == 8ft; - (p;q - 1 + m)nf . From (11.2.10), we obtain the following

proposition.

Proposition 11.2.1.
The dynamic urban system has a unique equilibrium. The system may be either stable
or unstable, depending upon the parameter values of the capital and population
dynamic equations. For instance, when population growth is not strongly affected by

economic conditions (i,e., P;q - 1 + m ~ 0 ) or is slowly adapted to equilibrium

(i.e., n being small), then the system is stable.

Let the equilibrium defined in (11.2.2) be denoted by (Ko,No). From (11.2.10),

we see that when GJ =0, the two eigenvalues are pure imaginary. One can

appropriately choose combinations ofparameter values such that

(11.2.11)

which defines a critical point. Let no be the value of n for which the term is equal

to zero. As n is the adjustment speed of the population, the requirement is

meaningful if P;q - 1 + m > 0, which implies that the population dynamics are

strongly affected by economic conditions. As / is independent of n , we have

n - 8P; > 0
o - (p;q _ 1+ m)/ .

In what follows, we denote small perturbations of n from no by B, i.e.,

B==n-no·

At B = 0 , we have

(11.2.12)
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where t/Jo == [(1 - q)oPinfT2 . That is, at e = 0 one has a pair of pure

imaginary eigenvalues. Let t/J(e) denote the eigenvalue which equals it/Jo at

s = O. As the eigenvalues are continuous functions of e , the function t/J(e) is

well defined in the neighborhood of e = O. As

'" (0) = (p,q - 1 + m)f _ (1- q)P,8/i
'f'e 2 2t/Jo

(11.2.13)

the real part of the derivative of the eigenvalue t/J is positive when s becomes

positive. Hence, when e crosses its critical value, the equilibrium becomes
unstable. An increase in the adjustment speed ofpopulation may result in instabilities.

According to the Hopf bifurcation theorem (e.g., Zhang, 1991, Iooss and Joseph,
1980), we know that when e becomes positive, cycles appear around the stationary
state. The results can be summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 11.2.2.
Near the critical state, when the adjustment speed of the population dynamics is
increased, the system exhibits endogenous permanent oscillations. The cycles are
approximately given by

K(t,r) = Ko + 2ropiKocos(t/Jot) + O(r2),

N(t, r) = No + 2rNo[oPi cos(t/Jot) - t/Jo sin(t/Jot)] + O(r2)

(11.2.14)

where t: is a small expansion parameter.

The proof of the above proposition is given in Zhang (I 994b). The same reference
also provides an economic interpretation. The theorem can be proved by applying the
bifurcation method of Iooss and Joseph (1980). This method has been applied to
some economic systems in Zhang (I991d). What should be noted, however, is that

the eigenvectors X and the adjoint eigenvectors X· are given by

where
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Moreover, the stability conditions and more accurate expressions of the limit cycles
can be described using the eigenvectors and the adjoint eigenvectors (Zhang, 199Id).
Since these expressions are too complicated to deepen our insight into the problem,
we shall not calculate them here. We illustrate the cycle given by the above
proposition as in Fig. 11.2.1.

K(t)

No

The cycle

<,
The equilibrium

................................................./

No N(t)

Fig.1l.2.1. The Urban Cycle with the Population and Capital

As K and N exhibit oscillations, the other variables are periodic too. Limit
cycles are due to instabilities of the dynamic system. It is important to note that the
rent density, residential distribution and the city's boundary permanently oscillate
near the stationary state given by e =O. Fig. 11.2.2 illustrates a dynamics of the

land rent R(O, t) near the CBD.
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R(O,t)

•••.........•...............

R(O,t) on the cycle ./"

Ro at equilibrium

..

Time
Fig. 11.2.2. The Periodic Land Rent at the CBD

11.3 Aperiodic Oscillations in the J -Island Economy

Although it is important to identify conditions for possible existence ofa permanently
time-dependent behavior of economic systems, the task is not easy. In fact, even in
the literature of nonlinear dynamic theory only a few special nonlinear dynamic
(deterministic) systems which exhibit permanent oscillations and chaos have been
investigated. It is analytically difficult to identify conditions for existence of
complicated time-dependent behavior in general terms . In this section, by applying
analytical results from coupled oscillator dynamics, one can identify aperiodic
solutions in the economic geography.

In recent years, many efforts have been undertaken to study coupled oscillator
dynamics. Turing's seminar work (Turing, 1952) on morphogenesis has motivated
studies of oscillators in an attempt to understand the existence of many different
possible patterns of dynamic behavior (e.g., Murry, 1989, Ashwin and Swift, 1992).
Various forms of mathematical models, employing the so-called coupled oscillators,
have been suggested and their behavior examined with various methods in nonlinear
dynamic theory . For instance, by considering the symmetries of the network and
using the theories ofgroups and singularities, Golubitsky and Stewart (1985) identify
several possible complicated nonlinear behaviors in a model for rings ofcells coupled
together near a Hopfbifurcation. Swift (1988) has examined the case offour cells and
has found scenarios where tori branch from the quiescent state . Ashwin and Swift
(1992) discuss how the limit cycles lose and gain stability, and how symmetry can
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give rise to structurally stable heteroclinic cycles within a framework of arbitrary
networks of identical (weakly coupled) dissipative oscillators. Lorenz (1987)
provides the first exainple of applying the idea to identifying possible existence of
chaos in the international trade model. Zhang (l991d) also applies the method to
economic dynamics under returns-to-scale economies, to locate conditions for
existence of aperiodic oscillations. The purpose of this section is to provide another
example of possible existence of permanent oscillations in economic geographic
dynamics, on the basis ofthe analytical results from the preceding sections.

As a pedagogical example, an economic system consisting of J islands is

considered, indexed by j = 1, .. ., J . Each island is described by the economic

system defined as follows. When there are no social and economic interactions
between any two islands, the dynamics of each island's economic geography are
determined by the following two-dimensional system

dK .
_J = F .(K .,N),

dt J J J

dN
_J =o (K .,N .), J' =1, ..., Jdt J J J

(11.3.1)

where the functions, ~ and OJ' are functions of Kj(t) and Nj(t) explicitly

defined in (11.2.1). At each point in time, each island's economic geography is
described by the 19 endogenous space-time-dependent variables defined in Section
11.1. In the remainder of this section, it is assumed that the parameters satisfy the
requirements in Proposition 11.2.2. That is, each island's economy is oscillatory
before interactions occur.

It is reasonable to assume existence of interactions among the J islands. For
instance, if free movement of capital is allowed, there will be capital flows due to
differences in prices and interest rates among the J economies. If people are
entitled to free migration, there may exist migration among the economies as people
may obtain different utility levels at various island economies. There may be many
social and economic factors that determine the dynamics of capital and population.
We may propose various economic mechanisms to connect the J-island economic
system. For instance, in the case that we neglect possible differences in culture and
human quality, free migration will result in an identity among utility levels at the J
islands. Even if we introduce differences in people's preferences, a household will
choose the island which maximizes its utility level. We may similarly discuss
movement ofcapital and goods.

Let us generally assume that the dynamics of the J-island economies can be described
by the following system
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where

dK . •
_J = Fj (K,N;p),

dt
dN . •
_J = nj(K,N;p), j = 1, ..., J

dt
(11.3.2)

are capital and population vectors, respectively. In (11.3.1), the functional forms,

Fj• (K, N; f.J) and n~ (K,N; f.J), of the capital and population dynamics in the

trade system are determined by specified institutional and economic structures under
consideration. We call p (~O) the trade degree parameter. When f.J = 0, there

is no trade. That is, the functions, Fj• (K ,N; p) and n ~ (K ,N; p), have to

satisfy the following requirement

(11.3.3)

From the literature mentioned at the beginning of this section, we know that an
accurate analysis of even a simple case of the above system is very complicated.
Therefore, one can only provide some general ideas, instead of giving an accurate
specification ofthe functional forms and strict analysis.

The concern is with what will happen to the system if p is positive. Obviously the

extended system (11.3.2) is now made up of J coupled limit oscillators. Introduce

For p =0, x is a quasiperiodic solution of (17.3.2). We may write the

quasiperiodic solution x(t) in the form of x(t) = X(v)t, v2t, ...vJt) where X

is periodic 1 separately in its J arguments, and the frequencies

vj (j = 1, 2, ..., J) are rationally independent. As demonstrated by Newhouse,

Ruelle and Takens (1978) and Ruelle (1989), a perturbation of a quasiperiodic flow

on T J for J ~ 3 leads to complicated behavior. Quasiperiodicity with J
independent frequencies may persist, or frequency locking may lead to periodic orbits
or to quasiperiodic motion with less than J independent frequencies. Furthermore,
chaos may also appear. Strange attractors arise by suitable arbitrary small
perturbations of any given quasiperiodic flow. It should be noted that if we assume
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that the island economies are identical before perturbations due to international
interactions occur, then it is possible to directly apply the analytical results in Ashwin
and Swift (1992) to our model.

11.4 On Spatial Chaos

This chapter developed a complicated dynamics ofurban systems. From the previous
chapters, we might see many possible ways to extend the model in this chapter. In
addition to the economic interactions which neoclassical growth theory and
neoclassical urban economics attempt to explain, our model may also shed some light
upon the urban dynamic phenomena which the "path-dependent processes of the
spatial location" approach (e.g., Authur, 1989, 1990, Dendrinos and Sonis, 1990,
Rosser, 1991, and Weidlich and Haag, 1983) tries to explore. This new approach of
explaining the rise and fall ofcities and regions is much affected by modem nonlinear
dynamic theory (e.g., Zhang, 1991c). As the economic structure in our model may
have multiple equilibria and the system may be unstable, it is reasonable to expect
that the actual urban dynamics are path-dependent.

Appendix

A.1l.1 The Dynamics of Capital and the Population

We now prove (11.2.1). First, we notice that the utility level among households is
equal over space, i.e., U (m,t) = U(L, T), for all 0 s ca s L . From (11.1.4)

and (11.1.7), we obtain (11.2.7). Since y(m)) ~ y(m2 ) for any

o~ m) ~ m2 ~ L, from (11.2.7) we see that the land rent ftmction monotonically

decreases, i.e.

dR(m,t) < 0, 0 s (J) s L.
dm

From n(m) = 1/ L, (to) and (11.1.7), we get

n(m) = R(m)
'lsoy(m)

Substituting (11.2.7) into (11A I.1) yields

(11.A.l.l)



new) = y(w)R(L) .
'1Soy (L )2

Using the above equation and (11.1.9), we have
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(1 1.A. 1.2)

(11.A.1.3)

The above equation determines the land rent at the perimeter of the island for given
Y and N.

Substituting (11.1.7) and (11.2.7) into (2.1.10) and then calculating the integration, we

can express C, and C, as functions of N(t) and yet) as follows

C. =~·(N Y) C = ,<:l(N,Y)
I ~'-' "s pet)

where

• 1f L

JG (N,Y) == - wR(w)dw .
'1 0

From

and (11.A.I.5), we get

G.(Y) = (1- s)Y.
r+~

Substituting this equation into (11.A.I.4) yields

C = (1 - s )rY C = (1 - s~y
S r + ~' S (y + ~)p .

(1 1.A. 1.4)

(1l.A.1.5)

(1l.A.1.6)
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x, {l- s)yYaX
K; = (y + {)a;i; .

Substituting

F =C. + SY ={(I - s); + Sly
" y +;

into (II.A.I.7) yields

K, (1 - s)yas
K; = (sy + ;)a; .

From (11.1.3), we obtain

From (I LA. 1.9) and (I LA. 1.10), we solve

N, (1 - s)yPs
N; = (sy + ;)p; .

(I LA. 1.7)

(I LA. 1.8)

(l1.A.1.9)

(11.A.1.10)

(11.A.1.1I)

From (11.A.1.9), (11.A.1.1I) and (11.1.13), we get (11.1.12). Substituting (11.1.12)

into (11.1.1), we solve F, and F: as functions of N and K as follows

(I LA. 1.12)

inwhich m, =8;'8:' and m2 =s;'st'.By(I1.A.1.12)and(I1.A.1.8),weget

(11.2.4). From (11.1.11), (11.1.12), (11.A.I.12) and (11.A.I.8), we get (11.2.1).
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The soil for the edifice must be explored by critique as deep down as the
foundation of the faculty of principles independent of experience, in order that it
may sink in no part, for this would inevitably bring about the downfall of the
whole.

Kant

This book applied the basic concepts and frameworks on growth theory (without
space) and trade theory by Zhang (1999,2000) to explore complex interdependence
between economic growth and spatial pattern formation with endogenous capital and
knowledge. Since our main purpose was to construct a theoretical framework to
synthesize urban economics and neoclassical growth theory in a consistent way, we
were concerned only with simplified structures of spatial economies. However, it is
not difficult to extend the models in this book to examine other situations of spatial
economies. For instance, as in Beckmann (1968), we may distinguish four different
locational patterns according to the space requirements of producers and the
population density of consumers: (1) producers and consumers are concentrated at
point locations and in point markets; (2) producers are located in points, consumers
extended through the market area; (3) consumers are concentrated at points, producers
dispersed; and (4) both producers and consumers are extended through the market
area. We may treat space in spatially continuous frameworks (Beckmann and Puu,
1985, Andersson and Zhang, 1988, Zhang, 19888, 1988b, 1989b, 1989c). This book
explored the complexity of spatial economies within a perfectly competitive
framework. Our focus on perfect competition with endogenous capital and knowledge
is different from the contemporary mainstream of spatial economics that is mainly
concerned with monopolistic competition or fixed prices frameworks (e.g., Amott,
19968, 1996b, Greenhut, Norman, and Hung, 1987).

We tried to provide a systematic treatment of spatial economies in a deterministic
dynamic context. We developed dynamic spatial models to deal with the issues related
to the relationship between knowledge, growth, and spatial economic structures with
heterogeneous population. It is not intended to be a comprehensive treatment ofall the
important issues related to spatial economies. Since the models proposed in this book
were consistent with each other, it is conceptually easy to make further extensions of
our models . We now mention a few directions ofpossible extensions ofour work.

W-B Zhang, An Economic  Theory  of  Cities
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2002
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Scale effects ofendogenous population
From the literature of classical economics we know at least four input factors which
may exhibit increasing or decreasing returns to scale effects in economic dynamics:
environment and infrastructures (of transportation and communication systems),
institutions, knowledge, and population, (e.g., Malthus, 1933, Marshall, 1890,
Haavelmo, 1954, Niehans, 1963, Zhang, 1999, 2000). Although we introduced
endogenous population into our analytical framework, we did not take account of age
structures ofthe population.

Networks and infrastructures
In a long-term analysis, it is necessary to examine decision-making processes involved
in construction and maintenance of infrastructures (e.g., Takayama and Judge, 1971,
Andersson et al., 1990, Johansson, 1995, Batten, 1982, Mun, 1997). Channels, roads,
railways and airline systems determine the mobility and the costs associated with
movements of people and goods. They are essential for understanding spatial
economies.

Knowledge and human capital
We did not deal with economic evolution with knowledge in a comprehensive way
because of analytical difficulties for obtaining explicit conclusions. Following the
modeling framework developed by Zhang (1999,2000), it is conceptually possible to
introduce other aspects such as human capital structures and professional amenities
into our framework.

Multiple kinds ofcapital, people and natural resources
It is not difficult to relax the assumption of a single kind of capital (Burmeister and
Dobell, 1970, Barro and Sala-i-Martin, 1995). The introduction of multiple capital
goods will cause analytical difficulties. It should be noted that the traditional
neoclassical growth theory did not succeed in dealing with growth issues with multiple
capital goods in the sense that the consumer behavior was not properly modeled
(Zhang, 1999). We developed multi-group trade models, but our classification of
labor force was simplified. Different kinds of labor force may enter production
systems in different ways.

Preference structures and government policy
Utility functions may be taken on various forms. Except common issues related to
forms of utility functions (Lancaster, 1966, 1971), it seems important to further
examine dynamics ofpreference changes and spatial economic development. It should
be remarked that Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) emphasized the implications of the
endogenization of the number ofgoods for productivity progress and R&D. This idea
can be taken into account by assuming that knowledge affects the parameters in the
utility and production functions.

Governments may intervene economic systems in different ways within competitive
economic systems. It is important to examine the impact of various government
interventions on spatial economies.
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Full employment of production factors and monetary variables
We assumed that production factors such as labor force, capital, and land are always
fully employed. These assumptions should be relaxed in order to analyze modern
economies. Issues related unemployment and economic evolution can be analyzed
within the framework suggested in Zhang (1999).

We assume that spatial economic exchanges take place in the form of barter; in other
words, money is treated as a veil, which has no impact on the underlying variables but
serves as a reference unit, the numeraire (Friedman and Hahn, 1990). This omission
of monetary aspects does not mean that we consider it unimportant to integrate
monetary economics with our approach. We assumed that monetary variables are fast
in the sense that their values are determined by their marginal values at any point of
time. In reality, monetary variables may seldom be adjusted so quickly. We may
generally denote monetary dynamics in the following general form

dp
-= GG(p,K)
dt

where p is a vector of monetary variables such as money, exchange rates and prices

of goods and 8 is the adjustment speed vector. Different theories can be applied to

specify functional forms of G(p, K) .
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